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Abstract

The National Cancer Institute defines precision medicine as ‘a form of medicine that
uses information about a person’s genes, proteins, and environment to prevent,
diagnose, and treat disease’. When applied to radiation oncology, it may be
considered from two separate but interlinked perspectives; namely, physical- and
imaging-based (arguably the more advanced of the two) and biology-based
‘radiogenomics’. The work reported here investigates both aspects of this topic in the
context of localised prostate cancer, the management of which has changed greatly
in recent years. Radical radiotherapy and radical prostatectomy remain the
cornerstones of treatment but have now been joined by active surveillance, dose
escalation (via multiple strategies), systemic approaches using androgen deprivation
and up-front chemotherapy in addition to adjuvant androgen deprivation therapies and
radiotherapy in the post-prostatectomy setting. In contrast to other tumour sites,
however, commonly employed methods of risk stratification have not changed
significantly and certainly have not kept pace with these advances in management.

The hypothesis that underpins this work is that precision medicine will transform
prostate cancer therapy. At a population level, improved patient selection using novel
prognostic or predictive biomarkers will allow greater individualisation of treatment for
men with localised prostate cancer. At an individual level, advances in radiotherapy
will enable more precise and accurate tumour targeting improving the therapeutic
ratio.

A large clinically annotated database of Northern Irish men treated with radical
radiotherapy for localised prostate cancer was generated which served as a resource
to facilitate biomarker investigation in multiple settings. Whole-transcriptome analysis
of diagnostic prostate tissue was carried out and a novel 70-gene Metastatic Assay,
that had previously proven prognostic for biochemical failure-free and metastasis-free
survival in surgical patients was, for the first time, shown to be prognostic for the same
outcomes in men treated with radical radiotherapy. Neither pre-radiotherapy PSA
nadir nor neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, both clinical biomarkers which had previously
shown promise, were found to be prognostic for any outcome of interest in this patient
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group.

The choice of androgen deprivation therapy subtype was prognostic for

biochemical failure, with poorer outcomes in the group treated with anti-androgen
monotherapy, but, interestingly, was not prognostic for metastatic disease, prostatecancer specific survival or overall survival.

The SPORT High-Risk Trial, a randomised feasibility study designed to investigate the
addition of elective pelvic nodal stereotactic radiotherapy (SABR) to prostate SABR in
men with unfavourable intermediate- and high-risk localised prostate cancer, was
designed and developed as part of this work. The development of a novel composite
volume margin derivation approach is presented here. This method permits the
derivation of planning margins for two or more separate CTVs treated using a single
isocentre, independent of the assumptions of conventional margin recipes, and was
undertaken to provide necessary planning data prior to the opening of the SPORT
trial. Early results from this trial are also reported here and, to date, do not demonstrate
any evidence of excessive or unexpected toxicity.

The management of prostate cancer is evolving more rapidly than ever before; the
continued development of precision medicine – in all its aspects – is essential to truly
allow individualisation of treatment at all stages.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition
3-D

Three-dimensional

3D-CRT

Three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy

53BP1

p53 binding protein 1

AA

Anti-androgen

aCCI

Age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index

ADL

Activities of daily living

ADT

Androgen deprivation therapy

AE

Adverse event

AJCC

American Joint cCommittee on Cancer

AP-PA

Anterior-posterior

AR

Androgen receptor

AS

Active surveillance

ASCO

American Society for Clinical Oncology

ASTRO

American Society for Radiation Oncology

ATP

Adenosine triphosphate

AUA

American Urological Association

AUC

Area under the curve

BCH

Belfast City Hospital

BDGF

Brain-derived growth factor

BF

Biochemical failure

BFFS

Biochemical failure-free survival

BHSCT

Belfast Health and Social Care Trust

bPFS

Biochemical progression-free survival

BRISQ

Biospecimen Reporting for Improved Study Quality

BT

Brachytherapy

CAD

Computer-aided design

CaPPS

Cancer Pathway System

CAPRA

Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment Score

CBCT

Cone-beam CT

CCI

Charlson Comorbidity Index
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Abbreviation Definition
CCP

Cell-cycle progression score

CCRCB

Centre for Cancer Research and Cell Biology

CEA

Carcinoembryonic antigen

CFRT

Conventionally fractionated radiotherapy

CI

Chief investigator

CLIA

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments

COIS

Clinical Oncology Information System

CRF

Case report form

CRP

C-reactive protein

CRPC

Castrate-resistant prostate cancer

CT

Computed tomography

CTA

Clinical trial authorisation

CTCAE

Common Toxicity Criteria for Adverse Events

CTV

Clinical target volume

CXCL

C-X-C motif ligand

d

Day

DDRD

DNA damage response deficiency

DE

Dose escalation

DIT

Dublin Institute of Technology

DNA

DNA

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

DRE

Digital rectal examination

DSB

Double strand break

DVC

Dose-volume constraint

DVH

Dose-volume histogram

EBRT

External beam radiotherapy

ECOG

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group

EDRN

Early Detection Research Network

EGAPP

Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention

ELISA

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

EMR

Electronic medical record

EMT

Epithelial-mesenchymal transition
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Abbreviation Definition
ENI

Elective nodal irradiation

EORTC

European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer

EPIC

Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite

EQD2

Equivalent dose @ 2Gy/fraction

ER

(O)estrogen receptor

FBC

Full blood count

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

FFPE

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded

FOX M1

Forkhead box protein M1

fPSA

Free PSA

FSI

Fatigue symptom inventory

FU

Follow-up

GARD

Genome-based model for Adjusting Radiotherapy Dose

GC

Genomic classifier

GCP

Good Clinical Practice

GETUG

Groupe d’Etude des Tumeurs Uro-Génitales

GI

Gastrointestinal

GP

General practitioner

GPS

Genomic Prostate Score

GS

Gleason score

GTV

Gross tumour volume

GU

Genitourinary

Gy

Gray

H&E

Haematoxylin & Eosin

Her2

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

HMGB1

High-mobility group protein B1

HR

Hazard ratio

HRQoL

Health-related quality of life

IB

Investigator's brochure

ICH

International Conference on Harmonisation

ICRU

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements

IDMC

Independent Data Monitoring Committee
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Abbreviation Definition
IGRT

Image-guided radiotherapy

IL

Interleukin

IMRT

Intensity-modulated radiotherapy

IPSS

International Prostate Symptom Score

IQR

Inter-quartile range

kV

Kilovoltage

LDR

Low dose rate

LHRH

Luteinizing hormone receptor hormone

LHRHa

Luteinizing hormone receptor hormone agonist

LHRHant

Luteinizing hormone receptor hormone antagonist

LN

Lymph nodes

LQ

Linear-quadratic

LT

Long-term

LUTS

Lower urinary tract symptoms

M

Metastasis

MD

Metastatic disease

MDM

Multidisciplinary meeting

MFS

Metastasis-free survival

MHRA

Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency

mL

Millilitres

mm

Millimetres

MRC

Medical Research Council

MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging

mRNA

Messenger ribodeoxynucleic acid

MV

Megavoltage

MVA

Multivariate analysis

N

Node(s)

NCCN

National Cancer Comprehensive Network

NCI

National Cancer Institutes

NF-κB

Nuclear-factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells

NGF

Nerve growth factor

NHS

National Health Service
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Abbreviation Definition
NI

Northern Ireland

NIB

Northern Ireland Biobank

NICC

Northern Ireland Cancer Centre

NICE

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

NICTC

Northern Ireland Cancer Trials Centre

NICTU

Northern Ireland Clinical Trials Unit

NIH

National Institutes of Health

NKI

Netherlands Cancer Institute

NLR

Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio

NPV

Negative predictive value

NRES

National Research Ethics Service

NS

Not significant

NTCP

Normal tissue complication probability

OAB

Overactive bladder

OAR(s)

Organ(s) at risk

ORECNI

Office for Research Ethics Committees Northern Ireland

OS

Overall survival

p2PSA

[-2]proPSA

PACE

Prostate Advances in Comparative Evidence

PAP

Prostatic acid phosphatase

PC

Prostate cancer

PCSS

Prostate cancer-specific survival

pCT

Planning CT

PET-CT

Positron emission tomography–computed tomography

PHI

Prostate Health Index

PI

Principal investigator

PIS

Participant information sheet

PO

Prostate only

PORTOS

Post-Operative Radiation Therapy Outcomes Score

PPI

Patient and public involvement

PPN

Prostate and pelvic lymph nodes

PPV

Positive predictive value
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Abbreviation Definition
PRO(M)

Patient-reported outcome (measure)

PS

Performance status

PSA

Prostate-specific antigen

PSMA

Prostate-Specific Membrane Antigen

PSV

Prostate and seminal vesicles

PTEN

Phosphatase and tensin homologue

PTV

Planning target volume

QALY

Quality-adjusted life year

QOL

Quality of life

QUB

Queen’s University Belfast

R&D

Research & development

RCT

Randomised controlled trial

REC

Research Ethics Committee

REMARK

REporting recommendations for tumour MARKer prognostic studies

RNA

Ribodeoxynucleic acid

RP

Radical prostatectomy

RT

Radiotherapy

RTOG

Radiation Therapy Oncology Group

SABR

Stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy

SIB

Simultaneous integrated boost

SNP

Single nucleotide polymorphism

SOP

Standard operating procedure

ST

Short-term

STHLM3

Stockholm 3

SUSAR

Suspected unexpected serious adverse reaction

SV

Seminal vesicles

SWOG

Southwest Oncology Group

T

Tumour

TCP

Tumour control probability

TIC

Tumour initiating cell

TLR-4

Toll-like receptor 4

TMF

Trial master file
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Abbreviation Definition
TMG

Trial management group

TNF-α

Tumour necrosis factor-α

TNFR-1

Tumour necrosis factor-α receptor 1

TNM

Tumour Nodes Metastasis

tPSA

Total PSA

TRUS

Trans-rectal ultrasound

TSC

Trial Steering Committee

TURP

Trans-urethral resection of prostate

UICC

Union for International Cancer Control

UK

United Kingdom

US

United States

VES

Vulnerable Elderly Scale

VMAT

Volumetric modulated arc therapy

vs.

versus

WHO

World Health Organisation
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Chapter One – Introduction

1.1

General

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in men in the UK and is
second only to lung cancer in terms of cancer deaths1,2. In 2016, the most recent year
for which UK statistics are available, 47,740 men were diagnosed with prostate cancer
and 11,631 men died from their disease2. The incidence of prostate cancer has risen
sharply in recent decades, due – at least in part – to increasing clinician and patient
awareness paralleled with the more widespread availability of PSA screening3–6. For
patients with localised prostate cancer, standard options for treatment include active
surveillance (AS), radical prostatectomy (RP) and radiotherapy (external beam
radiotherapy (EBRT), brachytherapy (BT), or a combination of both), with or without
the addition of androgen deprivation therapy (ADT)7–10. Treatment decisions are
based on conventional risk stratification methods in conjunction with each patient’s
age, performance status, comorbidities and individual preference10,11. Despite optimal
therapy with EBRT and long-term ADT, as many as 40% of men with high-risk
localised prostate cancer will relapse, manifesting at least biochemical failure by ten
years post completion of radiotherapy12. Conversely, there is a subset of men with
lower-risk disease that develop biochemical failure and metastatic disease despite the
lack of any traditional high-risk features. In both situations, this may be due to the
presence of occult metastases, radio-resistance, or, simply, under-treatment.
Currently, there are no biomarkers in routine clinical use that can identify these
patients.

It is generally accepted that the rise in incidence of prostate cancer in recent decades
is beginning to level off. In contrast, however, the absolute number of men diagnosed
with prostate cancer will continue to rise, due for the most part to our ageing
population13,14. In the UK, absolute numbers of men diagnosed with prostate cancer
have risen from 20,065 in 1993 to 46,689 in 2014 and are projected to rise further (by
66%) to 77,349 in 203514. This will have a significant impact on the health system and
implications for resource planning.
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1.1.1 External-beam radiotherapy (EBRT)
Radical EBRT has been one of the mainstays for treatment for localised disease for
many years. In men with locally confined disease, the prostate is treated with high
doses of radiation. Those men at high risk of pelvic node involvement may also receive
radiation to the pelvic nodes15–17. The standard radical treatment regimen in the UK
previously consisted of a total dose of 74 Gray (Gy) delivered to the prostate and
seminal vesicles in daily fractions of 2 Gy over 7½ weeks (excluding weekends)18. The
results of multiple large randomised trials have prompted a widespread move toward
shorter moderately hypofractionated schedules (60 Gy in 20 fractions over 4 weeks)
for men with low- and intermediate-risk disease10,19,20. Men with higher-risk disease
are more usually treated to a total dose of 74-78 Gy to the prostate with consideration
of the addition of elective pelvic nodal irradiation in selected cases10.

1.1.2 Androgen deprivation therapy
The addition of androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) has been shown to improve
biochemical control21–23 and overall survival24–26 in men with higher-risk disease and
is generally administered alongside EBRT in this situation. In the case of intermediaterisk disease, it is generally prescribed for six months before and during radiotherapy;
this is extended to up to three years in the case of high-risk disease7,27–31. There is
ongoing evaluation of the optimal duration of ADT in higher-risk disease. ADT
generally takes the form of a luteinising hormone-releasing hormone agonist (LHRHa).
There is increasing recognition that there is significant systemic toxicity from androgen
deprivation even when delivered in the short term32–35. This has led to increasing
interest in alternatives to the use of conventional LHRHa agents such as anti-androgen
monotherapy and luteinising hormone-releasing hormone antagonists (LHRHant)36–
39.

1.1.3 High-risk localised prostate cancer
Men with high-risk localised disease do poorly despite receiving the traditional
standard of care – conventionally fractionated EBRT with long-term (up to thirty-six
months) of androgen deprivation therapy. The MRC RT01 trial, a randomised study
evaluating radiotherapy dose escalation in men with localised prostate cancer,
reported a biochemical progression-free survival rate of 55% in the dose-escalated
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group (74Gy in 37 fractions) at a median follow-up of ten years40. The STAMPEDE
trial has more recently demonstrated improved progression-free survival (but not
overall survival) in men with high-risk non-metastatic disease treated with docetaxel
or abiraterone in addition to traditional treatment41,42. Dose escalation has also been
proven to improve outcomes in terms of long-term biochemical control43–46. To date,
this strategy has been limited by the radiation tolerance of the surrounding normal
tissues47–50. This high-risk group may, in fact, have the most to gain in terms of the
potential escalation in dose allowed through the use of stereotactic ablative
radiotherapy (SABR).
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1.2

Biomarkers

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) defines a biomarker, or biological marker, as ‘a
characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal
biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic response to a
therapeutic intervention’51. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) refines this somewhat,
and defines a biomarker as ‘a biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or
tissues that is a sign of a normal or abnormal process, or of a condition or disease’52.
This remains a broad definition, encompassing all aspects of cancer management
from screening and risk assessment to the monitoring of patients following definitive
therapy.

There are myriad potential biomarker candidates that incorporate a huge variety of
subtypes, including (but not limited to) DNA (and its epigenetic modifications), RNA,
proteins, metabolites, antibodies and peptides.

The ideal biomarker has three major characteristics;
1. A safe and easy means of measurement (ideally non-invasive),
2. High sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values,
3. An improvement in decision-making abilities beyond the current standard of
care53.

1.2.1 Subtypes
Different categories of biomarkers have been defined by many different groups54,55.
These can broadly be broken down into seven clinical distinct categories; risk
assessment, screening, diagnostic, pharmacological, predictive, prognostic and
surrogate response. These are discussed separately in more detail below. A single
biomarker may have a role in one or more of these categories. In addition, new roles
for established biomarkers may become apparent once they are in clinical use. Some
biomarker characteristics that may be useful in a given setting may be less beneficial
elsewhere.
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1.2.1.2

Risk assessment

This is generally carried out to define individuals or populations at risk of a given
condition. It may be carried out on large populations, within clinical trials, or in family
studies. The sample should be as easy to obtain and as minimally invasive as
possible. BRCA1 is an example of this type of biomarker in a cancer population56. It is
involved in the repair of double-stranded DNA breaks; mutations in this gene confer
an increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer57.

1.2.1.3

Screening

Screening biomarkers are used to facilitate early diagnosis to allow detection of a
condition at a more treatable stage and decrease mortality. As with tools used in risk
assessment, these markers should be as acceptable and as minimally invasive as
possible. Screening biomarkers may also play a role at diagnosis. PSA is a commonly
used example of a screening biomarker for prostate cancer and also has a role in
diagnosis and surveillance58–60. More recently, the Stockholm-3 model, a combination
of plasma protein markers, genetic polymorphisms and clinical parameters, has been
shown to outperform PSA testing alone in the detection of prostate cancer of Gleason
scores of 7 or more in a general screening population61–63.

1.2.1.4

Diagnostic

At their most fundamental, diagnostic biomarkers differentiate benign from malignant
tissue, thus allowing a diagnosis of cancer to be made. These biomarkers include the
standard imaging modalities, cellular pathology methods, and tumour markers in
common clinical use. Classification of cancer by its tissue of origin is a basic step in
diagnosis; newer markers may aid in narrowing down the initial differential diagnosis
and in sub-classification of tumours.

Each tumour site has its own histological grading system that broadly correlates with
aggressiveness and metastatic potential. Tumour grade is not routinely included in the
AJCC/UICC TNM staging except where it has been clearly shown to be linked to
prognosis. Prostate cancer is an example of this situation, along with glioma and soft
tissue sarcoma64. The assessment of grade is somewhat subjective and dependent
on the observer’s experience; there is a growing trend towards the adoption of
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computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems to aid standardisation in this area. To date,
the US FDA has approved the introduction of CAD in the interpretation of Pap smears
in screening for prostate cancer and in some diagnostic imaging modalities.

There is an increasing use of functional imaging for the localisation of tumours, both
at diagnosis and during surveillance. These include the use of molecularly labelled
radioisotopes such as 66Ga-PSMA in PET-CT, which has an growing role in the
diagnosis and management of prostate cancer65,66, and an evolving ability to assess
processes at the cellular level, such as angiogenesis, hypoxia, apoptosis and
metabolic activity, which provides many novel therapeutic targets. Again, PSA, along
with CEA in colon cancer and CA125 in ovarian cancer, represent examples of
diagnostic biomarkers in common clinical use.

Pharmacological biomarkers are used to assess the pharmacokinetic characteristics
of a specific drug, aiding in dose optimization and the reduction of side effects. They
play a significant role in the early investigation of cytotoxic chemotherapy and biologic
agents. Inherited variation in DNA may significantly affect the response to a specific
drug. For example, the presence of the UGT1A1*28 polymorphism reduces the
metabolism of irinotecan and hence leads to severe drug-induced toxicity67.

1.2.1.5

Prognostic

Prognostic biomarkers are used to predict the natural course of a given cancer and
have traditionally been based on clinicopathologic characteristics.

Tumour classification, stage and grade are generally used to assess prognosis. The
original TNM staging system was established in 1958 by the AJCC and UICC and
defines staging criteria for the majority of tumour sites64. This system uses primarily
anatomic staging to classify cancers into stages with further subdivisions dependent
on tumour site. Later evolution of this system moved to incorporate other
characteristics, including grade (as discussed previously), tumour markers (most
notably in the case of testicular cancer) and other features of specific cancers proven
to affect prognosis. The seventh and most recent edition of the AJCC TNM staging
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manual makes some informal recommendations for the supplementation of TNM
staging with data on tumour grade, histological subtype and immunohistochemical
markers64. Breast cancer commonly incorporates ER, PR and Her2 status into
treatment decision-making, despite their absence from the formal TNM staging.
By design, the TMN staging system evolves slowly and is in only its seventh iteration
since its inception fifty-five years ago. This allows increased consistency in the
historical and contemporaneous comparison of patient populations and hence, wider
generalisability of data, particularly that from clinical trials which may have a significant
impact on clinical practice.

There is concern that the addition of large numbers of additional biomarkers may
fragment the current staging system, significantly limiting its utility. However, the
expanding role of biologic therapies has emphasized the importance of additional
biomarkers. Examples of this situation in common use include ER, PR and Her2 status
and the use of the 21-gene recurrence score in breast cancer68–70. PREDICT is an
established example of a decision support system for breast cancer that takes both
prognostic and predictive data into account to aid in decision-making by generation of
five- and ten-year rates of recurrence and overall survival71,72. Three prostate cancer
genomic panels, Decipher™, Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score, Prolaris®, are
discussed in detail below.

1.2.1.6

Predictive

Predictive biomarkers predict a subpopulation that is likely to respond to a specific
therapy. Common biomarkers in use include ER and Her2 overexpression status with
regard to the use of endocrine therapies and trastuzumab respectively in breast
cancer. 68,73.

1.2.1.7

Surrogate

Surrogate biomarkers are used as a surrogate to assess response to an intervention
and are generally used to monitor response to treatment and for surveillance following
definitive therapy. Again, PSA is an example of a widely used surrogate biomarker in
the management of early and metastatic prostate cancer.
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Cost-effectiveness and acceptability of all biomarker tests becomes increasingly
important as they move into wider clinical use.

1.2.2 Discovery
There are many potential approaches to the identification of potential biomarkers. The
traditional approach was hypothesis-driven and based on the contemporaneous
knowledge and theories of cancer biology. The newer hypothesis-free ‘discovery’
approach uses more recently developed technologies (such as high-throughput
sequencing) to generate vast amounts of data and identify candidate biomarkers that
differ between cohorts with and without the disease. There have been rapid advances
in this area in recent years; the sequence of an entire small-cell lung cancer genome
was reported in Nature in 2010; almost 30,000 separate mutations were identified74.
The following year, the entire prostate cancer genome sequence was reported in the
same_journal75.

Given the volume of data generated, study design and data analysis have become
even more important than before.

1.2.2.1

Steps in development

Five broad stages of biomarker development have been proposed by the Early
Detection Research Network (EDRN) and others76–78. In effect, these are an adapted
version of the standard Phase I-III clinical trials in widespread use53. While these steps
were initially directed at risk assessment and screening, they can be applied to all
biomarker candidates, regardless of intention. As ever, statistical input in trial design
is key from early on to maximise the chance of successful clinical adoption of the
candidate biomarker. These steps comprise preclinical exploratory or biomarker
discovery studies, clinical assay development and validation, retrospective
longitudinal studies, prospective screening studies, and the analysis of impact on
cancer control. Most cancer biomarkers in current clinical use have not yet passed
through all these more recently defined stages.

Biomarker discovery studies are exploratory studies aimed at identifying potentially
useful biomarkers. The majority of candidates do not progress beyond this stage.
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Clinical assay and validation determine the ability of the candidate biomarker to
distinguish between those people with and without a given condition. Analytical and
clinical quality assurance is of particular importance at this stage. Many candidates fail
to progress beyond this stage if they are not sufficiently sensitive or specific for clinical
use.

Retrospective longitudinal studies determine how well the candidate biomarker can
distinguish between sample research cohorts. The role of the biobank becomes
increasingly important at this stage.

Prospective screening studies prospectively assess a defined population over time to
identify a population of interest. At this stage, improvement relative to existing clinical
tests should be evident.

Clear definition of endpoints, sample size, patient cohorts and clinical benefit is
relevant for both retrospective and prospective validation studies.

Finally, analysis of the impact of the biomarker assesses its role when added to the
current standard of care and, in the case of prognostic biomarkers, the impact of risk
assessment and screening. Cost-effectiveness, compliance and acceptance are all
evaluated at this stage.

The entire prospective screening process is still at a relatively early stage in
development; additionally, ideal conditions rarely apply in practice.

1.2.3 Validation
Regardless of their intended function, all biomarkers must be validated prior to their
clinical use. As detailed previously, there are a number of hurdles to cross en route.
Once sufficient preliminary data is amassed, the candidate biomarker proceeds to the
validation stage. This process can be divided into two stages; a pre-validation, or
verification study, that includes analytic validation of the assay, where a decision is
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made whether to proceed to further testing, and a validation study, where the
biomarker candidate’s clinical performance is independently evaluated79,80.

Pre-analytic validity includes the analysis of the conditions under which samples are
tested. The

Biospecimen

Reporting for Improved

Study Quality (BRISQ)

recommendations mandate clear definition of the storage and handling of the sample
to be tested in all cases and defines lists of parameters to be reported for a given
biomarker81. Many factors may affect results, including time to analysis, storage,
fixation and conditions post-processing. Any or all of these may impact on the success
or failure of the biomarker at later stages of validation.

The Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention initiative (EGAPP)
defines analytic variability as ‘the ability to accurately and reliably measure the
genotype (or analyte) of interest in the clinical laboratory, and in specimens
representative of the populations of interest’82. This includes, but is not limited to,
sensitivity, specificity, robustness, accuracy and reproducibility (with particular
reference to inter-operator and inter-institutional variability). A common issue that
arises at this point is that independent groups are unable to verify initial results, and
accurate and careful reporting of all parameters minimises the drop-out rate at this
stage.

Clinical validity is defined by EGAPP as the ‘ability to accurately and reliably predict
the clinically defined disorder’82 and incorporates clinical sensitivity and specificity
along with positive and negative predictive values. The assay is reproduced in
independent clinical samples to confirm validity and should reliably identify the
population of interest, but, on its own, does not yet indicate that the biomarker should
be used to direct clinical management.

The clinical utility of a biomarker, again as defined by EGAPP, is ‘evidence of improved
measurable patient outcomes, and its usefulness and added value to patient
management

decision-making

compared

with

current

management’82.

It

encompasses effectiveness, benefit-to-harm ratio, and the assessment of efficacy (in
the setting of a clinical trial). There remains a relative lack of clear evidence of the
appropriate use of biomarkers in patient management; strategies currently in
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development should address this for the future. The ultimate goal is to develop a
simple, sensitive, specific, inexpensive and reproducible biomarker test that has
significant clinical utility83.

1.2.4 Issues
A number of issues repeatedly emerge on review of the literature84–86. These include
the lack of a robust assay protocol (thus limiting reproducibility), the use of biased
comparators, poorly defined biomarker clinical roles, underpowered sample size, and
inappropriate statistical analyses. Again, this underpins the role of clear definition of
aims, stringent and well-defined laboratory protocols, and early engagement with
statistical colleagues.

Most evaluation studies are carried out on samples of convenience (unlike those in
the pharmaceutical industry); steps should be taken to select the study population
carefully87.

Unlike haematological malignancies, where large volumes of tumour cells are
(relatively) easily accessible via the peripheral circulation, analysis of solid tumours is
often limited by the need for repeat biopsies to directly measure tumour progression
or response; this may limit assessment in some cases. Other strategies, such as the
use of circulating tumour cells, or circulating tumour DNA may be of use in such
situations88–90.

Bias may also be introduced through publication bias ie. selective reporting, or ‘nonreporting’ of results; this is a long-recognised problem in published literature91,92.

Neither regulatory nor financial issues have been discussed in detail in this review. In
the U.S., the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for the regulation of
biomarkers, under the Medical Device Amendments Act (1976)93. Their mandate is to
ensure the safety and effectiveness of all medical devices, including biomarkers. All
regulatory authorities generally require evidence of validation and qualification of the
biomarkers prior to approval55.
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As in all areas of cancer medicine, health economics plays an increasingly important
role. The issues are similar to those relevant to drug development, with the caveat that
some benefits (particularly objective assessment of quality of life and improved
prognostic accuracy) may be difficult to objectively assess. There is a limited pool of
resources with many – and ever-increasing – demands and the onus is on our
community to use these resources most effectively.

Finally, it should be noted that some or all of these issues may not be obvious at the
earlier preclinical stages, and often only become apparent during later phase II and III
trials86.
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1.3

Role of biomarkers in prostate cancer

In recent years, there have been great strides made in our understanding of the
complex processes underlying the development and progression of cancer. Despite
this, and despite the degree of investment in this area worldwide, there have been
relatively few clinically useful biomarkers identified to date. This is particularly
germane to the management of prostate cancer, where a steep rise in incidence,
coupled with significant advances in the available therapeutic options, still depend on
a staging system that has not changed in many years and is no longer as
discriminating as is now required. The discrepancy between prostate cancer incidence
and mortality reflects the clinical heterogeneity of prostate cancer, highlighting the
need for more effective biomarkers and better risk stratification for these men.

1.3.1 Risk stratification in prostate cancer
Tumour classification, stage and grade are generally used to assess prognosis. The
original TNM staging system was established in 1958 by the AJCC and UICC and
defines staging criteria for the majority of tumour sites64. This system uses primarily
anatomic staging to classify cancers into stages with further subdivisions dependent
on tumour site. Later evolution of this system moved to incorporate other
characteristics, including grade, tumour markers (most notably in the case of testicular
cancer), and other features of specific cancers proven to affect prognosis.
Current risk stratification in localised prostate cancer is based on the TNM staging
system, which incorporates Gleason score and PSA as well as anatomic stage64.
Gleason grading was first defined in the 1960s and, with some more recent
refinements, remains one of the cornerstones of risk stratification in the diagnosis of
prostate cancer94,95. The current system of Gleason Grade Grouping was adopted in
201696. These three factors were first established by D’Amico et al and have been in
widespread clinical use for many years97. The National Cancer Comprehensive
Network (NCCN) recently ratified the sub-stratification of intermediate-risk prostate
cancer into favourable and unfavourable groups based on Gleason score and overall
percentage of biopsy cores involved (Table 1.1)10.

The Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment Score – CAPRA – is a risk stratification
nomogram applicable in the treatment selection (CAPRA) and postoperative (CAPRA-
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S) setting (Tables 1.2 and 1.3 respectivelys). In 2005, Cooperberg et al presented the
original CAPRA risk stratification score, which was based on a cohort of more than
1400 men who underwent radical prostatectomy between 1999 and 200198. It has now
been validated in a wide range of treatment settings, including radical external beam
radiotherapy and brachytherapy; for the most part, however, it was not directly
compared to the conventional D’Amico stratification model and does not incorporate
the use of systemic therapy in these patients99–101. Similarly, CAPRA-S is based on
baseline PSA and surgical histopathological parameters and can assist in decisionmaking regarding adjuvant therapy102. To date, no other biomarkers have translated
into routine clinical use.
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Table 1.1

NCCN prostate cancer risk stratification grouping

Risk group

Criteria
T1c AND
Gleason 6 AND

Very low

PSA < 10* AND
Fewer than three biopsy fragments involved, ≤ 50%
cancer in each fragement/core AND
PSA density < 0.15 ng/mL/g
T1-T2a AND

Low

Gleason ≤ 6 AND
PSA ≤ 10
Favourable

Intermediate

•

1 risk factor AND

T2b – T2c

•

Gleason 6 or 3 + 4 AND

Gleason 7

•

< 50% biopsy cores positive

PSA 10 – 20

Unfavourable
•

≥ 2 risk factors OR

•

≥ 50% biopsy cores positive

T3a OR
High

Gleason 8-10 OR
PSA > 20
T3b – T4 OR

Very high

Primary Gleason pattern 5 OR
> 4 cores with Gleason 8 – 10

*PSA (ng/mL)
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Table 1.2
CAPRA Risk Stratification Model
CAPRA – Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment98
Age at diagnosis (years)

PSA at diagnosis (ng/mL)

Gleason score of biopsy (primary / secondary)

Clinical T stage

% biopsy cores involved by cancer
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< 50

0

≥ 50

1

≤6

0

6.1 – 10

1

10.1 – 20

2

20.1 – 30

3

> 30

4

No pattern 4 or 5

0

Secondary pattern 4 or 5

1

Primary pattern 4 or 5

3

T1 / T2

0

T3a

1

< 34%

0

≥ 34%

1

Table 1.3
CAPRA-S Risk Stratification Model
CAPRA-S – Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment102

PSA at diagnosis (ng/mL)

SM (positive surgical margin)

SVI (seminal vesicle involvement)

Gleason score

ECE (extra-capsular extension)

LNI (lymph node invasion)

≤6

0

6.1 – 10

1

10.1 – 20

2

> 20

3

Negative

0

Positive

2

No

0

Yes

2

2–6

0

3+4

1

4+3

2

8 – 10

3

No

0

Yes

1

No

0

Yes

1

Risk
Low

0–2

Intermediate

3–5

High

≥6
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There are some areas of particular need in prostate cancer where additional
biomarkers are urgently required. These include the distinction of BPH from cancers
with low or borderline PSA, earlier and better distinction of indolent from aggressive
disease, earlier identification of metastatic disease, and identification of those men at
risk of significant toxicity, allowing:
•

Treatment intensification in poor responders/high-risk population

•

De-escalation in those men with low-risk disease

•

Early intervention to attenuate significant toxicity (particularly relevant in men
with lower-risk disease, given their high likelihood of cure)53.

Many biomarkers of all kinds have been evaluated in prostate cancer. The best
established and most promising are outlined below. The NCCN Prostate Cancer Early
Detection guidelines currently recommend consideration of biomarkers that have been
independently validated in independent patient cohorts103. In patients who have not
yet had a biopsy, these include free/total PSA ratio, PHI, 4Kscore or EPI. In patients
with at least one previous negative biopsy and thought to be at higher risk, all of the
above may be considered, in addition to PCA3 and Confirm MDx. As there has been
no consistent head-to-head testing of these biomarkers, the panel does not
recommend one biomarker over another in these cohorts of patients. They also
caution that interpretation of these tests is complicated, that the optimal order of testing
and imaging is unknown, and that the interpretation of multiple tests in individual
patients is not straightforward.

1.3.2 Serum-based biomarkers
1.3.2.1

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA)

Prostate cancer has a long history of incorporating biomarkers into its management.
In the 1930s, Huggins and Hodges, among others, reported that falling prostatic acid
phosphatase (PAP) levels demonstrated response to hormonal therapy; it was later
integrated into limited clinical use104–107. At no time, however, did PAP play a role in
screening for prostate cancer, and its use was superseded in the 1980s by the more
widely prostate-specific antigen (PSA), a serine protease that is produced by prostate
epithelium108. During the early 1980s, evidence mounted that PSA was more sensitive
than PAP for the monitoring of disease, and in 1986, the FDA approved PSA as an
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aid in the management of men already diagnosed with prostate cancer59. Later work
focused on screening and early detection, and in 1994, the FDA approved PSA as a
screening tool (in conjunction with digital rectal examination (DRE)) in asymptomatic
men over the age of 5058,60,109. PSA may be further quantified as total PSA (tPSA),
which is largely bound to circulating protease inhibitors, and free PSA (fPSA), the
unbound form. The ratio of free to total PSA has been shown to be significantly more
sensitive than age-specific PSA reference ranges for the detection of prostate
cancer110. PSA has multiple roles in screening, diagnosis, prognostication and as a
surrogate marker in the post-treatment setting; however, the role of population-based
PSA screening remains controversial following the outcomes of the ERSPC and PLCO
trials10,111–116.

1.3.2.2

Prostate Health Index (PHI)

The Prostate Health Index (PHI; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) analyses levels of
fPSA, tPSA, and [-2]proPSA (p2PSA) to predict the risk of higher Gleason scores at
biopsy. p2PSA is a commercially available precursor of PSA that can further increase
specificity for prostate cancer117,118. The PHI is a formula that combines total PSA, free
PSA and p2PSA into a unified score ([-2]proPSA/fPSA x √tPSA) that can be used for
decision-making at the time of biopsy. In 2011, Catalona et al published the outcome
of a study evaluating the role of PHI for prostate cancer diagnosis in 892 men with
baseline tPSAs of 2 to 10 ng/mL and normal DRE119. At a sensitivity of 80-95%, this
demonstrated that the sensitivity and AUC of PHI, at 0.703, exceeded that of total and
free-to-total PSA (0.53 and 0.65 respectively). Increasing PHI score was associated
with a 4.7-fold risk of prostate cancer and a 1.61-fold risk of Gleason score of 4 + 3 or
greater. Another study, by de la Calle et al, evaluated PHI in two separate discovery
and validation cohorts of 561 and 381 men120. At 95% specificity, PHI specificity was
36% versus 17.2% and 19.4% for total and free PSA respectively for detecting
aggressive prostate cancer (Gleason 7 or greater); the optimal PHI cutoff was 24,
which would lead to avoidance of 36% of unnecessary biopsies with approximately
2.5% of high-grade cancers missed. In 2014, Wang et al published a meta-analysis of
16 studies that included 5856 patients evaluated with PHI121. This demonstrated a
pooled sensitivity of 0.85 (95% CI 0.83-0.86), pooled specificity of 0.45 (95% CI 0.440.47) and 0.70 (95% CI 0.65-0.74) for the detection of prostate cancer and a pooled
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sensitivity of 0.90 (95% CI 0.87-0.92) and pooled specificity of 0.17 (95% CI 0.14-0.19)
for the distinction between lower Gleason scores and Gleason scores of 7 or greater.
A series of studies have assessed the clinical utility of PHI; the largest of these, by
White et al, prospectively evaluated PHI in 506 men against a historical cohort of 683
men, all with normal DRE and a baseline tPSA between 4 and 10 ng/mL122,123. There
was a significant reduction in biopsies between the cohorts – 36.4% versus 60.3%
respectively (p < 0.0001). PHI has also been shown to be predictive of adverse
features at radical prostatectomy124–126. In 2012, the FDA approved the use of PHI for
the diagnosis of prostate cancer in men with normal DRE and a tPSA between 4 and
10 ng/mL127.

1.3.2.3

4Kscore

The 4Kscore test (OPLO Lab, Minami, FL, USA) is another serum-based test that
measures free and total PSA in combination with human kallikrenin 2 (hK2) and intact
PSA and also takes age, DRE outcome and prior biopsy status into account128–130. It
reports the percentage likelihood of finding Grade Group 2 or greater on biopsy.
Parekh et al prospectively evaluated 1012 men prior to biopsy and demonstrated that
the 4Kscore was highly discriminatory for high-grade cancer (AUC 0.82) when
compared to a modified Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial Risk Calculator 2.0 and
standard of care131. Setting a 15% risk threshold for biopsy allowed for 58% of biopsies
to be avoided while missing 4.7% of high-grade tumours. Bryant et al evaluated the
4Kscore in separate discovery and validation cohorts of 4765 and 1364 men enrolled
in the UK-led Prostate Testing for Cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) study and found
that the AUC was unchanged 0.82 (95% CI 0.80-0.94)132. With a cut-off of 6% for highgrade cancer in a cohort of 1000 men with tPSA levels of 3 ng/mL or greater, 428 men
could avoid biopsy, 119 high-grade cancers would be detected and the diagnosis of
14 high-grade cancers would be delayed (for 133 high-grade cancers in total).
Similarly, a later meta-analysis of 11134 patients calculated a pooled estimated AUC
of > 0.80133. The NCCN currently recommend consideration of the 4Kscore for men
with at least one negative biopsy considered to be at higher risk of clinically significant
prostate cancer but caution that the optimal cut-off is now yet known103.
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1.3.2.4

Stockholm 3

The Stockholm 3 (STHLM3) study was a prospective population-based study of men
(50 – 69 years) without a prostate cancer diagnosis;11130 men randomly selected as
an initial discovery cohort and a further 47688 men included in the subsequent
validation cohort61. This study first generated a novel model that combined free, total
and intact PSA with additional plasma protein biomarkers (hK2, MSMB, MIC1), genetic
polymorphisms (232 SNPs), clinical variables (age, personal and family history,
previous prostate biopsy and DRE) and PSA concentration with the primary aim of
improved specificity (when compared to PSA) while maintaining sensitivity in detection
of high-risk prostate cancer. When compared to PSA, this model performed
significantly better than PSA alone when the Gleason score was 7 or above; AUC 0.56
[95% CI 0.55 – 0.60] for PSA alone and 0.74 [95% CI 0.72 – 0.75] for STHLM3 (p <
0.0001). At a PSA cut-off of 3 ng/mL, using the STHLM3 model could reduce the
number of biopsies by 32% (95% CI 24-39). In 2018, Palsdottir et al reported on the
refinement of STHLM3 model to incorporate MR scan data in 532 men134. The unified
model was superior to both the original STHLM3 and modPI-RADS (modified
Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System) alone, although marginally so when the
models were used sequentially. The number of diagnostic MR scans carried out rose
by 60%. An updated model, presented by Ström et al in 2018, removed intact PSA
and incorporated HOXB13135. When evaluated in the original combined cohort (n =
59159), the AUC improved slightly (from 0.74 to 0.75) and the number of biopsies
decreased by 34% when compared to PSA alone.

1.3.2 Urine-based biomarkers
1.3.2.1

PCA3

PCA3 (PCA3 Progensa Test Kit, Hologic, Marlborough, MA, USA) is a prostatespecific non-coding RNA (first identified in 1999) that is overexpressed (60-100-fold)
in prostate cancer136. PCA3 scores indicate the ratio of PCA3/PSA RNA molecules
detected in urine following DRE; testing is primarily indicated in the setting of repeat
prostate biopsy. The earliest large study, from Marks et al in 2007, demonstrated an
AUC of 0.68 for PCA3 and 0.52 for PSA in 226 men undergoing repeat prostate
biopsy137. A cut-off of 35 was associated with PCA3 sensitivity of 58% and sensitivity
of 72%. This was replicated in multiple large studies in men undergoing both initial and
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repeat prostate biopsy138–142. In 2014, Wei et al reported on 859 men who underwent
diagnostic prostate biopsy across 11 centres143. The positive predictive value (PPV)
was 80% (95% CI, 72%-86%) in the initial biopsy group and the negative predictive
value (NPV) was 88% (95% CI, 81%-93%) in the repeat biopsy group, with a potential
reduction of almost 50% in repeat biopsies and delayed diagnosis of 3% of high-grade
cancers. PCA3 scores have also been correlated with prostate cancer aggressiveness
in men undergoing repeat biopsy; at a threshold of 35, the PCA3 score demonstrated
a sensitivity of 94.9% and specificity of 60.1% with a significant association seen
between PCA3 score and higher Gleason grade (p = 0.02)144. The FDA has approved
the PCA3 assay to aid in decision-making as to whether a repeat prostate biopsy is
indicated in men over 50 with elevated serum PSA and previous negative biopsies103.

1.3.3 Tissue-based biomarkers
1.3.3.1

Genomic panels

At present, three tissue-based prognostic genomic panels are commercially available:
Prolaris® (Myriad Genetics, Salt Lake City, UT), Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate
Score (Genomic Health Inc., Redwood City, CA), and Decipher™ (Genome DX
Biosciences, Vancouver, BC). The majority of the studies carried out evaluating these
panels have been in men undergoing radical prostatectomy (with or without adjuvant
radiotherapy). To date, there is no comparative randomised data available regarding
these panels. To date, only Prolaris® and Decipher™, have been evaluated in small
patient cohorts in men treated with radical EBRT145,146.

1.3.3.1.1

Prolaris®

Prolaris®, a 31-gene cell-cycle progression score (31 genes associated with prostate
cancer outcome benchmarked to 15 housekeeping genes), was derived from analyse
of correlation between 126 candidate genes and first validated in formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) TRUS biopsy and trans-urethral resection of prostate
(TURP) specimens from a cohort of patients managed conservatively, where it was
prognostic of prostate cancer deaths147. Low expression levels are associated with
lower rates of disease progression; scores greater than zero are more aggressive.
Individual scores may then be characterized by percentile distribution within a specific
clinical group, ten-year biochemical failure estimation (in combination with the CAPRA
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or CAPRA-S score), and a descriptor of the test relative to average clinical risk –
(considerably less to considerably more). It was subsequently validated in two surgical
studies (using both biopsy and prostatectomy specimens) and was demonstrated to
be an independent prognostic factor for biochemical failure and metastatic
disease148,149. On multivariate analysis, this panel also demonstrated improved
prognostic value over conventional clinical parameters alone148. In a cohort of 141
men treated with radical EBRT for localised prostate cancer, it was predictive for
biochemical failure and prostate cancer mortality and was again superior to
conventional clinical parameters145. Somamariva et al carried out a meta-analysis of
16 studies evaluating the CCP150. The pooled hazard ratio for biochemical failure (per
one-unit increase in CCP) was 1.88 and 1.63 on univariate and multivariate analysis
respectively. Similarly, the equivalent results for prostate-specific mortality were 2.42
and 2.08 respectively. The largest prospective study of clinical utility was carried out
by Shore et al, who evaluated 1206 cases at multiple time-points during treatment151.
There was a significant reduction in treatment burden recorded at each successive
evaluation (p < 0.0001) as well as a change in actual treatment in 47.8% (72%
reduction / 28% increase) and a significant change in treatment modality seen in each
clinical risk category. Prolaris® is currently recommended for use for decision-making
in in men with very-low, low- and favourable intermediate-risk prostate cancer and a
life expectancy of greater than ten years10.

1.3.3.1.2

Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score

The Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score (GPS) is a quantitative reversetranscriptase PCR assay of a 17-gene expression panel that includes 12 genes
associated with prostate cancer aggressiveness (androgen signalling– AZGP1,
FAM13C, KLK2, SRD5A2, cellular organization – FLNC, GSN, GSTM2, TPM2,
stromal response - BGN, COL1A1, SFRP4 and cellular proliferation – TPX2) narrowed
down from a pool of 732 candidate genes based on their association with clinical
recurrence in radical prostatectomy and TRUS biopsy cohorts that are benchmarked
to five reference genes152. It provides a score ranging from 0-100; a higher score
predicts for more aggressive disease independent of clinical risk. The patient-specific
result is integrated with the clinical risk grouping to quantify the likelihood of favourable
pathology (at RP) and is then reported as consistent with, less favourable, or more
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favourable than with clinical risk assessment alone. Each 20-point increase in GPS is
associated with a 2.3-fold risk of high-grade disease (95% CI 1.5-3.7) and a 1.9-fold
risk of non-organ-confined disease at surgery (95% CI 1.3-3.0)153. It has been
validated in a cohort of 395 radical prostatectomy patients, where it was an
independent predictor of unfavourable pathology in models including conventional
clinical parameters and the CAPRA score153. It has also been shown to predict
adverse pathologic features (pT3 and Gleason Grade 4) in men with very low-, lowand intermediate-risk prostate cancer at radical prostatectomy, where it also predicted
for time to biochemical failure and metastatic disease154. Badani et al have reported
on its clinical utility in men with early-stage disease, where a 24% relative increase in
physician recommendations for active surveillance was demonstrated155. Like
Prolaris®, the NCCN recommends its use in decision-making in men with very-low,
low- and favourable intermediate-risk prostate cancer and a life expectancy of greater
than ten years 10.

1.3.3.1.3

Decipher™

Decipher™ is a 22-gene panel that has been validated in multiple cohorts of patients
following radical prostatectomy. It is presented as a score between 0 and 1.0 and
provides a qualitative risk assessment (low/high) independent of other clinical
variables and is available for use in both diagnostic biopsy and radical prostatectomy
samples. Several studies have reported its ability to predict biochemical failure,
metastatic disease and prostate cancer mortality following radical prostatectomy with
or without adjuvant radiotherapy156–159. Again, prognostic ability was highest using a
combination of the genomic classifier (GC) score and the CAPRA-S model156.
Additionally, Knudsen et al compared whole-genome transcriptomic profiles of 158
diagnostic biopsy and radical prostatectomy specimens from 33 patients and
demonstrated that there was overall concordance (75%) between biopsy and
prostatectomy samples when the genomic classifier panel was applied to the
transcriptome160. Most recently, Berlin et al reported on the utility of the genomic
classifier in a cohort of men with intermediate-risk prostate cancer treated with
radiotherapy alone146. 121 men were treated with dose-escalated radiotherapy (78 Gy)
without additional androgen deprivation therapy. 27% and 72% were considered
favourable and unfavourable-risk respectively per NCCN subclassification10. Higher
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GC scores (but not NCCN subgroup) predicted 5-year biochemical failure (AUC 0.78
[0.70-0.83]) and the combined GC-NCCN model significantly outperformed the NCCNalone model in predicting early-onset metastasis (AUC 0.89 [GC+NCCN] vs. 0.86 [GC
alone] vs. 0.54 [NCCN alone])146. Multiple studies have demonstrated clinical utility in
the setting of radical prostatectomy155,161–164. This panel has been approved in the US
to evaluate the risk of biochemical failure and metastatic disease in radical
prostatectomy patients with adverse pathologic features10. The NCCN currently
recommends the Decipher test for patients with very low- or low-risk prostate cancer
post-biopsy and in high-risk post-prostatectomy patients (any one of positive margins,
pT3, rising PSA)10.

1.3.3.1.4

PORTOS – Post-Operative Radiation Therapy Outcomes Score

Three large randomised trials – SWOG 87-94, EORTC 22911 and ARO 96-02 have
established the importance of post-operative radiotherapy in prostate cancer165–167. All
three demonstrated a sustained benefit in terms of biochemical failure-free survival
and one, SWOG 87-04, demonstrated a persistent survival benefit of 59% versus 48%
at a median follow-up of 12.5 years165. Apart from routine post-operative
clinicopathological characteristics, there are no additional biomarkers in clinical use to
select patients at higher risk of relapse, or, indeed, those who may respond better (or,
in terms opf toxicity, more poorly) to adjuvant radiotherapy. The PORTOS gene
signature was developed from detailed datasets derived from five large studies of
patients undergoing post-operative radiotherapy (both adjuvant and salvage) following
adjuvant prostatectomy168. All patients had gene expression analysis of their tumour
on their radical prostatectomy specimen as well as full clinicopathologic data and longterm outcomes available. One initial cohort of 196 men was used to generate the
signature, which was then validated using a matched cohort drawn from the four
remaining studies. In the initial cohort, 20 of 39 patients with a high PORTOS
underwent radiotherapy and had a lower incidence of distant metastasis at ten years
than the 19 patients with a high PORTOS score who did not (5% versus 63%; HR 0.12
[95% CI 0.03-0.41], p < 0.0001). Conversely, in patients with a low PORTOS score,
the opposite was seen; patients with a low score who underwent radiotherapy (n =
178) had a greater incidence of distant metastases than those who did not (n = 79)
(57% versus 31%; HR 2.5 [95% CI 1.6-4.1]; p < 0.0001). These findings were
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confirmed in the validation cohort (n = 330), which again found lower rates of ten-year
distant metastasis in patients with a high PORTOS score (n = 82) who underwent postoperative radiotherapy (4% versus 35%; hazard ratio 0.15 [95% CI 0.04-0.60]; p =
0.0020) and no difference in the groups with a low score (32% versus 32%; hazard
ratio 0.92 [95% CI 0.56-1.51]; p = 0.76). None of the three established prognostic tests
(Prolaris®, CAPRA-S and Decipher™) predicted for radiotherapy response.

1.3.3.2

Proteomic panels

1.3.3.2.1

ProMark®

ProMark® (Metamark Genetics, Waltham, MA) is a proteomic panel that uses a
quantitative immunofluorescence method and an automated imaging platform to
measure an 8-protein signature from standard FFPE biopsy sections169,170. The
proteins measured were selected from 160 candidates and comprise DERL1 (tumour
/ benign) – ER degradation of misfolded proteins, CUL2 (tumour / benign) – bundling
protein that anchors actin, SMAD4 – TGF-Β pathway (cell proliferation, apoptosis,
differentiation), PDSS2 – synthesizes side-chain of coenzyme Q (respiratory chain),
HSPA9 – HSP70 family (cell proliferation, stress response, mitochondrial
maintenance), FUS – component of hnRNP complex (pre-mRNA splicing and export
of processed RNA into cytoplasm), pS6 – component of 40s ribosome subunit (its
phosphorylation reflects PI3K and MAPK signalling activity) and YBOX1 – cytoplasmic
mRNA-binding protein (involved in pre-mRNA alternative splicing). It provides an
individualised score that predicts for the risk of aggressive disease in patients with
low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer171,172. Blume-Jensen et al reported on a
combined discovery-validation study that evaluated two separate cohorts of 381 and
276 men respectively171. Favourable and non-favourable thresholds of ≤ 0.33 and >
0.80 were defined; the predictive value for unfavourable pathology was 76.9% across
all risk groups. The validation study met its co-primary endpoints of separating
favourable from non-favourable pathology (AUC 0.68; p < 0.0001; OR 20.9) and GS6
and non-GS6 pathology (AUC 0.65; p > 0.0001; OR 12.95). The NCCN currently
recommends consideration of its use to aid decision-making in men with very low- or
low-risk prostate cancer following diagnostic biopsy.
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The National Cancer Comprehensive Network (NCCN) currently recommends that
Decipher™, Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score, Prolaris®, or ProMark® may
be used during initial risk stratification for men with low- or favourable intermediaterisk disease10. It also recommends that Decipher™ may be considered during workup for radical prostatectomy10. There are no tissue-based biomarkers recommended
for men with unfavourable intermediate- and high-risk localised prostate cancer.

1.3.3.2

GARD – Genome-based model for Adjusting Radiotherapy Dose

There is significant heterogeneity in individual tumour responses to radiotherapy. At
present, there is no commercially available biomarker that predicts for radiotherapy
response. The GARD (genomic-adjusted radiation dose) combines a geneexpression-based radiosensitivity index derived from preclinical modelling with the
traditional linear-quadratic formula173–175. Scott et al reported on its application to a
large prospectively collected cohort of tissue samples from multiple tumour types176.
GARD, which varied widely between tumour types, independently predicted clinical
outcomes in five distinct cohorts with breast cancer, lung cancer, pancreatic cancer
and glioblastoma. Most recently, the same group reported that GARD was associated
with local control in patients with triple-negative breast cancer treated with adjuvant
radiotherapy177.
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Table 1.4

Prostate Cancer Biomarkers

Biomarker Test

Molecular Markers

Role(s)

Serum
Screening
Prostate-Specific Antigen
(PSA)

Diagnosis

tPSA

Prognostic
Surrogate – treatment response
Screening

Prostate Health Index (PHI)

tPSA, fPSA, p2PSA

Diagnosis (initial biopsy)
AS (biopsy reclassification)
Prognostic (RP)

4K

tPSA, fPSA, intact PSA,

Screening

hk2

Diagnosis (initial biopsy)

tPSA, fPSA, intact PSA,
Stockholm 3

hk2, MSMB, MIC1
232 SNPs

Screening

Clinical variables
Urine
PCA3

PCA3 mRNA

TMPRSS2-ERG

TMPRSS2-ERG

ExoDx Prostate

Exosomal RNA IPCA3,

(Intelliscore)

ERG)

MiPS

Diagnosis (initial and repeat biopsy)
Diagnosis
Also tissue

PCA3, TMPRSS2-ERG
mRNA

Diagnosis (repeat biopsy)
Diagnosis (repeat biopsy)

SChLAP1
Select MDx

Diagnosis (repeat biopsy)

Also tissue
HOXC6, DLX1

Diagnosis (repeat biopsy)

Tissue
ConfirmMDx

Prolaris®

Oncotype DX®

DNA hypermethylation
(GSTP1, APC, RASSF1)
mRNA expression; 31-gene
cell cycle progression

mRNA expression; 17
genes

Diagnosis (initial and repeat biopsy)
Decision-making
•

Very low, low- or favourable
intermediate-risk

Decision-making
•

Very low, low- or favourable
intermediate-risk
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Decision-making
Decipher™

ProMark®

mRNA expression; 22
genes

•

Very low- and low-risk

•

Post-RP

Decision-making

8-protein panel

•

Very low- and low-risk

Predictive of response to adjuvant RT
PORTOS

24-gene panel

Decision-making
Post-RP

GARD

Gene expression panel
Linear-quadratic model
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Predictive of radiotherapy response

1.3.4 Other avenues for investigation
1.3.4.1

Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio

It has been recognised for centuries that cancers may arise from sites of chronic
infection and inflammation178. There is increasingly well-documented evidence
regarding the relationship between inflammation and cancer179–181. There are a
number of parameters that may be derived from blood samples that reflect the
systemic inflammatory response (C-reactive protein, albumin, white cell count)182. The
neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is a potentially useful biomarker derived from a
conventional full blood count via peripheral blood sampling, which is both readily
available and relatively inexpensive. It is considered a general indicator of immune
response to stressful stimuli. Data exist to suggest that an elevated NLR confers a
poorer prognosis in advanced solid cancers, including prostate cancer183–186. Data for
non-metastatic prostate cancer is scarce and somewhat conflicting186–188. Bahig et al
reported that an elevated neutrophil count was an independent prognostic factor for
overall mortality in localised prostate cancer in a retrospective analysis of 1772
patients treated with radiotherapy189. Subsequently, a 2016 meta-analysis of 9418
patients from 18 studies found that an elevated pre-treatment NLR predicted for poorer
overall survival in prostate cancer patients (HR 1.628, (1.410-1.879)) but was not
significant when the subgroup with localised disease was considered separately (HR
1.439, (0.753-2.75))190.
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1.4

Advances in radiotherapy

1.4.1 Elective nodal irradiation
Despite lengthy evaluation, the true benefit of elective nodal irradiation (ENI) in nodenegative prostate cancer has not yet been fully elucidated. Previous randomised trials
of pelvic ENI were largely carried out in the pre-PSA, pre-IMRT era, where limiting
factors included small bowel dose and the lack of modern staging methods. There are
three large RCTs that have examined the role of ENI in men with high risk localised
prostate cancer; RTOG 7706, RTOG 9413 and GETUG-01, none of which
demonstrated an improvement in overall survival17,191,192. When modern definitions of
biochemical failure are used, there were no demonstrable differences evident.
However, all three studies were carried out in the pre-IMRT era (and the pre-CT era
in the case of RTOG 7706) and there remains considerable debate as to the role of
ENI for men with high-risk disease. ENI is often delivered alongside primary prostate
irradiation to men with high-risk localised disease; practice varies between centres,
but it is generally accepted that ENI should be considered where there is considered
to be a high risk of occult pelvic nodal involvement10,18,193,194. PIVOTAL, a UK-led
Phase II RCT evaluating toxicity and patient-reported outcomes in patients
randomised to receive prostate-only radiotherapy (74 Gy in 37 fractions) or prostate
and pelvic nodal radiotherapy (74 Gy / 60 Gy in 37 fractions) demonstrated higher
rates of GI toxicity at six weeks (7% and 26% with Grade 2 or greater toxicity
respectively) within the nodal group with no significant differences seen in GI or GU
toxicity at 18 weeks or 2 years195.

The RTOG has completed accrual of over 2500 patients to a trial of pelvic ENI in
patients with high-risk localised prostate cancer (RTOG 0924). This trial randomised
men with unfavourable intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer to undergo EBRT
to the prostate and seminal vesicles with a boost to the prostate with or without elective
pelvic nodal irradiation. All participants were mandated to receive either short- or longterm androgen deprivation therapy196,197. Additionally, the UK-led PIVOTALboost
(following on from the PIVOTAL trial) study is currently evaluating both pelvic ENI and
a prostate boost in a four-arm Phase 3 randomised trial in a similar patient
population198.
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The addition of pelvic ENI confers increased complexity in terms of treatment planning
and image-guided radiotherapy. Improved accuracy in treatment delivery, particularly
since the widespread adoption of cone-beam CT (CBCT), has enabled reductions in
CTV-PTV margins, facilitating dose escalation while also reducing the risk of
toxicity199–201. Caution is required, however; inadequate CTV-PTV margins can also
lead to reduced toxicity at the expense of poorer tumour control.

1.4.2 Dose escalation
There is ample evidence that there is a clear dose-response relationship with regard
to five- and ten-year biochemical control following radical radiotherapy for prostate
cancer40,43,44,46,202–204. No improvement in overall survival has yet been demonstrated.
The escalation in dose allowed by the advent of 3-D conformal radiotherapy allowed
the adoption of our current radical dose-fractionation schedules. The key randomised
trials of dose escalation in prostate cancer are summarised in Table 1.5.

To date, traditional methods of dose escalation have been limited by the radiation
tolerance of surrounding normal tissues; namely, the bowel, bladder and rectum.
Toxicities associated with radiotherapy include obstructive urinary symptoms, erectile
dysfunction, proctitis and second malignancies.

A number of different strategies have been investigated to circumvent this, including
the wider use of image-guided radiotherapy, brachytherapy, and altered fractionation,
including stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy.
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Table 1.5

Randomised trials of radiotherapy dose-escalation in prostate cancer
Total RT dose
n

MDACC43
ICRRMH205
PROG 9509206
NKI44
MRC RT0145
GETUG
0646
RTOG
0126207

301

126

393

664

843

306

1499

Accrual
period

19931998
19951997
19961999
19972003
19982001
19992002
20022008

(Gy / no. fractions)
Control

Escalated

70/35

78/39

64/32

Absolute

NCCN risk
ADT

Last

Median

reported

F-Up (Y)

BF (n [%])

reduction
in BF in

Intermediate

High

No

46%

34%

2008

8.7

61 (20%)

19% (8Y)

74/37

All

27%

53%

2013

13.7

64 (51%)

8% (12Y)

70.2/39

79.2/44

No

37%

4%

2010

8.7

61 (20%)

19% (8Y)

68/34

78/39

22%

27%

55%

2013

9.2

329 (50%)

6% (10Y)

64/32

74/37

All

37%

43%

2014

10

365 (43%)

70/35

80/35

No

NS

29%

2011

5.1

85 (28%)

8.5% (5Y)

70.2/39

79.2/44

NS

84%

0

2018

8.4

NS

15% (8Y)

60

DE group

13%
(10Y)

OS
DE
group
79%
(8Y)
60%
(14Y)
79%
(8Y)
67%
(10Y)
70%

NS
76%
(8Y)

1.4.3 Alpha-beta ratio of prostate cancer
The α/β ratio describes the relationship between total isoeffective radiation dose and
fraction size as expressed by a linear-quadratic (LQ) model

208.

The lower the ratio,

the more sensitive a cancer – or normal tissue – is to higher fraction sizes. The α/β
ratio of most cancers – and of acute normal tissue reactions – is estimated at around
10 Gy. There is a growing body of evidence indicating that the α/β ratio for prostate
cancer is in the range of 1-3 Gy209–211, lower than that of most other cancers and also
of that of many normal tissues within the pelvis, including the rectum47,49.
Hypofractionation, the use of fewer and larger fractions of radiation, exploits this
difference to enhance the therapeutic index of radiotherapy for prostate cancer. This
could potentially lead to the similar tumour control (with less toxicity) or to improved
tumour control (with similar levels of toxicity as with conventional fractionation). There
are also significant advantages with regard to cost and patient convenience212.

Vogelius and Bentzen analysed five large randomised dose-fractionation trials of a
total of 1,965 men210. This analysis was again consistent with a low α/β ratio (although
the confidence intervals extended up to 4.14 Gy in the presence of a time factor).
Taking a time factor into account, an α/β ratio of 1.93 Gy was calculated. Equivalent
doses in 2 Gy fractions are outlined below in Table 1.6. Using these data, taking a
SABR dose-fractionation schedule of 40 Gy delivered in five fractions once weekly (for
a total time of 29 days), the EQD2 for the calculated α/β of 1.93 Gy is 108 Gy2, far
superior to conventional doses of 74-78 Gy.
One concern regarding estimation of the α/β ratio in prostate cancer is whether
different risk groups exhibit different radiation sensitivities. One of the largest
published reviews (of almost 6,000 patients enrolled on seven international
institutional datasets) favoured the use of hypofractionated schedules for all risk
groups211. Additionally, the use of androgen deprivation therapy did not affect the α/β
ratio in this study.
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Table 1.6

Equivalent doses in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2)
Dose /

Dose (Gy)

Fractions

Fraction
(Gy)

Overall
time (d)

EQD2

EQD2

EQD2

α/β =

α/β =

α/β =

0.47Gy

1.93Gy*

4.14Gy*

74

37

2

51

74

74

74

78

39

2

53

78

78

78

57

19

3

25

80

80

75

60

20

3

26

84

84

78

25

5

5

5

55

47

39

25

5

5

29

55

53

46

36.25

5

6.25

29

97

84

70

38

5

7.6

7

124

106

87

40

5

8

29

137

108

87

50

5

10

29

212

152

115

*Assuming a time factor of 0.31 Gy/d
Adapted from Vogelius & Bentzen 2011213
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1.4.4 Hypofractionated radiotherapy
Moderately hypofractionated radiotherapy (2.5 – 3.5 Gy per fraction) has been
increasingly used to treat prostate cancer for many years214–216. The UK-led CHHiP
trial randomised 3216 men with localised prostate cancer (pT1b-T3a N0) to receive
conventionally fractionated EBRT (74 Gy in 37 fractions over 7½ weeks) or moderately
hypofractionated EBRT (57 Gy in 19 fractions or 60 Gy in 20 fractions over four weeks)
delivered as intensity-modulated radiotherapy19. At five years’ follow-up, there were
no significant differences in late toxicity or patient-reported outcomes between the
groups. Five-year biochemical failure-free rates were 88.3% (74 Gy), 90.6% (60 Gy),
and 85.9% (57Gy) respectively. The 57 Gy arm was not non-inferior to the 74 Gy
standard (hazard ratio 1.2 [0.99 – 1.46]). The 60 Gy schedule was non-inferior to the
conventional 74Gy schedule (hazard ratio 0.84 [90% CI 0.68 – 1.03]). Similarly, the
Canadian-led PROFIT trial randomised 1206 men with intermediate-risk prostate
cancer to receive conventionally fractionated EBRT (78 Gy in 39 fractions over 8
weeks) or moderately hypofractionated EBRT (60 Gy in 20 fractions over four
weeks)217. At a median follow-up of six years, 109 patients in the hypofractionated arm
and 117 patients in the conventionally fractionated arm had developed biochemical
failure. There were no significant differences in late Grade 3+ GI or GU toxicity. The
five-year freedom from biochemical-clinical failure was 85% in both arms (HR 0.96
[90% CI 0.77 – 1.2].

These practice-changing trials have led to the widespread adoption of moderately
hypofractionated dose-fractionation schedules for low- and intermediate-risk prostate
cancer10,218. There is increasing interest in hypofractionated dose-fractionation
schedules for higher-risk disease and for elective pelvic nodal irradiation194,219. Arm B
of the Prostate Advances in Comparative Evidence Trial (PACE) is comparing
conventional EBRT to SABR with a primary endpoint of non-inferiority for the SABR
arm; the conventional arm was modified to incorporate a dose-fractionation schedule
of 62 Gy in 20 fractions following the results of the CHHiP trial220. Early data shows
similar rates of acute toxicity between the arms221.
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1.4.5 Stereotactic ablative body radiation
There are a number of possible methods of dose escalation, one of which is SABR.
SABR exploits particular radiobiological characteristics of certain cancers to allow
dose escalation significantly beyond that which would be possible for other tumour
sites. The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) defines stereotactic
ablative radiation therapy as ‘an external beam radiation therapy method used to very
precisely deliver a high dose of radiation to an extracranial target within the body,
using either a single dose or a small number of fractions’222.
Prostate cancer is particularly sensitive to larger fraction sizes due to its low α/β
ratio210,211,223,224. Essentially, SABR exploits differences in the radiation response
characteristics demonstrated by prostate cancer and normal tissues, allowing an
effective increase in the dose delivered to the prostate cancer while still relatively
sparing the surrounding organs at risk222,225–228. Additionally, the absolute numbers of
men presenting with localised prostate cancer are projected to continue to rise;
adopting shorter (and potentially more effective) dose-fractionation schedules would
have a significant impact on resources13,229.

SABR has been in clinical use for prostate cancer for a shorter time than conventional
fractionation; thus far, however, it appears that there is no significant detriment in
terms of toxicity or clinical outcomes230–235. Loblaw et al performed a propensitymatched analysis of 602 men treated with SABR (n = 80; 35 Gy in 5 fractions over 5
weeks), conventional EBRT (n = 64; 74 – 79.8 Gy in 37 – 42 fractions over 7½ to 8½
weeks) or LDR brachytherapy (n = 458; 144 – 145 Gy)236. Median follow-up was
greater than five years for all three groups. There were no significant differences in
biochemical failure-free survival for SABR versus LDR BT. For SABR versus EBRT,
there was a trend in biochemical failure-free survival favouring SABR that became
significant after matching.

The HYPO-RT-PO trial randomised 1200 men with

intermediate- (89%) and high-risk (11%) prostate cancer to receive conventionally
fractionated radiotherapy (78 Gy in 39 fractions over 8 weeks) or SABR (42.7 Gy in 7
fractions, 3 days per week)237. No androgen deprivation therapy was allowed. At a
median follow-up of five years, the estimated failure-free survival was 84% in both
groups (adjusted hazard ratio 1.002 [90% CI 0.758-1.325]). There was a slight
increase in Grade 2+ GU toxicity at completion of radiotherapy in the SABR group
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(28% versus 23%; p = 0.057). No significant differences in late toxicity were seen
between the groups, with the sole exception of increased G2+ GU toxicity in the SABR
group at one year post radiotherapy (6% versus 2%; p = 0.0037). Earlier this year,
Kishan et al reported on long-term outcomes in a pooled analysis of 2142 men with
low- (55%) and intermediate-risk (favourable 32% / unfavourable 12%) prostate
cancer treated with SABR as part of a number of clinical trials238. Median follow-up
was 6.9 years (IQR 4.9 – 8.1 years). Seven-year cumulative biochemical recurrence
rates were 4.5% (low-risk), 8.6% (favourable intermediate-risk), 14.2% (unfavourable
intermediate-risk) and 10.2% (all intermediate-risk). Grade 2+ acute GI and GU toxicity
was 0.6% and 0.09% respectively. The seven-year cumulative incidence of late Grade
3+ GU and GI toxicity was 2.4% (95% CI 1.8%-3.2%) and 0.4% (95% CI 0.2% - 0.8%)
respectively. To date, the majority of the evidence for prostate SABR is in the cohort
of men with low- to intermediate-risk disease, where generally the prostate alone is
treated230,239–241. The key series/trials are summarised below in Table 1.7.

The optimal SABR dose-fractionation schedule for localised prostate cancer is not yet
known. In the UK, prostate SABR is not yet considered the standard of care (due to
lack of long-term efficacy data) and is generally offered as part of a clinical trial.
Similarly, the 2018 joint ASTRO-ASCO-AUA guideline does not recommend prostate
SABR for men with high-risk disease outside of the clinical trial setting218. The
radiotherapy arm of PACE, a UK-led trial of laparoscopic prostatectomy,
conventionally fractionated radiotherapy and SABR in men with early organ-confined
prostate cancer, has now completed accrual; preliminary results are awaited220,242.

SABR utilises many recent improvements in the delivery of radiotherapy (in particular,
cone-beam CT, often in combination with intra-prostatic fiducial markers) to deliver
high doses to target volumes, while ensuring that steep dose gradients and high
accuracy minimise the dose to surrounding organs at risk. Given the α/β ratio of
prostate cancer, this allows for relative escalation of the dose delivered to the prostate
with a view to maximising tumour control.
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Table 1.7
Trial

Prostate SABR Trials/Series Characteristics
Follow-up (y)
Years
n
Median
Dose (Gy) / #
Treated
(Range)

Madsen
(2007)243

King

(2012)231

2000 -2004

2003-2009

40

67

McBride
(2012)244

Katz/Kang
(2014)245

Mantz

(2014)246

Fuller (2014)247

Kataria (2017)248

Meier (2018)249

Fuller (2018)250

Alayed (2018)251

Alayed

(2018)251

2006-2011

2006-2010

2007-2012

2006-2012

2007-2012

2008-2011

2007-2012

2006-2008

2010

135

477

415

51

402

141

206

84

30

5.9
(0.7-15.0)
9.5
(3.3-13.3)

6.3
(0.1-10.3)

33.5 / 5

36.25 / 5

36.25 / 5

40 / 5

38 / 4

9.6
(1.0-10.8)
6.8
(5.7-7.2)

66

IR (fav) – 27

IR (fav) – 71
IR (unfav) – 28

36.25 / 5 (67%)

(0.1-9.6)

IR (unfav) – 10

LR – 1

(1.8-9.1)

5.0

IR (fav) – 22

IR (unfav) – 5

35 / 5 (33%)

(0.1-8.2)

LR – 68

LR – 68

4.3

5.0

IR (fav) – 31
IR (unfav) – 34

36.25 / 5 (68%)

(0.3-8.1)

IR (fav) – 15

LR – 35

(0.5-9.9)

6.0

LR – 100

IR (unfav) – 2

35 / 5 (32%)

(5.0-10.4)

(%)

LR – 73

7.9

7.7

Risk Group

LR – 36
IR (fav) – 48
IR (unfav) – 16
LR – 35

36.25 / 5

IR (fav) – 33
IR (unfav) – 31
LR – 43

38 / 4

IR (fav) – 35
IR (unfav) – 21

35 / 5

LR – 100
LR – 60

40 / 5

IR (fav) – 30
IR (unfav) – 10

1.4.6 Elective nodal irradiation in prostate SABR
Short-course hypofractionated radiotherapy for locally advanced rectal cancer has
been in widespread use for many decades252–256. Traditionally, doses of 25-25.5 Gy in
5 fractions delivered over one week were used. The Swedish group has the longest
published experience with this type of patient, dating back to the early 1980s, and has
reported on late toxicity in a number of publications252,257,258. In general, there was no
evidence of significantly increased late toxicity apart from that of late bowel
obstruction. It should be noted that greater field sizes were used (up to the level of L2
in the case of the earlier studies) and that the use of simple AP-PA fields was also
much more common in this era. These patients also all went on to have surgical
resection of their rectal cancer, which further increased their risk of later bowel side
effects, but, of course, removed the risk of later rectal toxicity. Given that the majority
of published trials for prostate SABR involve low- and intermediate-risk disease (which
does not require ENI), further data regarding the technical feasibility of pelvic ENI is
required.

There are even less data available for ENI in the context of SABR. A single early phase
I/II study, FASTR, reported greater than expected late GI and GU toxicity and was
terminated early259. This trial evaluated men with high-risk localised prostate cancer
who scored ≥ 3 on the Vulnerable Elderly Scale (VES) or who refused conventionally
fractionated radiotherapy. 15 men were treated with 12 months of androgen
deprivation therapy alongside SABR to the prostate (40 Gy) and pelvic lymph nodes
(25 Gy) delivered weekly over 29 days. CTV-PTV margins were 5mm for both the
prostate and nodal volumes. The trial was terminated earlier than planned (prior to
Phase II accrual) following an interim analysis; 4 men (26%) had ≥ Grade 2 GI or GU
toxicity at six weeks after radiotherapy, 9 men (60%) with ≥ Grade 2 toxicity and 4 men
(26%) with ≥ Grade 3 GI or GU toxicity at six months and 5 men (30%) with ≥ Grade
2 GI and GU toxicity at six months. Almost half of participants had a VES score of ≥ 3,
indicating increased vulnerability. A further study is underway evaluating a slightly
lower dose (35 Gy in 5 fractions) in this population delivered to the prostate alone
without elective nodal irradiation.

Another phase I/II trial, SATURN, recently reported early toxicity and quality of life
data260. Similarly to FASTR, this trial treated men with high-risk localised prostate
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cancer with SABR to the prostate (up to 40 Gy) and pelvic lymph nodes (25 Gy) in five
fractions over 29 days in combination with androgen deprivation therapy. In contrast
to FASTR, no Grade 3 or higher toxicity was noted up to two years post radiotherapy.
Quality of life scores were comparable to baseline at 24 months. When compared to
FASTR, this study treated smaller high-dose volumes (prostate alone in SATURN vs.
prostate and proximal 10mm seminal vesicles in FASTR), used smaller CTV-PTV
margins (3mm vs. 5mm), delivered different doses to the prostate PTV (33.25 Gy vs.
40 Gy), and had different image-guidance strategies (fiducials vs. no fiducials) which,
when taken together with the differing patient population, likely account for the
differences in toxicity evident to date.

Rectal dose and the identification of relevant dose-volume constraints remains a
critical factor in the development of prostate SABR. Baumann et al evaluated
dosimetric parameters and rectal toxicity (rectal bleeding) in 45 patients treated
between both studies261. V20 Gy was found to be most strongly associated with
clinically significant (G2+) rectal bleeding. In 2014, Kim et al reported on a study of
dose escalation to 45 – 50 Gy in five fractions in 91 men262. Six men developed G3-4
rectal toxicity, with five of these six ultimately requiring colostomy. Musunuru et al
evaluated 258 men who underwent five-fraction SABR to a dose of 35 – 40Gy232. They
reported a 19.4% rate of rectal bleeding overall, with G3+ toxicity in 3.1%. The volume
of rectum receiving 38 Gy (V38 Gy) was a strong predictor of late rectal bleeding (AUC
0.65); the authors recommend limiting V38 Gy < 2.0 cc.

1.4.7 Prostate spacer devices
The rectum is one of the primary organs limiting dose escalation in prostate cancer49.
There is increasing interest in methods – such as rectal balloons and rods and
prostate-rectum spacers – that physically displace the two organs to allow the safer
delivery of higher doses263,264. The use of an absorbable hydrogel spacer has been
shown to be well-tolerated and to reduce the dose delivered to the rectum265–268.
Hamstra et al reported on a study of 222 men with low- and intermediate-risk prostate
cancer randomised on a 2:1 ratio to receive radical EBRT (79.2 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions
delivered via an IMRT technique) with or without a hydrogel spacer in situ267,269. All
patients had planning CT and MR. Mariados et al had previously reported on rectal
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dosimetry and early GI quality of life and toxicity scores, all of which improved with the
use of a spacer269. At a median follow-up of three years, there were sustained benefits
seen for the spacer group in terms of bowel and urinary quality of life (measured using
the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) questionnaire) scores. In
2017, the UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) released
guidance supporting the use of hyaluronic acid-based spacers alongside radical
radiotherapy for the treatment of localised prostate cancer270,271.

1.4.8 CTV-PTV margins
Geometric accuracy is particularly important in the setting of SABR. With conventional
dose-fractionation schedules, a geographic miss for a small number of fractions is
often compensated (at least in part) by the greater accuracy of the remaining fractions.
In the case of SABR, due to the combination of high dose administered for each
fraction, steep dose gradients, and smaller margins, a geographic miss with just a
single fraction could lead to both considerable under-dosing of the target(s) as well as
to an increased risk of toxicity due to a greater than planned dose to organ(s) at
risk222,226.

The use of conventional margin recipes in the situation of SABR for elective pelvic
nodal irradiation is suboptimal, as they rely on a number of assumptions that are not
met in this scenario. A fundamental assumption that is unrealistic in this case is that
the target’s geometry is typically modelled as a rigid sphere. Not only is the shape of
the pelvic nodal CTV structure overtly complex, but it is also subject to considerable
daily variation that is dependent on bladder filling as well as other parameters272–275.
Conventional CTV-PTV margin calculations are also not easily applicable to irradiation
of multiple targets via a single treatment isocentre. For example, the prostate and
pelvic nodal CTV structures are known to move independently relative to each other,
with displacements of up to 6 mm reported272. Additional considerations must
therefore be taken when employing an image-guidance strategy that only matches to
the primary target site.
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1.5

Conclusion

The NCI defines precision medicine as ‘a form of medicine that uses information about
a person’s genes, proteins, and environment to prevent, diagnose, and treat
disease’276. Its delivery draws on multiple disciplines to provide individualised
therapies with the primary aim of optimising outcomes for each patient. In radiation
oncology, precision medicine can be considered in two separate contexts; physical
and imaging-based (arguably the more advanced of the two) and biology-based
‘radiogenomics’277. Both aspects are considered in this work and will be discussed
further in later chapters.

Biomarkers of all kinds are critical at every stage of diagnosis and treatment to
maximise the potential of precision medicine. Their use in the management of prostate
cancer dates back to the 1930s but changed radically in the 1980s with the advent of
PSA testing. Despite the huge strides made in cancer biology over recent years and
the parallel advances in the management of localised prostate cancer, no new
biomarkers have yet translated into routine clinical use in prostate cancer.

The absolute numbers of men diagnosed with prostate cancer are projected to rise
further in coming decades. Given the scope – and potential toxicities – of modern
therapies for prostate cancer, it has become even more important to identify those
men with aggressive disease (who should be treated more aggressively at diagnosis),
and, equally, to identify those men with relatively indolent disease. This latter group
can expect excellent outcomes; reducing significant lasting toxicity from treatment
becomes the priority in this situation.

Additional biomarkers are urgently required to more precisely direct the management
of this increasingly large cohort of men to optimise prostate cancer outcomes. Better
data from new diagnostic, predictive and prognostic biomarkers will allow the
optimisation of current and future therapies to minimise toxicity and maximise benefit,
leading to improved quality of life and overall cancer outcomes. Novel biomarkers will
also play a significant role in the move toward improved risk stratification and precision
medicine. In parallel with this, advances in the delivery of radiotherapy will facilitate
individualisation of treatment, improving tumour control through safer dose escalation
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as well as improving quality of life during and after treatment through reducing
significant treatment-related toxicity.
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Hypothesis

Precision medicine will transform prostate cancer therapy. At a population level,
improved patient selection using novel prognostic or predictive biomarkers will allow
greater individualisation of treatment for men with localised prostate cancer. At an
individual level, advances in radiotherapy will enable more precise and accurate
tumour targeting, improving the therapeutic ratio.

Research Aims

1. The investigation of novel biomarkers – and the validation of existing
candidates – in men with localised prostate cancer treated with radical
radiotherapy through the generation of a database linking baseline clinical and
treatment parameters to long-term outcomes,

2. To develop and initiate a clinical trial investigating the feasibility of randomising
patients with unfavourable-risk intermediate- or high-risk localised prostate
cancer to stereotactic radiotherapy to the prostate alone or to the prostate or
pelvic lymph nodes.
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Chapter 2 – Validation of a Metastatic Assay using diagnostic biopsies to
improve risk stratification in patients with prostate cancer treated with radical
radiotherapy

2.1

Introduction

Prostate cancer is a clinically and genetically heterogenous disease278. Three clinical
parameters – Gleason score, baseline serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level,
and clinical T stage – are commonly used to stratify men into risk groups prior to a
decision on therapy8. Although a number of men with low- and intermediate-risk
disease are eligible for active surveillance at presentation, many proceed directly to
active treatment with radical prostatectomy or radiotherapy. It is important to identify
those men at truly low risk of progression to avoid overtreatment and the associated
risk of morbidity. Conversely, men with high-risk disease – with higher risks of
biochemical recurrence, metastatic progression, and death from prostate cancer –
may benefit from treatment intensification at presentation with consideration of dose
escalation (brachytherapy boost or stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy (SABR))
and pelvic nodal irradation17,279, chemotherapy41 or extended adjuvant hormone
therapy280–282, among others.

Despite the widespread adoption of risk stratification models in prostate cancer, there
remains significant heterogeneity of outcomes within risk groups. This is particularly
apparent in patients with Gleason 7 disease, where there is wide variability in
outcomes evident between Gleason Grade Group 2 and 3 disease283,284. Additional
tools to improve current models would thus be useful in all patients presenting with
localised disease. There is increasing interest in genomic panels and other ‘omics’ as
methods to augment currently available stratification models. This is particularly true
in very heterogenous cancers like prostate cancer and has been best exemplified to
date by advances in breast cancer such as the widespread adoption of OncotypeDX
Breast Recurrence Score in decision-making for adjuvant chemotherapy285. This could
ultimately represent a potential route to the delivery of true precision medicine for
every patient. As described in Chapter 1, several gene expression classifiers have
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been developed but are not yet in routine clinical use. All these assays were developed
by comparing primary tumour gene expression in patients who failed treatment with
those who had controlled disease.

Using an alternative approach, a novel 70-gene Metastatic Assay was developed in
partnership with ALMAC Diagnostics to identify men presenting with localised prostate
cancer with a tumour gene expression pattern at diagnosis similar to that of metastatic
disease. This assay was shown to be prognostic in patients treated with radical
prostatectomy predicting for biochemical failure (BF) and metastatic disease (MD) in
a cohort of radical prostatectomy specimens, but had not, however, yet been validated
either in the setting of diagnostic FFPE biopsies or in patients treated with radical
radiotherapy286.

The objective of this study was to independently validate the prognostic utility of this
assay in FFPE diagnostic biopsies in men undergoing radical radiotherapy for
localised prostate cancer. This required the collation and analysis of a large
retrospective dataset of patients treated with radical radiotherapy for whom long-term
follow-up data were available.
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2.2

Methods

2.2.1 Study design
This study was designed and conducted in accordance with the REporting
recommendations for tumour MARKer prognostic studies (REMARK) guidelines287,288.
Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Northern Ireland Biobank (NIB
Reference 15-0169), under the remit of the NIB’s ethical approval from the Office of
Research Ethics Committees Northern Ireland (ORECNI) for the collection, storage
and release of tissue (ORECNI Reference 16/NI/0030).
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Figure 2.1

REMARK flow diagram

Patient population cohort (n = 473)
• T1a - T3c NX M0 treated with radical radiotherapy
• ≥ 3 years' follow-up

Patients with available diagnostic tissue (n = 470;
98%)
• Patients excluded for no tissue availability (n = 3; 2%)

Patients excluded for insufficient tissue (n = 164; 35%)
• Patients excluded for insufficient tissue (n = 164; 35%)

Patients suitable for final annotation (n = 292; 61%)
• 518 samples from 292 patients
• 312 samples suitable for RNA extraction
• 285 samples passed RNA QC
• 15 sample duplicates excluded
• Patients with sufficient tissue for additional sections (n = 306; 64%)

Patients profiled using ALMAC Prostate DSA™
microarray (n = 267; 56%)
• Patients excluded for failing QC criteria for the Metastatic Assay (n
= 3;1%)

Final evaluation for BCR and metastastic endpoints
assayed with the Metastatic Assay (n = 248; 52%)
• Patients excluded for being technical replicates (n = 16; 6%)
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2.2.2 Patients
2.2.2.1

Bridging cohort

An initial bridging cohort of 75 FFPE diagnostic biopsies from patients with localised
prostate cancer was used to optimise the Metastatic Assay threshold in FFPE biopsy
material by our collaborators in ALMAC Diagnostics.

2.2.2.2

Data collection

For the independent validation cohort, men with non-metastatic prostate cancer
treated with radical radiotherapy at the Northern Ireland Cancer Centre between
January 1st 2005 and December 31st 2009 were considered for inclusion. Data
collection was carried out under the remit of the Northern Ireland Biobank (NIB) and
received hospital and university ethical approval in this capacity (NIB Reference 150159)289. All 473 men with non-metastatic prostate cancer treated with radical
radiotherapy in Northern Ireland during the period of interest were included.

All men who underwent radical radiotherapy for prostate cancer were retrospectively
identified and cross-checked through multiple independent sources, namely:
•

COIS (Clinical Oncology Information System), the institutional oncology EMR

•

Aria®, the institutional radiotherapy EMR (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo
Alto, CA)

•

Northern Ireland Cancer Registry290

Potential patients were initially identified in Aria® through searches based on
treatment site and dose-fractionation schedule. Candidates were then individually
cross-referenced with the institutional EMR (COIS). A separate search of all men
diagnosed with prostate cancer during this period was carried out of the Northern
Ireland Cancer Registry and cross-referenced with the original list. All data points were
extracted and cross-referenced manually.

Multiple clinical data sources were utilised:
•

Local and regional EMRs

•

Patient charts (hard copies)

•

Electronic radiology and laboratory results systems
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•

Northern Ireland Cancer Pathway System (CaPPS).

Baseline data fields were defined in advance and further refined and expanded
following initial data collection. Over 190 individual data points were collected for each
patient, encompassing information on each patient, their tumour, treatment and
outcomes (in terms of both tumour control and toxicity). The data fields and key are
available in the Appendices. In general terms, all available baseline patient and tumour
data were collected as well as treatment details (both radiotherapy and androgen
deprivation therapy) and follow-up parameters.

Patient details, including age at presentation, comorbidities (including age-adjusted
Charlson comorbidity index), smoking and alcohol history and relevant family history
were individually extracted from COIS.

Where available, all original histopathology reports were reviewed. Primary and
secondary Gleason scores, the number and percentage of positive cores and the
presence or absence of other prognostic histopathologic factors were recorded.
Original H&E sections were reviewed by a specialist prostate clinical histopathologist
to identify cases with available tumour material for analysis. The dominant Gleason
Grade was identified and the tumour was marked up and macrodissected from four
unstained FFPE sections. This was necessary due to the retrospective nature of the
study and the age of some of the older specimens. Metastatic Assay status was
determined in a blinded manner.

PSA kinetics were tracked from presentation until last follow-up with multiple interval
time points collected (including nadir, pre-ADT, immediately pre- and postradiotherapy, and at intervals thereafter). These data were drawn directly from the
regional laboratory result system and cross-referenced with intervening events.
Additional results not available within the electronic system were extracted manually
from individual patient charts.

From these data, baseline risk grouping (later updated to reflect updated NCCN
stratification) and CAPRA scores were defined.
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All men received conventionally fractionated radical external-beam radiotherapy (70 –
74 Gy) delivered via either a 3D-conformal or intensity-modulated technique over 7 –
7 ½ weeks. Where employed, androgen-deprivation therapy commenced at least 3
months prior to commencing radiotherapy with either an LHRH agonist or antiandrogen monotherapy. Dates of commencement and completion of radiotherapy, the
dose-fractionation schedule and overall treatment time were captured. Where
androgen

deprivation

therapy

was

coadministered,

the

subtype,

date

of

commencement and overall treatment time were extracted manually from COIS,

Tumour control and toxicity outcome data were captured through interrogation of COIS
and the regional laboratory system. Biochemical failure, castrate-resistance,
metastatic disease and death (from prostate cancer or otherwise) were captured for
all patients where data was available. Late toxicity data was not routinely collected
during this period outside a clinical trial setting; any patients with toxicity per COIS or
with rectal or bladder biopsies demonstrating radiation-induced proctitis or cystitis
were captured.

The database was locked for analysis in December 2016.

2.2.3 Gene expression profiling
Microarray profiling was carried out in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments (CLIA)-certified laboratory (ALMAC Diagnostics, UK). Stratagene UHR
samples and ES-2 cell lines were used as process control measures and monitored
using statistical process flow charts. Quality control analysis was carried out in each
cohort.

2.2.4 Generation of Metastatic Assay scores
Samples were processed independently, including:
•

Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) background correction

•

Median summarisation of probes to probesets

•

Median summarisation of probes to Entrez Gene ID and quantile normalisation
using a pre-defined model.
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Scores were calculated on a per sample basis using the Metastatic Assay parameters
and algorithm286. Metastatic Assay calls were derived by applying an optimised biopsy
threshold, where scores > 0.5505 were classified as ‘assay-positive’ and otherwise
‘assay-negative’.

2.2.5 Outcomes
Primary outcome measures were:
•

Biochemical failure-free survival

•

Time to metastatic recurrence.

Biochemical failure-free survival was defined per the ASTRO Phoenix consensus
criteria291. Metastatic recurrence was defined as radiological evidence of distant
metastatic disease (including non-pelvic lymph nodes).

Follow-up was measured from the date of commencement of radiotherapy and was
censored on the date of last follow-up (or event).

2.2.6 Statistical methods
Cox proportional hazards regression was used to investigate the prognostic effects of
the Metastatic Assay on time to biochemical failure-free survival and time to metastatic
disease. A multivariable analysis (MVA) model was applied to adjust for clinical
parameters (Gleason score, age, baseline PSA, T-stage and ADT) and for the CAPRA
model.

Samples with missing clinical information were excluded. All statistical testing was
two-sided at a 5% significance level.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1 Demographics
473 patients were identified as candidates for inclusion in this study. 167 (37%) were
excluded due to absent or insufficient tissue (Fig. 1). 3 (1%) failed quality control
criteria. In summary, 248 (52% of original cohort; 92% of profiled cohort) had a
Metastatic Assay outcome generated292.

Median follow-up of the final cohort (n = 248) was 99 months (1 patient lost to followup). Baseline clinicopathologic and treatment parameters are outlined in Table 2.1.
Median age at diagnosis was 68 years. 107 (43%) had Gleason 8-10 disease and 9
(4%) were node-positive; overall, 78% had high- or very high-risk disease per current
NCCN criteria.

The median EBRT dose was 74 Gy; 66 (27%) had pelvic nodal irradiation. All bar one
patient received androgen deprivation therapy; of these, 141 (57%) had long-term
therapy and 184 (74%) were treated with an LHRH agonist.
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Table 2.1
Patient and Tumour Characteristics for Study Cohort (n =
248), Eligible Patients Not Included in Study Cohort (n = 225), and Total
Eligible Patients (n = 473)
Cases included in

Cases not included in

Original cohort

analysis (n = 248)

analysis (n = 225)

(n = 473)

Patient Characteristics
Age at diagnosis, median

68

66

67

(range)

(63 – 72)

(62 – 71)

(63 – 72)

ECOG

0

212

86%

189

84%

401

85%

performance

1

35

14%

34

15%

69

15%

≥2

1

< 1%

2

1%

3

< 1%

Age-adjusted

0–2

95

38%

107

47%

202

43%

CCI (

3–4

140

57%

108

48%

248

52%

≥5

13

5%

10

5%

23

5%

status (%)

Tumour Characteristics
Baseline PSA (ng/mL),
median (IQR)

18

11.1 –

16.5

27.4

10.0 –
23.9

17

10.6 –
25.2

Clinical T

T1

51

20%

75

34%

126

27%

stage

T2

76

31%

72

32%

148

31%

T3

92

37%

49

22%

141

30%

T4

4

2%

1

< 1%

5

1%

Unknown

25

10%

28

12%

53

11%

N0

239

96%

223

99%

462

98%

N1

9

4%

1

< 1%

10

2%

Unknown

0

0

1

< 1%

1

< 1%

<7

41

17%

82

37%

123

26%

7

100

40%

93

41%

193

41%

3+4

60

24%

68

30%

128

27%

4+3

40

16%

25

11%

65

14%

>7

107

43%

50

22%

157

33%

N (%) total)

203

82%

175

78%

378

80%

Median (IQR)

56%

NCCN risk

Low

4

2%

11

5%

15

3%

group (%)

Intermediate

51

20%

65

29%

116

25%

High

193

78%

149

66%

342

72%

CAPRA

0–2

3

1%

8

3%

11

2%

score (%)

3–5

57

23%

85

38%

142

30%

6 – 10

120

49%

61

27%

181

38%

Unknown

68

27%

71

32%

139

30%

Positive

78

31%

NA

NA

NA

NA

N stage

Gleason
score

Percent
positive cores

MB score (%)

38% -

33%

83%

82

17% 50%

45%

25% 75%

Table 2.1
Patient and Tumour Characteristics for Study Cohort (n = 248),
Eligible Patients Not Included in Study Cohort (n = 225), and Total Eligible
Patients (n = 473)
Cases

Cases not

included in

included in

analysis (n

analysis (n

= 248)

= 225)

Original
cohort
(n = 473)

Treatment Characteristics
Radiation dose (Gy2),

74

median
Treatment site (%)

ADT duration (%)

74

Prostate alone

182

74%

189

84%

371

78%

Prostate and pelvic lymph nodes

66

27%

36

16%

102

22%

None

1

< 1%

3

1%

4

1%

43%

134

60%

240

51%

Short-term

ADT subtype (%)

74

106

Long-term

141

57%

88

39%

229

48%

n

247

99%

222

99%

468

99%

AA

63

26%

75

34%

137

29%

LHRHa

184

74%

147

66%

331

71%
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2.3.2 Selection of assay threshold
Earlier work from Walker et al identified and validated the Metastatic Assay signature
in the setting of radical prostatectomy specimens286. The same group used a second
bridging cohort comprising 75 diagnostic TRUS biopsies to establish a revised
threshold in the context of radical radiotherapy, where by definition prostatectomy
specimens are unavailable for analysis293.

Semi-supervised clustering of microarray profiles derived from extracted RNA (Robust
Multi-array Average (RMA)) was used to select a threshold to optimise sensitivity,
specificity, negative and positive predictive values and accuracy (Figure 2.2). A
threshold of 0.5505 was selected. At this threshold, the Metastatic Assay was found
to have a sensitivity of 0.93 and a specificity of 0.923292.

Overall, 78 (31%) of patients were assay-positive.
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Figure 2.2

Derivation of assay threshold

Figure 2.2. Metastatic Assay threshold generation
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2.3.3 Clinical outcomes and assay performance
Biochemical failure occurred in 65 patients (26%) overall. 10-year biochemical failure
rates were 50% in assay-positive and 29% in assay-negative groups respectively [HR
1.96 (1.15-3.34); p = 0.006] (Fig. 2.3A).

24 patients (10%) in total developed metastatic disease. 10-year metastasis-free
survival rates were 72% and 94% in the Assay-positive and negative groups
respectively [HR 3.21 (1.35-7.67); p = 0.003] (Fig 2.3B).
When patients were stratified by Gleason score (≥ 4 + 3), similar results were seen
(biochemical failure-free survival: [HR 2.59 (1.43-4.71); p = 0.001] and MFS: [HR 3.59
(1.46-8.80); p = 0.005]).
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Figure 2.3

Metastatic Assay validation

Figure 2.3 Kaplan-Meier survival analyses predicting biochemical failure-free survival (A) and
metastasis-free survival (B) in Metastatic Assay positive (orange) and negative (blue) cohorts.
Forest plots representing the performance of standard clinical parameters (Gleason score, age, PSA,
ADT, T-stage, CAPRA) on univariate analysis for biochemical failure-free survival (C) and metastasisfree survival (D) 292.
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2.3.4 Correlation of standard clinical parameters with the Metastatic Assay
On univariate analysis, PSA [HR 1.01 (1.00-1.02); p = 0.029] and T-stage [HR 2.00
(1.14-3.09); p = 0.023] were significantly associated with biochemical failure-free
survival. PSA [HR 1.01 (1.00-1.02); p = 0.007], T-stage [HR 3.20 (1.41-7.26); p =
0.025] and CAPRA score [HR 1.30 (1.03-1.63); p = 0.027] were also significantly
associated with metastasis-free survival.

The Metastatic Assay outperformed clinical parameters in predicting for biochemical
failure-free survival [HR 1.96 (1.15-3.34); p = 0.006] and metastasis-free survival [HR
3.21 (1.35-7.67); p = 0.003]. All clinical variables (with the exception of age) were
significantly correlated with the Metastatic Assay result (Gleason score (p < 0.0001),
CAPRA (p = 0.0047), ADT duration (p < 0.0001), PSA (p = 0.0047) and T-stage (p =
0.0001).

On multivariate analysis, the Metastatic Assay significantly predicted for biochemical
failure-free survival [HR = 1.94 (1.13-3.31); p = 0.016] and metastasis-free survival
[HR 2.71 (1.11-6.63); p = 0.030] (Table 2.2).

The CAPRA score did not significantly predict for biochemical failure-free survival [HR
1.24 (0.61-2.55); p = 0.550] or metastasis-free survival [HR 1.88 (0.52-6.77); p =
0.332].

2.3.5 Application of the Metastatic Assay as a continuous predictor of BFFS
and MFS
When considered as a continuous variable, the Metastatic Assay demonstrated
improved AUCs, hazard ratios and concordance-index performance than CAPRA
alone for both biochemical failure-free survival [AUC 0.62/0.58, HR 1.25/1.13 (1.091.43/0.99-1.30); p = 0.001 / p = 0.080, CI 0.62 / 0.52 for Metastatic Assay / CAPRA
respectively] and metastasis-free survival [AUC 0.69/0.66, HR 1.44/1.30 (1.16-1.78 /
1.03-1.63); p = 0.001 / p = 0.028, CI 0.65 / 0.57 for Metastatic Assay / CAPRA
respectively (Table 2.3). Performance improved further when the Metastatic Assay
and CAPRA scores were combined [AUC 0.72, HR 2.20 (1.28-3.79); p = 0.005, CI =
0.70].
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Table 2.2
Multivariable analysis for validation of the Metastatic Assay for biochemical failure-free
survival and metastasis-free survival
Biochemical failure-free survival
Covariate

HR

95% CI

Metastasis-free survival
p

Covariate

HR

MA negativea vs. positive

2.71

95% CI

p

Multivariate model 1
MA negativea vs. positive

1.94

1.13-3.31

0.0163

Gleason 3 + 4a

1.1116.63

0.0300

Gleason 3 + 4a

6

0.66

0.25-1.74

0.3506

6

0.57

0.06-5.46

4+3

1.71

0.79-3.71

0.3506

4+3

2.34

8-10

1.33

0.60-2.95

0.4290

8-10

3.13

Age

0.96

0.93-100

0.0505

Age

0.99

0.93-1.05

0.0914

PSA

1.00

1.00-1.01

0.2430

PSA

1.01

1.00-1.02

0.0914

ADT (ST vs. LT)

1.53

0.77-3.04

0.2304

ADT (ST vs. LT)

3.01

0.99-9.15

0.0538

T-stage (1-2 vs. 3-4)

1.62

0.86-3.03

0.1345

T-stage (1-2 vs. 3-4)

1.91

0.58-6.30

0.2912

3.23

1.22-8.59

0.0185

1.88

0.52-6.77

0.3320

0.5510.03
0.7113.88

0.6240
0.2545

0.1349

Multivariate model 2
MA negative vs. positive
CAPRA (low- vs. highrisk)
a Reference

2.46

1.31-4.62

0.0051

1.24

0.61-2.55

0.5499

category
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MA negative vs. positive
CAPRA (low- vs. highrisk)

Table 2.3
Metastatic Assay and CAPRA scores applied as continuous
variables to biochemical failure-free and metastasis-free survival
Metastatic
Combined
Metric
CAPRA
Assay
Model
AUC

Biochemical
recurrence

HR

C-index

AUC

Metastatic
recurrence

HR

C-index

0.62

0.58

0.64

[0.56-0.68]

[0.50-0.65]

[0.56-0.71]

1.25

1.13

2.21

[1.09-1.43]

[0.99-1.30]

[1.25-3.92]

p = 0.0013

p = 0.0795

p = 0.0067

0.62

0.52

0.64

[0.55-0.68]

[0.44-0.60]

[0.56-0.72]

0.69

0.66

0.72

[0.62-0.74]

[0.59-0.73]

[0.65-0.79]

1.44

1.30

2.20

[1.16-1.78]

[1.03-1.63]

[1.28-3.79]

p = 0.0010

p = 0.0277

p = 0.0047

0.65

0.57

0.70

[0.53-0.77]

[0.43-0.69]

[0.59-0.80]
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2.4

Discussion

This validation study has demonstrated that the Metastatic Assay, which has
previously been shown to predict for biochemical failure and metastatic disease in men
treated with radical prostatectomy for localized prostate cancer286, is similarly
prognostic for these events in men with localized disease treated with radical EBRT.
Patients who were assay-positive were more likely to develop biochemical failure and
metastatic disease. When considered as a continuous variable, the Metastatic Assay
was superior to the CAPRA score in predicting outcomes; additionally, a combination
of the assay (again considered as a continuous variable) and the CAPRA score was
superior to either alone. While there is clear benefit in dichotomising outcomes to
obtain a defined cut-off (i.e. assay-positive or negative), some information is
necessarily lost in the transformation. There may be roles for the Metastatic Assay as
both a dichotomised and continuous data point in future models for risk stratification
in the setting of higher-risk localised prostate cancer,

Each of the three commercially available panels summarised in Chapter One
(Prolaris®, Oncotype Dx® Genomic Prostate Score and Decipher™) has been derived
from direct comparison of cohorts of patients with good and poor outcomes defined
through retrospective datasets. In contrast, this Metastatic Assay has been developed
through the identification of a molecular subgroup of primary prostate cancer which
shares biology with metastatic disease. This assay demonstrated greater ability to
predict for metastatic disease than for biochemical failure, which is to be expected
considering its derivation from diagnostic tissue with similar gene expression profiles
to established metastatic disease. Additionally, it is likely that some patients currently
staged as M0 may in fact have occult metastatic disease. These patients, who are
more likely to be assay-positive, could particularly benefit from additional systemic
therapy at presentation, which has recently been demonstrated to be of benefit in
selected cohorts of patients presenting with high-risk non-metastatic disease41.
Potential options for treatment intensification in this situation include radiation dose
escalation279 (in the form of brachytherapy294,295 or stereotactic radiotherapy213,228),
chemotherapy41 and extended adjuvant ADT17,281,282.

Particular strengths of this study include the application of the assay to diagnostic
FFPE tissue (not radical prostatectomy specimens), expert histopathologic review,
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tissue retrieval and preparation, high-quality gene expression sequencing (> 95% of
samples passed all quality control procedures), clearly defined clinical endpoints
(biochemical failure and metastatic disease), the duration of follow-up and the large
sample size. Secondary histopathological review was necessary in this study due to
the retrospective nature of this study and the age and relatively small volume of some
of the available specimens. A contemporary prospective study, where multidisciplinary
team review is standard practice, would not necessarily have the same restrictions.
To our knowledge, this is the largest annotated cohort of men with prostate cancer
treated with radical radiotherapy.

Unlike the situation of radical prostatectomy, where a large volume of tissue is
generally available for analysis, men treated with radical EBRT have only a relatively
small volume of diagnostic tissue available for further investigation. This has led to
increasing interest in panels (such as this assay) that are applicable in the setting of
FFPE TRUS biopsy as well of radical prostatectomy. It is also well recognized that the
Gleason score is upgraded following radical prostatectomy in over a third of cases,
primarily those involving Gleason 6 and 7 disease296–298. This raises the additional
concern that men proceeding to radical EBRT may be under-staged (in comparison to
their surgical counterparts) and thus potentially undertreated. Additional prognostic
information in this situation would be particularly useful.

One limitation of this study is its validation in a retrospective dataset. Studies in
prostate cancer are somewhat restricted by the long timeframe required to accurately
quantify rates of biochemical failure, metastatic disease and prostate cancer mortality
and the time required for prospective validation when considering longer-term
outcomes. Another consideration is the attrition rate prior to gene expression profiling.
Again, this is a recognized issue with historic biopsy samples299,300, the oldest of which
were over a decade old in this cohort. Finally, there was an increased proportion of
higher-risk disease in the final cohort when compared to the original; as expected,
there was a higher attrition rate with low-volume, lower-risk Gleason 6 disease.
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2.5

Conclusion

In summary, this Metastatic Assay has been found to provide independent prognostic
information in men with localised prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy.
Similar results have been demonstrated in a cohort of men with localised disease
treated with radical prostatectomy286.

Assay results (either dichotomised or continuous) could be incorporated into current
or novel risk stratification models to better identify those men at low risk of disease
progression, who would be excellent candidates for active surveillance, and,
conversely, to identify those men at higher risk of progression who might benefit from
treatment intensification. This strategy has the potential to avoid the morbidity
associated with treatment in the former group and to improve tumour control in the
latter. There is also scope to evaluate existing parameters in terms of their prognostic
potential in this large dataset and to establish avenues for further investigation. Future
prospective studies could be designed to demonstrate the potential for benefit in both
high- and low-risk groups of patients.

The collation of a large, well annotated clinical dataset with long-term follow-up also
enables the testing of other important questions in localised prostate cancer. A parallel
route for investigation is the assessment of extant clinical parameters in terms of the
main outcomes of interest evaluated here. This approach is discussed in more detail
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3 – Evaluation of clinical biomarkers in a retrospective prostate cancer
dataset

3.1

Introduction

Large clinically annotated databases are an extremely useful resource throughout
medicine, and particularly so in oncology. In the case of prostate cancer, most
datasets are based on surgical case series301. There are two interconnected reasons
for this: surgery has historically been the primary radical treatment for prostate cancer
and the definitive histopathological outcome that follows from analysis of surgical
specimens, with a greater amount of prostate tissue available for analysis (in
comparison to the small volume provided through prostate biopsy alone). However,
these surgical series are less relevant to the increasingly large cohort of patients
treated with radical radiotherapy.

The discovery of novel biomarkers and their implementation into the diagnostic and
treatment pathways remains a primary avenue of investigation for all aspects of
prostate cancer. There are, however, significant challenges associated with this
pathway, including high costs, often lengthy timelines and the identification and
validation of appropriate timepoints for their use. Another promising route for
investigation is the retrospective evaluation of extant parameters using clinical
databases. These databases also provide a valuable resource for validation of
promising biomarkers.

There is an established benefit for the addition of androgen deprivation therapy to
radiotherapy for intermediate- to high-risk localised prostate cancer21–23,29,302–304.
Luteinising-hormone-releasing agonists (LHRHa) are most commonly employed in
this situation. It is increasingly recognised that they can be associated with significant
side effects32–35,305. There is increasing interest in alternatives such as anti-androgen
(AA) monotherapy rather than LHRHa due to their different toxicity profile306–309. There
are, however, no randomised data that directly compare the two options. In Northern
Ireland, patients with localised prostate cancer are treated with EBRT in combination
with ADT (in the form of either an LHRHa or AA monotherapy), which presented an
opportunity to compare prostate cancer outcomes in this patient cohort.
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There is increasingly well-documented evidence regarding the relationship between
inflammation and cancer179,180. The neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is a biomarker
derived from a conventional full blood count via peripheral blood sampling, which is
both readily available and relatively inexpensive. Data exist to suggest that an elevated
NLR confers a poorer prognosis in advanced solid cancers, including prostate
cancer183–186. Data for non-metastatic prostate cancer is scarce and somewhat
conflicting186–188. Given its ready availability for the vast majority of prostate cancer
patients and its apparent prognostic role in advanced disease, the NLR represents a
novel target for retrospective evaluation in this cohort.

PSA kinetics have represented a target for investigation since PSA came into
widespread use as a biomarker in the 1990s10,58,60,109. Pre-treatment kinetics in the
form of PSA velocity310–312 and doubling time313–318 have been shown to be prognostic
of outcomes in retrospective active surveillance, surgical and radiotherapy cohorts but
have not consistently been prospectively validated319. Our group previously reported
on pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir in patients undergoing radical radiotherapy for prostate
cancer and demonstrated that patients treated with neoadjuvant LHRHa achieving a
nadir of ≤ 1.0 ng/mL had statistically significantly poorer rates of biochemical failurefree survival and overall survival320.

The objective of this work was to evaluate extant clinical parameters with regard to
their utility as prognostic biomarkers in men treated with radical radiotherapy for
localised prostate cancer. The parameters selected comprised:
•

Impact of ADT subtype (LHRHa or AA monotherapy) on clinical outcomes

•

Exploration of NLR as a prognostic biomarker in patients with localised prostate
cancer

•

Exploration of pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir as a prognostic biomarker in patients
with localised prostate cancer
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3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Data collection
A detailed account of the generation of the clinical database is available in the
preceding chapter. Between January 2005 and December 2009, 466 consecutive
patients were treated with radical radiotherapy in the Northern Ireland Cancer Centre.
All patients had a histologic diagnosis of prostate adenocarcinoma. Short-term ADT
was defined as 6 – 8 months; long-term was defined as up to 36 months. Serial PSA
levels were captured to fully reflect PSA kinetics from the time of diagnosis. During the
period of interest, there was no prospective systematic recording of toxicity; all patients
requiring endoscopy or additional intervention for significant GI or GU symptoms were
recorded as a surrogate for late radiation-induced toxicity. It was not possible to
automatically extract patient data for any aspect of these cases; all available data
points were individually derived. The database was locked for analysis in July 2019.

3.2.2 Outcomes of interest
Biochemical failure was defined per the ASTRO Phoenix criteria291. Metastatic disease
was defined as any investigation confirming metastasis at any site (including pelvic
nodal disease in previously node-negative patients). Prostate cancer-specific survival
was defined as death from prostate cancer during the period of follow-up; patients
dying from other causes were censored. Biochemical failure, metastatic disease,
prostate cancer-specific survival and overall survival were evaluated in all groups. All
events were calculated from the start of radiotherapy; this timepoint was chosen to
exclude protracted delays from the time of diagnosis to active treatment in patients
initially treated with active surveillance and the variability in the duration of neoadjuvant
ADT. Groups were stratified by outcomes of interest as well as Gleason Grade Group
(the 2014 update of the traditional Gleason scoring system)96 and updated NCCN risk
stratification system10.

3.2.3 Statistical analysis
GraphPad Prism (v8.20 for Macintosh, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) was used to
analyse the raw data. Actuarial survival estimates were determined using the KaplanMeier method and treatment groups were compared using the Mantel-Cox log-rank
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test321–323. Events were calculated from date of start of radiotherapy until date of event
or date of last follow-up or PSA assay.

The ADT subtype analysis dichotomised the group treated with ADT into two; those
treated with primary LHRHa and primary AA.

The NLR analysis dichotomised the group where peri-diagnostic NLR was available
by median NLR and a threshold of 3.

The PSA nadir analysis dichotomised the group treated with LHRHa by PSA nadir preradiotherapy using a threshold of 1 ng/mL.
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3.3

Results

3.3.1 General
466 consecutive patients were included in this database. Of this group, 11 (2%) were
lost to long-term follow-up but are included in the analysis.

The baseline demographics of the entire cohort are summarised in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

At a median follow-up of 123 months, biochemical failure had occurred in 117 patients
(25%). 49 patients (11%) had developed metastatic disease. Actuarial 5- and 10-year
overall survival for the entire cohort was 89% and 75% respectively.

Overall survival for the entire cohort is displayed in Figure 3.1. Figures 3.2 – 3.5 display
biochemical failure, metastatic disease, prostate cancer-specific survival and overall
survival stratified by NCCN risk grouping. As expected, stratification by NCCN risk
group was statistically significant for all outcomes – biochemical failure (p = 0.0030),
metastatic disease (p < 0.0001), prostate cancer-specific survival (p < 0.0001) and
overall survival (p = 0.0006).

Figure 3.6 displays overall survival for the NCCN intermediate-risk group stratified into
favourable and unfavourable subgroups respectively. When the NCCN intermediaterisk group was stratified into favourable- and unfavourable-risk subgroups, there was
a trend toward poorer survival in the unfavourable-risk group (HR 1.772 [95% CI
0.8971 – 3.500]; p = 0.0995) (Figure 3.6). Similarly, when the cohort was stratified by
Gleason Grade Group96, there was a statistically significant difference in overall
survival (p = 0.0114) (Figure 3.7). There was, however, no statistically significant
difference seen in the NCCN intermediate-risk cohort when split into Gleason Grade
Group 2 and 3 (HR 1.292 [95% CI 0.7130 – 2.342]; p = 0.3981) (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.1

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival for entire cohort

Figure 3.1

Overall survival for the entire cohort.
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Figure 3.2

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure for entire

cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.2

Biochemical failure for the entire cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

(p = 0.0030).
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Figure 3.3

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease for entire

cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.3

Metastatic disease for the entire cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

(p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3.4

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival

for entire cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.4

Prostate cancer-specific survival for the entire cohort stratified by

NCCN risk group (p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3.5

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival for entire cohort

stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.5

Overall survival for the entire cohort stratified by NCCN risk group (p =

0.0006).
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Figure 3.6

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in intermediate-

risk cohort stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.6

Overall survival for the NCCN intermediate-risk group split into

favourable- and unfavourable-risk groups (HR 1.772 [95% CI 0.8971 – 3.500]; p =
0.0995).
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Figure 3.7

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in entire cohort

stratified by Gleason Grade Group

Figure 3.7

Overall survival for the entire cohort stratified by Gleason Grade Group

(p = 0.0114).
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Figure 3.8

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in intermediate-

risk group dichotomised into Gleason Grade Group 2 and 3

Figure 3.8

Overall survival for the NCCN intermediate-risk group split into Gleason

Grade Group 2 and 3 (HR 1.292 [95% CI 0.7130 – 2.342]; p = 0.3981).
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3.3.2 ADT subtype
463 patients were included in this analysis. Three patients were excluded as they did
not receive any form of ADT and underwent radical radiotherapy alone.

326 patients (70%) were treated with LHRHa and 137 with AA (30%). Characteristics
of the entire group and subgroups are summarised in Table 3.1. The groups were
broadly similar in terms of their baseline demographics. More patients in the LHRHa
group had NCCN high- or very high-risk disease (71% versus 57%). More patients in
the AA group were treated with higher radiation doses (92% versus 71%) and had
short-term (6 – 8 months) of ADT (72% versus 43%).

The 10-year rate of biochemical failure-free survival was 65% in the AA group and
77% in the LHRHa group. The 10-year rate of metastatic disease was 9% in the AA
group and 11% in the LHRHa group. 10-year prostate cancer-specific survival was
96% (AA) and 94% (LHRHa) and 10-year overall survival was 78% (AA) and 70%
(LHRHa).

ADT subtype was predictive for biochemical failure, with a higher rate seen in the AA
group (HR 0.5224 [95% CI 1.285 – 2.852]; p = 0.0014) (Figure 3.9). There was no
effect seen on metastatic disease (Figure 3.10) or prostate cancer-specific survival
(Figure 3.11); HR 1.037 ([95% CI 0.5668 – 1.898]; p = 0.9059) and HR 1.162 ([95%
CI 0.5238 – 2.578]; p = 0.7120) respectively. Conversely, a trend toward improved
survival in the AA group was identified (HR 1.326 [95% CI 0.9358 – 1.878]; p = 0.1126)
(Figure 3.12).

Each group was further stratified by NCCN risk grouping. In the AA group, the rate of
biochemical failure and prostate cancer-specific survival was not significant when risk
grouping was considered (p = 0.3526 and 0.1460 respectively) (Figures 3.13 and
3.15). Metastatic disease and overall survival were significant in this group (p = 0.0392
and 0.0326 respectively) (Figures 3.14 and 3.16). In the LHRHa group, all four
outcomes of interest were statistically significant when NCCN stratification was taken
into consideration; biochemical failure (p = 0.0009), metastatic disease (p < 0.0001),
prostate cancer-specific survival (p < 0.0001) and overall survival (p = 0.0374) (Figures
3.17 – 3.20).
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Table 3.1
Demographics of entire clinical cohort and subgroups
categorised by primary ADT type
All patients*
LHRHa
AA
n

466

326

137

Patient Characteristics
Age at diagnosis (years)
Median (range)

67 (48, 81)

68 (50, 81)

66 (48, 78)

Age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index
0

2 (< 1%)

0

2 (1%)

1

42 (9%)

23 (7%)

19 (14%)

2

157 (34%)

102 (31%)

54 (39%)

3

163 (35%)

116 (36%)

46 (34%)

4

80 (17%)

66 (20%)

13 (19%)

≥5

22 (5%)

19 (6%)

3 (2%)

0

395 (85%)

268 (82%)

125 (91%)

1

68 (15%)

55 (17%)

12 (9%)

2

3 (< 1%)

3 (1%)

0

≥3

0

0

0

2.46 (0.26, 20.46)

2.46 (0.31, 20.39)

2.58 (0.49, 7.13)

ECOG performance status

Baseline NLR
Median (range)

Tumour Characteristics
iPSA (ng/mL)
Median (range)

17.0 (2.4, 223.9)

19 (2.4, 223.9)

13.2 (3.2, 149.7)

T1

93 (20%)

62 (19%)

30 (22%)

T1a

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

0

T stage**
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T1b

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

0

T1c

91 (20%)

60 (18%)

30 (22%)

T2

116 (25%)

79 (24%)

37 (27%)

T2a

30 (6%)

10 (3%)

20 (15%)

T2b

16 (3%)

8 (2%)

8 (6%)

T2c

5 (1%)

4 (1%)

1 (< 1%)

T3

247 (53%)

177 (54%)

68 (50%

T3a

163 (35%)

114 (35%)

47 (34%)

T3b

75 (16%)

55 (17%)

20 (1%)

T4

6 (1%)

5 (2%)

1 (< 1%)

Unknown

4 (1%)

3 (1%)

1 (< 1%)

N0

455 (98%)

316 (97%)

136 (99%)

N1

10 (2%)

9 (3%)

1 (< 1%)

Unknown

1 (< 1%)

1 (<1%)

0

1

122 (26%)

87 (27%)

32 (23%)

2

125 (27%)

77 (23%)

48 (35%)

3

64 (14%)

40 (12%)

24 (18%)

4

90 (19%)

67 (21%)

23 (17%)

5

65 (14%)

55 (17%)

10 (7%)

N stage

Gleason grade group

Updated NCCN risk grouping
Very low / low

15 (3%)

11 (3%)

3 (2%)

Intermediate

139 (30%)

83 (26%)

56 (41%)

Favourable

51 (11%)

33 (10%)

18 (13%)

Unfavourable

88 (19%)

50 (15%)

38 (28%)

High

150 (32%)

107 (33%)

41 (30%)

Very high

160 (34%)

123 (38%)

37 (27%)

Unknown

2 (< 1%)

2 (<1%)

0
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Treatment Characteristics
Radiation dose (Gy2)***
≤ 70

106 (23%)

93 (28%)

12 (9%)

> 70

360 (77%)

233 (72%)

125 (91%)

Anti-androgen

137 (29%)

326 (100%)

0

LHRH agonist

326 (70%)

0

137 (100%)

None

3 (< 1%)

0

0

3 (< 1%)

0

0

238 (51%)

140 (43%)

98 (72%)

225 (48%)

186 (57%)

39 (28%)

Primary ADT subtype

Duration ADT
None
Short-term (6 – 8
months)
Long-term (up to
36 months)

* Three patients did not receive ADT
** Full T stage not available for all patients
*** Assuming alpha-beta ratio of 1.93

Table 3.1. Demographics of the entire cohort and the groups treated with LHRHa
and AA respectively. Three patients did not receive ADT.
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Figure 3.9

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure stratified by

ADT subtype

Figure 3.9

Biochemical failure stratified by ADT subtype (AA / LHRHa) (HR

0.5224 [95% CI 1.285 – 2.852]; p = 0.0014).
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Figure 3.10 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease stratified by
ADT subtype

Figure 3.10 Metastatic disease stratified by ADT subtype (AA / LHRHa) (HR 1.037
[95% CI 0.5668 – 1.898]; p = 0.9059).
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Figure 3.11 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
stratified by ADT subtype

Figure 3.11 Prostate cancer-specific survival stratified by ADT subtype (AA /
LHRHa) (HR 1.162 [95% CI 0.5238 – 2.578]; p = 0.7120).
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Figure 3.12 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival stratified by ADT
subtype

Figure 3.12 Overall survival stratified by ADT subtype (AA / LHRHa) (HR 1.326
[95% CI 0.9358 – 1.878]; p = 0.1126).
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Figure 3.13 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure in AA group
stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.13 Biochemical failure in AA group stratified by NCCN risk group (p =
0.3526).
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Figure 3.14 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease in AA group
stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.14 Metastatic disease in AA group stratified by NCCN risk group (p =
0.0392).
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Figure 3.15 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
in AA group stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.15 Prostate cancer-specific survival in AA group stratified by NCCN risk
group (p = 0.1460).
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Figure 3.16 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in AA group
stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.16 Overall survival in AA group stratified by NCCN risk group (p = 0.0326).
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Figure 3.17 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure in LHRHa
group stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.17 Biochemical failure in LHRHa group stratified by NCCN risk group (p =
0.0009).
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Figure 3.18 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease in LHRHa
group stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.18 Metastatic disease in LHRHa group stratified by NCCN risk group (p <
0.0001).
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Figure 3.19 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
in LHRHa group stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.19 Prostate cancer-specific survival in LHRHa group stratified by NCCN
risk group (p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3.20 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in LHRHa group
stratified by NCCN risk group

Figure 3.20 Overall survival in LHRHa group stratified by NCCN risk group (p =
0.0374).
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3.3.3 Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio
298 patients had peri-diagnosis NLR available and were included in this analysis. Two
separate NLR thresholds were chosen based on available data for localised and
metastatic prostate cancer; the median of the group (2.455) and 3. Each threshold is
considered separately. Characteristics of the entire group and subgroups are
summarised in Table 3.2.

Threshold – 2.455 (median)
There were 149 patients in each group, which were similar in terms of their baseline
demographics and treatment characteristics.

The 10-year rate of biochemical failure was 26% in the < 2.455 group and 29% in the
> 2.455 group. The 10-year rate of metastatic disease was 7% (< 2.455) and 13% (>
2.455). 10-year prostate cancer-specific survival was 97% (< 2.455) and 95% (>
2.455) and 10-year overall survival was 73% (< 2.455) and 67% (> 2.455).

A higher median NLR did not predict for biochemical failure or metastatic disease; HR
1.107 ([95% CI 0.7098 – 1.728]; p = 0.6531) and HR 1.486 ([95% CI 0.7331 – 3.011];
p = 0.2721) respectively (Figures 3.21 and 3.22). Similarly, it did not predict for
prostate cancer-specific or overall survival; HR 1.756 ([95% CI 0.6568 – 4.692]; p =
0.2619) and HR 1.231 ([95% CI 0.8272 – 1.831]; p = 0.3056) respectively (Figures
3.23 and 3.24).

Threshold – 3
There were 197 patients (66%) in the < 3 group and 101 (34%) patients in the ≥ 3
group.
The 10-year rate of biochemical failure was 30% in the < 3 group and 25% in the ≥ 3
group. The 10-year rate of metastatic disease was 9% (< 3) and 13% (≥ 3). 10-year
prostate cancer-specific survival was 96% (< 3) and 95% (≥ 3) and 10-year overall
survival was 73% (< 3) and 65% (≥ 3).
As with the median threshold, there were no statistically significant differences seen
for any outcome. Biochemical failure and metastatic disease demonstrated hazard
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ratios of 0.8207 ([95% CI 0.5106 – 1.319]; p = 0.4144) and 1.214 ([95% CI 0.5671 –
2.599]; p = 0.6174) respectively (Figures 3.25 and 3.26). Hazard ratios for prostate
cancer-specific and overall survival were 1.274 ([95% CI 0.4459 – 3.639]; p = 0.6513)
and 1.420 ([95% CI 0.9286 – 2.172]; p = 0.1056) respectively (Figures 3.27 and 3.28).
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Table 3.2
Demographics of entire clinical cohort and subgroups
categorised by peri-diagnosis NLR
NLR <
NLR >
All patients
NLR < 3
2.455
2.455
n

466

149

149

NLR > 3

197

101

67 (51,

69 (52,

80)

81)

Patient Characteristics
Age at diagnosis (years)
Median (range)

67 (48, 81)

66 (51, 80)

69 (52, 81)

Age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index
0

2 (< 1%)

0

0

0

0

1

42 (9%)

16 (11%)

12 (8%)

19 (10%)

9 (9%)

2

157 (34%)

54 (36%)

35 (23%)

66 (34%)

23 (23%)

3

163 (35%)

49 (33%)

60 (40%)

68 (35%)

41 (40%)

≥4

80 (17%)

30 (20%)

42 (28%)

44 (22%)

28 (28%)

ECOG performance status
176

0

395 (85%)

133 (89%)

124 (83%)

1

68 (15%)

15 (10%)

24 (16%)

20 (10%)

19 (19%)

2

3 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

1 (1%)

≥3

0

0

0

0

0

2.46 (0.26,

1.95 (0.26,

3.46 (2.46,

2.13

4.03

20.46)

2.45)

20.46)

(0.26,

(3.03,

2.95)

20.46)

(89%)

81 (80%)

Baseline NLR

Median (range)
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Tumour Characteristics
iPSA (ng/mL)
17.0 (2.4,

18.2 (2.5,

17.9 (3.2,

17.5 (2.4,

18.9 (3.2,

223.9)

222.3)

223.9)

222.3)

223.9)

T1

93 (20%)

30 (20%)

29 (19%)

37 (19%)

22 (22%)

T1a

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (1%)

T1b

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (1%)

T1c

91 (20%)

30 (20%)

27 (18%)

37 (19%)

20 (20%)

T2

116 (25%)

34 (23%)

33 (22%)

47 (24%)

20 (20%)

T2a

30 (6%)

13 (9%)

9 (6%)

17 (9%)

5 (5%)

T2b

16 (3%)

4 (3%)

5 (3%)

5 (3%)

4 (4%)

T2c

5 (1%)

0

2 (1%)

0

2 (2%)

T3

247 (53%)

83 (56%)

80 (54%)

T3a

163 (35%)

55 (37%)

59 (40%)

71 (36%)

43 (43%)

T3b

75 (16%)

25 (17%)

21 (14%)

33 (17%)

13 (13%)

T4

6 (1%)

1 (< 1%)

5 (3%)

4 (2%)

2 (2%)

Unknown

4 (1%)

1 (< 1%)

2 (1%)

2 (1%)

1 (1%)

N0

455 (98%)

148 (99%)

141 (95%)

N1

10 (2%)

1 (< 1%)

7 (5%)

3 (2%)

5 (5%)

Unknown

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

0

Median (range)
T stage**

107
(54%)

56 (55%)

N stage
193
(98%)

96 (95%)

Gleason grade group
1

122 (26%)

34 (23%)

39 (26%)

44 (22%)

29 (29%)

2

125 (27%)

39 (26%)

40 (27%)

52 (26%)

27 (27%)

3

64 (14%)

23 (15%)

21 (14%)

29 (15%)

15 (15%)

4

90 (19%)

31 (21%)

26 (17%)

38 (19%)

19 (19%)

5

65 (14%)

22 (15%)

23 (15%)

34 (17%)

11 (11%)
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Updated NCCN risk grouping
Very low / low

15 (3%)

3 (2%)

5 (3%)

7 (4%)

1 (1%)

Intermediate

139 (30%)

51 (34%)

36 (24%)

61 (31%)

26 (26%)

Favourable

51 (11%)

18 (12%)

12 (8%)

20 (10%)

10 (10%)

Unfavourable

88 (19%)

33 (22%)

24 (16%)

41 (21%)

16 (16%)

High

150 (32%)

44 (30%)

53 (36%)

57 (29%)

40 (40%)

Very high

160 (34%)

51 (34%)

53 (36%)

71 (36%)

33 (33%)

Unknown

2 (< 1%)

0

2 (1%)

1 (< 1%)

1 (1%)

45 (23%)

15 (15%)

Treatment Characteristics
Radiation dose (Gv2)***
≤ 70
> 70

106 (23%)

31 (21%)

29 (19%)

360 (77%)

118 (79%)

120 (81%)

152
(77%)

86 (85%)

Primary ADT subtype
Anti-androgen

137 (29%)

47 (32%)

41 (28%)

59 (30%)

LHRH agonist

326 (70%)

102 (68%)

107 (72%)

None

3 (< 1%)

0

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

0

238 (51%)

0

1 (< 1%)

1 (< 1%)

0

225 (48%)

76 (51%)

76 (52%)

3 (< 1%)

73 (49%)

72 (48%)

137
(70%)

29 (28%)
72 (72%)

Duration ADT
None
Short-term (6 –
8 months)
Long-term (up
to 36 months)

100
(51%)
96 (49%)

52 (51%)

49 (49%)

* Peri-diagnosis NLR available for 298 patients / ** Full T stage not available for all patients / ***
Assuming alpha-beta ratio of 1.93

Table 3.2. Demographics of the entire cohort and the groups dichotomized by the
median peri-diagnosis NLR (2.455) and an NLR threshold of 3 respectively. Baseline
NLR was available for 248 patients in total.
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Figure 3.21 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure stratified by
median peri-diagnosis NLR

Figure 3.21 Biochemical failure dichotomised by median NLR (HR 1.107 [95% CI
0.7098 – 1.728]; p = 0.6531)
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Figure 3.22 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease stratified by
median peri-diagnosis NLR

Figure 3.22 Metastatic disease dichotomised by median NLR (HR 1.486 [95% CI
0.7331 – 3.011]; p = 0.2721)
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Figure 3.23 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
stratified by median peri-diagnosis NLR

Figure 3.23 Prostate cancer-specific survival dichotomised by median NLR (HR
1.756 [95% CI 0.6568 – 4.692]; p = 0.2619)
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Figure 3.24 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival stratified by
median peri-diagnosis NLR

Figure 3.24 Overall survival dichotomised by median NLR (HR 1.231 [95% CI
0.8272 – 1.831]; p = 0.3056)
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Figure 3.25 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure dichotomized
by peri-diagnosis NLR of 3

Figure 3.25 Biochemical failure dichotomised by NLR of 3 (HR 0.8207 [95% CI
0.5106 – 1.319]; p = 0.4144)
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Figure 3.26 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease dichotomized by
peri-diagnosis NLR of 3

Figure 3.26 Metastatic disease dichotomised by NLR of 3 (HR 1.214 [95% CI
0.5671 – 2.599]; p = 0.6174)
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Figure 3.27 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
dichotomized by peri-diagnosis NLR of 3

Figure 3.27 Prostate cancer-specific survival dichotomised by NLR of 3 (HR 1.274
[95% CI 0.4459 – 3.639]; p = 0.6513)
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Figure 3.28 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival dichotomized by
peri-diagnosis NLR of 3

Figure 3.28 Overall survival dichotomised by NLR of 3 (HR 1.420 [95% CI 0.9286 –
2.172]; p = 0.1056)
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3.3.4 PSA nadir
In keeping with our earlier review320, 325 patients treated with LHRHa were included
in this analysis (of 326 candidates in total; one further patient excluded as no pre-RT
PSA available). The pre-RT PSA level was ≤ 1.0 ng/mL in 177 patients (54%) and >
1.0 ng/mL in 148 (46%). Characteristics of the entire group and the dichotomised
groups are summarised in Table 3.3. The groups were similar in terms of their baseline
demographics, risk profile and treatment parameters. The median duration on
neoadjuvant LHRHa was similar across all groups.
Median survival in this cohort was 149 months in the ≤ 1.0 ng/mL group and not
reached in the other group.
The 10-year rate of biochemical failure was 20% in the ≤ 1.0 ng/mL group and 25% in
the > 1.0 ng/mL group. The 10-year rates of metastatic disease were 9% (≤ 1.0) and
14% (> 1.0). 10-year prostate cancer-specific survival was 96% (≤ 1.0) and 92% (>
1.0) and 10-year overall survival was 71% (≤ 1.0) and 70% (> 1.0).
There were no statistically significant differences between the groups with regard to
any of the endpoints of interest. The hazard ratio for biochemical failure (PSA nadir >
1.0 ng/mL) was 1.261 ([95% CI 0.7784 – 2.041]; p = 0.3465) (Figure 3.29). The hazard
ratio for metastatic disease was 1.701 ([95% CI 0.8652 – 3.344]; p = 0.1235) (Figure
3.30). Similarly, the hazard ratios for prostate cancer-specific survival and overall
survival were 1.639 ([95% CI 0.6797 – 3.952]; p = 0.2713) and 0.9433 [95% CI 0.6464
– 1.376]; p = 0.7610) respectively (Figures 3.31 and 3.32).
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Table 3.3
Demographics of entire clinical cohort and LHRHa group
dichotomised by pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir
PSA nadir ≤ 1.0
PSA nadir > 1.0
Entire cohort
ng/mL
ng/mL*
n

325

177

148

Patient Characteristics
Age at diagnosis (years)
Median (range)

68 (50, 81)

69 (52, 80)

68 (50, 81)

Age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index
0

0

0

0

1

23 (7%)

8 (5%)

15 (10%)

2

102 (31%)

53 (30%)

49 (33%)

3

116 (36%)

65 (37%)

50 (34%)

4

66 (20%)

38 (21%)

28 (19%)

≥5

19 (6%)

13 (4%)

6 (4%)

0

267 (82%)

147 (83%)

120 (81%)

1

55 (17%)

27 (15%)

28 (19%)

2

3 (1%)

3 (2%)

0

≥3

0

0

0

2.46 (0.31, 20.39)

2.46 (0.81, 20.39)

2.45 (0.31, 8.48)

ECOG performance status

Baseline NLR
Median (range)
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Tumour Characteristics
iPSA (ng/mL)
Median (range)

19 (2.4, 223.9)

17.5 (2.4, 223.9)

21.15 (5.9, 222.3)

T1

62 (19%)

34 (19%)

28 (19%)

T1a

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (<1%)

T1b

1 (< 1%)

0

1 (<1%)

T1c

60 (18%)

34 (19%)

26 (18%)

T2

79 (24%)

41 (23%)

38 (26%)

T2a

10 (3%)

6 (4%)

4 (3%)

T2b

8 (2%)

5 (3%)

3 (2%)

T2c

4 (1%)

2 (1%)

2 (1%)

T3

176 (54%)

97 (55%)

79 (53%)

T3a

113 (35%)

63 (36%)

59 (40%)

T3b

55 (17%)

30 (17%)

25 (17%)

T4

5 (2%)

2 (1%)

3 (2%)

Unknown

3 (1%)

3 (2%)

0

N0

315 (97%)

174 (98%)

141 (95%)

N1

9 (3%)

3 (2%)

6 (4%)

Unknown

1 (<1%)

0

1 (<1%)

1

87 (27%)

40 (22%)

47 (32%)

2

76 (23%)

38 (21%)

38 (26%)

3

40 (12%)

25 (14%)

15 (10%)

4

67 (21%)

38 (21%)

29 (20%)

5

55 (17%)

36 (20%)

19 (13%)

T stage**

N stage

Gleason grade group
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Updated NCCN risk grouping
Very low / low

11 (3%)

4 (2%)

7 (5%)

Intermediate

83 (26%)

47 (27%)

36 (24%)

Favourable

33 (10%)

18 (10%)

15 (10%)

Unfavourable

50 (15%)

29 (16%)

21 (14%)

High

106 (33%)

55 (31%)

51 (34%)

Very high

123 (38%)

69 (39%)

54 (36%)

Unknown

2 (<1%)

2 (<1%)

0

Treatment Characteristics
Radiation dose (Gy2)***
≤ 70

92 (28%)

50 (28%)

42 (28%)

> 70

233 (72%)

125 (71%)

106 (72%)

3.2 (2.5, 37.1)

3.7 (0.5, 24.5)

72 (41%)

67 (45%)

105 (59%)

81 (55%)

Duration neoadjuvant ADT (months)
Median (range)

3.8 (0.5, 37.1)

Duration ADT
Short-term (6 – 8
months)
Long-term (up to
36 months)

140 (43%)

185 (57%)

* Pre-RT PSA nadir unavailable for single patient
** Full T stage not available for all patients
*** Assuming alpha-beta ratio of 1.93

Table 3.3. Demographics of the entire cohort and the group treated with LHRHa
dichotomized by pre-treatment PSA nadir (threshold of 1 ng/mL).
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Figure 3.29 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for biochemical failure in group
treated with LHRHa dichotomised by pre-radiotherapy PSA of 1.0 ng/mL

Figure 3.29 Biochemical failure (LHRHa group) stratified by PSA nadir (HR 1.261
[95% CI 0.7784 – 2.041]; p = 0.3465)
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Figure 3.30 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for metastatic disease in group
treated with LHRHa dichotomised by pre-radiotherapy PSA of 1.0 ng/mL

Figure 3.30 Metastatic disease (LHRHa group) stratified by PSA nadir (HR 1.701
[95% CI 0.8652 – 3.344]; p = 0.1235)
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Figure 3.31 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for prostate cancer-specific survival
in group treated with LHRHa dichotomised by pre-radiotherapy PSA of 1.0
ng/mL

Figure 3.31 Prostate cancer-specific survival (LHRHa group) stratified by PSA nadir
(HR 1.639 [95% CI 0.6797 – 3.952]; p = 0.2713)
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Figure 3.32 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for overall survival in group treated
with LHRHa dichotomised by pre-radiotherapy PSA of 1.0 ng/mL

Figure 3.32 Overall survival (LHRHa group) stratified by PSA nadir (HR 0.9433
[95% CI 0.6464 – 1.376]; p = 0.7610)
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3.4

Discussion

General
The particular strengths of this dataset include its inclusivity (all men with prostate
cancer treated with radical radiotherapy during the period of interest), its breadth of
data and its follow-up (both in terms of its duration as well as the low numbers of men
lost to long-term review). Its primary limitation is, unavoidably, its retrospective nature.
Each analysis outlined previously is discussed in more detail below.

ADT subtype
The benefit of the addition of ADT to radical radiotherapy in the context of higher-risk
localised prostate cancer are well known21–26. The primary treatment option remains
LHRHa therapy (with or without low-dose anti-androgen therapy); systemic
alternatives include antiandrogen monotherapy and, more recently, LHRH
antagonists10. There are significant systemic effects associated with LHRHa therapy
(including fatigue, vasomotor symptoms, metabolic dysfunction, cardiovascular
disease, erectile dysfunction and reduced libido, osteoporosis, and cognitive
disturbance) which may lead to non-compliance with prescribed medication,
termination of therapy earlier than planned, or, simply, the decision not to proceed with
systemic therapy at all32,324,325. There has been increasing interest in antiandrogen
monotherapy as an alternative to LHRHa-induced medical castration due to their
differing toxicity profiles; however, there have never been any randomised head-tohead comparisons of LHRHa and AA therapy in localised prostate cancer326,327. In
2010, Iversen et al reported the updated results of the bicalutamide arm of the Early
Prostate Cancer programme326. This evaluated the addition of bicalutamide
monotherapy to standard care in 8313 men with M0 prostate cancer. At a median
follow-up of 9.7 years, the addition of bicalutamide conferred a significant benefit for
progression-free survival (HR 0.85 [95% CI 0.79 – 0.91]; p = 0.0001). As expected,
this benefit was primarily seen in patients with locally advanced disease. Similarly,
there was a benefit for overall survival in the subgroup of patients with locally
advanced disease treated with radiotherapy (p = 0.031); this was not demonstrated in
the wider group. Additionally, in 2017, RTOG 9601 demonstrated a significant benefit
for overall survival with the addition of 24 months of antiandrogen monotherapy with
bicalutamide to salvage radiation therapy post radical prostatectomy (HR 0.77 [95%
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CI -0.59 – 0.99]; p = 0.04)328. There were no significant differences between groups in
terms of the rates of hot flashes, cardiovascular events or serious hepatotoxicity.

Stratification by NCCN risk grouping was statistically significant for metastatic disease
and prostate cancer-specific survival in the AA group and all four outcomes of interest
in the LHRHa group. It must be borne in mind that there were lower overall numbers
(and, consequently, events) in the AA group when compared to the LHRHa group.

The choice of ADT subtype was prognostic for biochemical failure in our cohort but
not for metastatic disease or prostate cancer-specific survival. To our knowledge, this
has not been previously reported. Interestingly, there was a trend toward improved
survival in the AA group – despite the higher rate of biochemical failure –
which is apparent from the first year following radiotherapy and persists past ten years’
follow-up. This may reflect a number of factors; the differing PSA kinetics with AA
monotherapy versus medical castration, the higher radiation dose employed in the AA
cohort (likely reflective of the move to AA use in the later period covered in this
database) and the known detrimental cardiovascular effects of LHRHa therapy.

Neutrophil-lymphoctye ratio
In this cohort of patients, NLR at pre-selected thresholds of 2.455 (median) and 3 was
not prognostic of biochemical failure, metastatic disease, prostate cancer-specific
survival or overall survival. There have been a number of retrospective reviews and
meta-analyses evaluating pre-treatment NLR in localised prostate cancer. Bahig et al
reported on a series of 1772 patients with low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer
treated with definitive EBRT or brachytherapy189. On multivariate analysis, an elevated
absolute neutrophil count was associated with poorer overall survival (HR 1.18 {95%
CI 1.017 – 1.37]; p = 0.028). NLR was not statistically significant. In comparison, our
patient cohort had a generally higher risk profile overall. Langsenlehner et al evaluated
NLR (using a threshold of 5) in a cohort of patients with localised prostate cancer
treated with radical radiotherapy329. On multivariate analysis, NLR was an
independent prognostic factor for clinical progression-free survival (HR 3.09 [95% CI
1.64 – 5.82]; p < 0.001), distant metastasis-free survival (HR 3.51 [95% CI 1.80 –
6.85]; p <0.001) and overall survival (HR 2.16 {95% CI 1,17 – 3.99] p = 0.013). Tang
et al carried out a meta-analysis of 9418 patients with localised, locally advanced and
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metastatic prostate cancer from 18 studies190. Elevated pre-treatment NLR (threshold
of 3; the studies included used thresholds ranging from 2 to 5) predicted for poorer
overall survival in the entire cohort (HR 1.628 [95% CI 1.410 – 1.879]) but was not
statistically significant in the subgroup with localised disease (HR 1.439 [95% CI 0.753
– 2.75]). The patient cohort investigated here was not prognostic for any of the
outcomes of interest. This is consistent with the conflicting data outlined above. It
appears that NLR is of greater prognostic significance in metastatic and castrateresistant prostate cancer than in localised disease (perhaps due in part to their
differing biology and greater burden of disease)185,330. This parameter is also subject
to change from many other systemic factors unrelated to the primary cancer; as such,
it may prove that the temporal change from diagnosis through treatment may eliminate
some confounding factors and prove more valuable as a prognostic biomarker.

Pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir
Absolute pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir was not prognostic for biochemical failure,
metastatic disease, prostate cancer-specific survival or overall survival in this patient
cohort. This study did not replicate the earlier findings from our institution in a previous
cohort from 2001-2002; namely, that a pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir of ≤ 1.0 ng/mL in
patients treated with neoadjuvant LHRHa was prognostic for biochemical failure and
overall survival at four years.

There are a number of potential reasons for these discordant findings. Despite the
similar origins and risk of between the two cohorts, there was a continued
improvement in staging and risk stratification during the early 2000s which may have
led to stage migration of some patients to higher risk groups. This cohort was larger
(119 versus 325) patients with significantly longer follow-up (median follow-up 49
versus 118 months). Additionally, it was not possible to control for compliance with or
duration of neoadjuvant ADT. Although the median duration of treatment was similar
between all groups, there was a wide range of neoadjuvant treatment duration
involving a small number of patients. The primary factor, however, is likely the change
in radiation dose between the two cohorts. No patient in the earlier cohort was treated
with more than 66Gy/33 fractions (assuming an alpha/beta ratio of 1.93, 54Gy/20
fractions is equivalent to 65Gy2), while 72% of this cohort received 74Gy2 or above
as well in addition to elective nodal irradiation in 74 of these patients (23%). The
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proven benefit from dose escalation may have obscured some of the benefits of
response to neoadjuvant ADT.

While there are no prospective trials specifically evaluating pre-RT PSA in this patient
group, there are a small number of publications evaluating pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir
in this patient population with somewhat conflicting results. McGuire et al reported on
a retrospective cohort of 196 men with high-risk prostate cancer treated between 1990
and 2007 with long-term ADT and radical radiotherapy331. On multivariate analysis,
failure to achieve a pre-RT PSA of ≤ 0.5 ng/mL independently predicted for poorer
failure-free survival (p = 0.021), prostate cancer-specific mortality (p = 0.039) and
overall survival (p = 0.037). Higher baseline PSA and African-American race were
significantly associated with failure to achieve a pre-treatment PSA of ≤ 0.5 ng/mL.
Geara et al reviewed 375 patients with intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer
treated with ADT and EBRT and identified a threshold of 0.06 ng/mL for prediction of
biochemical disease-free survival on multivariate analysis (HR 4.409 [95% CI 2.180 –
8.916]; p < 0.001)332. In 2013, Zelefsky et al updated their series of 1045 men with
localised prostate cancer treated with ADT and radical EBRT333. Achieving a pre-RT
PSA nadir of ≤ 0.3 ng/mL was significantly associated with improved long-term
biochemical control (p < 0.001), reduction in distant metastases (p = 0.004) and
prostate cancer-specific survival (p = 0.009). Most recently, Hallemeier et al reviewed
2404 patients from four RTOG/NRG Oncology trials (9202, 9408, 9413, 9910) treated
with neoadjuvant ADT and radical radiotherapy334. 32% of patients achieved a pretreatment nadir of ≤ 0.1 ng/mL. On multivariate analysis, pre-RT PSA nadir was
independently associated with an increased risk of biochemical failure (HR 2.00; p <
0.0001), local failure (HR 2.33: p < 0.0001) and cause-specific survival (HR 1.75; p =
0.03).

While the patient populations in each study are broadly similar, the radiation dose
employed is widely variable, reflecting the long period under evaluation and the
changes in practice during this time. Each of the four studies discussed above selected
a different PSA nadir threshold, none of which match that assessed here, reflecting
the difficulty in choosing the appropriate threshold for evaluation. These data raise a
number of issues; what is(are) the best PSA parameter(s) for predicting outcome?
Options include a lower pre-RT nadir threshold, the post-RT PSA level and the
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absolute PSA nadir and time to achieve absolute nadir332,335,336. Additional avenues
for investigation in this cohort include the relative change in PSA at different time
points and incorporation of these data into a larger model. Pre-RT PSA level may also
offer a further opportunity to individualise therapy (e.g. tailor duration of neoadjuvant
ADT, additional systemic therapy, radiotherapy dose escalation) which would require
prospective evaluation within a clinical trial.

3.5

Conclusion

The role of ADT in localised prostate cancer is evolving in terms of the choice of agent
and the duration of use. Individualisation of ADT therapy is required to minimise the
morbidity and mortality particularly associated with its long-term use. Our analysis did
not demonstrate any detriment with the use of antiandrogen monotherapy in this
unselected population.

The failure to validate pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir at a threshold of 1.0 ng/mL and NLR
at either nominated threshold as prognostic biomarkers highlights the importance of
rigorous validation of promising candidates prior to their more widespread use. Both
of these biomarkers will be further investigated to evaluate multiple candidate
thresholds and time points.

This chapter and the one immediately preceding it highlight the value of this database
as a resource for future biomarker discovery and validation, alone and in combination
with transcriptomic, planning and radiomic data.
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Chapter 4 – SPORT High-Risk Trial – Derivation of radiotherapy planning
margins

4.1

Introduction

There are many diverse aspects to precision medicine which are particularly evident
in its application to oncology. Improved risk stratification and personalisation of
treatment also require improved treatment strategies to truly optimise individual patient
outcomes. The SPORT High-Risk Trial, a randomised feasibility study, was designed
to investigate the addition of elective pelvic nodal SABR to prostate SABR in men with
high-risk localised prostate cancer337,338. Its design and early results are discussed in
detail in the following chapter. The planning study described here was undertaken to
provide necessary radiotherapy planning data required prior to opening this trial of
prostate and pelvic nodal SABR.

This chapter describes a novel composite volume approach that allows derivation of
margins for two or more separate CTVs treated using a single isocentre; in this case,
the prostate (PO), the prostate and seminal vesicles (PSV) and the pelvic lymph nodes
(PLN). This approach was used to calculate individual margins for each structure, with
the PO and PSV margins subsequently compared to PO/PSV margins derived using
a commonly employed conventional statistical method339. Critically, this approach is
independent of the assumptions of conventional margin recipes; namely, that it is
based on conventional dose-fractionation schedules, and, additionally, that it
considers a simple spherical target geometry (which is rarely – if ever – the case in
modern radiotherapy; the prostate nodal clinical target volume (CTV) is particularly
large, irregular, and easily deformed).
The specific objective of this study was to define a method of CTV-PTV margin
derivation applicable to hypofractionated radiotherapy with multiple isocentric targets.
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1 Patients, treatment planning and delivery
20 patients were selected for this retrospective review, all previously treated with
conventionally fractionated radical radiotherapy to the prostate and pelvis. Each
patient had planning CT (pCT) images acquired using a helical CT-simulator
(512 × 512 field of view, 1 mm axial pixel resolution, 2.5 mm slice width). All patients
were instructed to empty their bladder and to drink 500 mL of water and had a microenema (Micralax®) administered prior to their planning CT and each treatment
session. The planning CT images were imported into Eclipse™ v13.5.35 (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) for contouring of target and organ at risk (OAR)
volumes. All target volumes of interest (PO, PSV and LN) were individually delineated
following a previously described IMRT protocol340.
All treatments were delivered using a Varian TrueBeam™ linac (Varian Medical
Systems) with kV-based CBCT on-board imaging. Patient set-up and CBCT
verification imaging were carried out as per our institutional protocol; images were
acquired following set-up for the first three fractions of treatment and on a weekly basis
subsequent to this. For treatment delivery, online registration of CBCT images to the
pCT was performed using the patient’s bony anatomy as a surrogate for the PTV;
however, these registrations were not used in this investigation.
4.2.2 Image registration
Additional offline registrations of the CBCT images to the planning CT were performed
independently to the online registration by a single clinical oncologist (CL), using the
registration workspace within Eclipse™. Only translational shifts were considered in
all cases. Two image matching protocols were studied – bone (bony pelvis) and soft
tissue (prostate-based), resulting in two separate datasets for analysis. Following
initial assessment, every match pair was performed in the same order; in all cases, an
automated pelvic bone match was carried out first. This was followed by a separate
automated soft tissue match using the prostate as the common reference, with the
resulting registration manually adjusted where required.
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4.2.3 Contouring
Five CBCT image sets were selected for each patient (to reflect commonly used SABR
fractionation schedules)228,341.To generate an appropriate representation of the
variation in individual patient anatomy throughout their entire treatment, the first and
last CBCT image sets were selected for each patient, with the remaining 3 CBCT
image sets evenly sampled across the patient’s treatment schedule. CBCT image sets
with optimum image quality were selected for analysis to ensure accuracy in the softtissue structures delineated; image sets of insufficient image quality were excluded
from the study. Following manual registrations of the CBCT images to the planning CT
(CL), all structures of interest were contoured manually in Eclipse™ by a single clinical
oncologist (CL) and peer-reviewed by a second GU clinical oncologist.
4.2.4 Composite volume generation and overlap analysis
Volumes contoured on each CBCT were manually transferred to a single planning CT
structure set (CL). Two datasets per patient were created, which accounted for
translational shifts determined from each registration method (i.e., bone and soft tissue
matches). Fig. 1a shows an example of LN axial contours from five different CBCTs
(cyan) overlaid on the corresponding axial slice of the planning CT; in this example, a
soft tissue match to the prostate was used to register each of the CBCT images to the
planning CT.

The image-registration and contouring tools available within Eclipse™ were used to
combine the CBCT contours and to compare the resulting composite structure (blue)
to the CTV structures originally delineated on each patient’s planning CT (red). CBCT
contours that were transferred using the same registration method (bone or ST) were
combined to create two separate composite structures. A 3D rendering comparing the
original pCT LN CTV structure (red) to the ST-matched composite structure (blue) is
also illustrated in Fig. 1b, with the pCT PSV structure (pink) included for reference.
The volume of each composite structure was recorded and used for subsequent
analysis.
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Figure 4.1

Composite nodal volume generation, 3-D rendering of composite

structures, overlap analysis

Figure 4.1. 1a Composite volume generation for soft tissue-registered LN CTV
contours. 1b 3D rendering of the original pCT LN CTV and the soft tissue composite
LN structure. 1c Overlap analysis for a uniform 3 mm margin 342.
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A uniform margin was incrementally increased around the planning CT CTV structure
(0 to 12 mm; 1 mm increments) to generate a series of PTVs for these structures. For
each 1 mm margin increment, the volume of the overlapping region between the
generated PTV and each of the composite structures (bone or ST match) was
determined. Fig. 1c shows an example of this analysis on the same axial slice shown
in Fig. 1a. In this example, a 3 mm margin has been uniformly extended around the
CTV to generate the PTV. Overlapping regions between the PTV and the composite
volume are indicated by the green-shaded areas, while the purple-shaded areas
indicate non-overlapping regions. The overlapping volume was expressed as a
percentage of the composite structure for each PTV margin increment.
4.2.5 Margin calculation
To correlate with other margin derivation methods, a percentage overlap of 95% was
selected as the desired threshold criterion339. The margins required to achieve 95%
overlap for each individual patient and registration option were determined through
linear interpolation of the relevant increments.
A population margin was then determined for the 20 patients sampled. Again, as with
other techniques, the population margin was defined as the margin required to achieve
the desired 95% overlap in 90% of the patient population. For a normal distribution,
this can simply be determined from the mean (x̄) and standard deviation (s) of the
sampled group, using the formula:
Margin= x̄ +1.28s
PO and PSV margins were then calculated using a commonly used conventional
statistical method and compared to those calculated using our composite volume
technique 339. Systematic (Σ) and random (σ) errors, obtained from analysis of a prior
audit of our institutional set-up protocol, were employed to determine margins for the
two set-up protocols, using the following margin recipe:
Margin=2.5Σ+0.7σ

It is worth noting that this conventional recipe assumes that treatments consist of a
very large number of treatment sessions, each delivering a very small dose fraction,
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effectively assuming an infinite number of treatment sessions to simplify the
mathematical method339,343. These assumptions are clearly not met by stereotactic
radiotherapy and a variety of alternative methods have been proposed to address this
limitation343,344. However, margin calculations performed using an adapted version of
this conventional recipe 344with our derived systematic and random errors agreed well
(≤0.3 mm deviation) with the conventional recipe; therefore only the conventional
margins are compared with our composite volume method.
4.2.6 Statistical methods
MATLAB v8.2.0 (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to perform a two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test to assess the significance in differences between the percentage
overlap distributions obtained for each margin increment for the two image-registration
matching scenarios (where p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant).
For both image-matching protocols, a Shapiro-Wilk normality test was performed
using SPSS v22.0.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY), to determine whether the individual margins
required to achieve 95% overlap for the 20 patients were normally distributed.
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4.3

Results

A total of 120 CT images (20 planning CTs and 100 CBCTs) were imported and
individually contoured prior to multiple registrations and creation of composite volumes
by a single clinical oncologist (CL). For each target structure (PO, PSV and LN), a
minimum of 9 different CTV-PTV margin sizes were analysed to determine the
percentage overlap of the PTV structure with the CBCT composite structures
produced for either a bone or ST match.
The results of the percentage overlap analysis for the three target structures for all 20
patients analysed are displayed as box-whisker plots in Fig. 2. Differences between
the median values of the population overlap distributions for the two registration
options (bone or soft tissue) were statistically significant (p < 0.05) for all structures
and margin sizes investigated.
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Figure 4.2

Box-whisker plots of percentage overlap distributions for each

CTV of interest

Figure 4.2. Box-whisker plots of the percentage overlap distributions for the (a) prostate (PO) structure, (b)
prostate and seminal vesicles (PSV) structure, and (c) pelvic lymph node (LN) CTV. Differences between the two
image-matching protocols were significant for all target structures and margin sizes (p < 0.05). The whiskers
indicate the last percentage overlap value within 1.5× the interquartile range of its nearest quartile. Individual
data points (+/○) represent patient outliers with percentage overlap values outside of this range 342.
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Table 4.1 reports the mean and standard deviation of the 95% overlap margin for each
of the structures and registration options, as well as additional results obtained from
the composite volume analysis. The ratio of the composite to planning CT volume was
1.40 and 1.33, 1.57 and 1.44 and 1.22 and 1.33 respectively for bone and ST matches
for the PO, PSV and LN structures. As an example, employing a CTV-PTV margin of
5 mm, and using a prostate-based ST match, the average percentage overlap of the
composite CBCT volume with the planning CT volume was 98.0%, 96.6% and 93.6%
for the PO, PSV and LN structures respectively.
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Table 4.1
Volume and individual margin characteristics for the planning
CT target structures and the composite structures generated from contours
on the CBCT images
Structure
Match type

PO
Bone

PSV
ST

Bone

LN
ST

Bone

ST

pCT CTV volume

Average

25.9

36.1

360.2

(cm3)

Std. Dev.

10.5

14.1

55.2

Composite volume
pCT volume

Average

1.40

1.33

1.57

1.44

1.22

1.33

Std. Dev.

0.23

0.24

0.36

0.26

0.16

0.22

% overlap with

Average

93.4

98.0

90.5

96.6

95.9

93.6

5mm margin

Std. Dev.

6.64

2.51

8.96

3.72

1.34

3.15

95% overlap

Average (x̄)

4.71

2.83

5.71

3.79

3.93

5.55

margin (mm)

Std. Dev. (s)

2.83

1.87

3.29

2.13

1.50

1.59
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Table 4.2 reports the population CTV-PTV margins for the composite volume and
conventional statistical techniques. The composite volume analysis indicated PO
population margins of 8.3 and 5.2 mm (s = 2.83 and 1.87 mm) for bone and soft tissue
matches respectively. For the PSV structures, calculated population margins were 9.9
and 6.5 mm for the bone and soft tissue matches.

The bone-matching protocol required smaller margins around the LN structures,
indicating that a margin of 5.9 mm was required to achieve 95% overlap in 90% of the
patients. A margin of 7.6 mm was calculated for the LN CTV structure when a prostatebased soft tissue match was performed. Margins calculated using the composite
volume method for the PO and PSV structures showed good agreement with the
results of the conventional margin recipe. The margin calculated for the PSV structure
using a bone-matching protocol was within 0.5 mm of that derived using the statistical
method (9.9 and 9.4 mm for the composite volume and conventional techniques
respectively).
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Table 4.2
Population margins calculated using a conventional margin
recipe and the composite volume technique for each image-matching
scenario
Match type
Technique
Structure
Margin (mm)
Margin recipe
Bone

Composite volume

Margin recipe
Soft tissue
(Prostate)

Composite volume
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PO/PSV

9.4

PO

8.3

PSV

9.9

LN

5.9

PO/PSV

6.7

PO

5.2

PSV

6.5

LN

7.6

4.4

Discussion

A new method to determine planning margins in scenarios where complex multipletarget volumes are treated with a single isocentre has been described. The technique
employs a similar methodology to that used by Mak et al. to evaluate seminal vesicle
inter-fraction motion and its relationship to rectal and bladder filling345.The current
methodology allows derivation of set-up margins but could potentially be adapted to
include delineation and intrafraction motion errors through the use of additional
contours drawn by independent observers and by including contours from posttreatment CBCT images346. Margins included soft tissue geometrical information
obtained from repeated CBCT images, thus avoiding several assumptions of
traditional margin recipes.
Using a prostate-based ST match, this composite volume analysis yielded margins of
5.2, 6.5 and 7.6 mm for prostate only, prostate and seminal vesicles and pelvic nodal
volumes respectively. The prostate only and prostate and seminal vesicle margins
showed good agreement with PO/PSV margins derived using a conventional statistical
margin recipe that included delineation uncertainty and intrafraction motion errors339.
These margins were also very similar to the lower limit values determined by Oehler
et al., who reported CTV-PTV margins of between 5 and 8 mm for prostate only and
6-11 mm for prostate and seminal vesicle structures, again using the conventional
method with delineation uncertainty and intrafraction motion errors included346.
As expected, this new analysis indicated that matching to the prostate requires
relatively smaller prostate only and prostate and seminal vesicle margins and a larger
margin around the pelvic nodal CTV, thus facilitating margin reduction around the highdose target and minimising the volume of normal tissue receiving higher doses of
radiation. Many institutions commonly include the prostate, seminal vesicles and
pelvic lymph nodes when treating men with high-risk localised prostate cancer193,341.
It is therefore important to accurately quantify the CTV-PTV margins required for each
target structure when matching to the primary prostate structure as small changes
have the potential to cause much larger relative shifts in the pelvic nodal CTV347,348.
A number of studies have reviewed pelvic nodal margins in the context of
conventionally fractionated prostate and pelvic radiotherapy, each adopting a different
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approach and consequently reporting a range of nodal CTV-PTV margins. For
example, Ferjani et al. mapped original planning structures to selected CBCTs using
bone and prostate matches for six patients273. They then applied the original IMRT
plan (recalculated without heterogeneity correction) to estimate the dose based on
both matches for a given CBCT. They concluded that CTV-PTV margins of 8 mm
(6 mm posteriorly) to the prostate and 5 mm to the pelvic lymph nodes were sufficient
for concurrent treatment with CBCT prostate-based matching.
By evaluating relatively more image sets for fewer patients than our study, Ferjani et
al.’s results provide a better indication of intra-patient variability. However, by including
a larger sample size (n = 20) and manually delineated individualized CTVs for each
CBCT, our study provides a strong indication of inter-patient variability and a more
accurate representation of the true treatment anatomy. Additionally, given the
uncertainties inherent in CBCT-based dose modelling349, we elected to pursue a
purely anatomy-based approach.
The 5 mm pelvic nodal margin recommended by Ferjani et al. is substantially smaller
than the ≥13 mm “vascular space” margin recommended by Wang et al., which was
also based on a prostate-matching regime272. Wang et al.’s margin was derived by
mapping three separate IMRT plans (with varying CTV-PTV margins) onto serial
CBCTs for eight patients. The dose computed on each CBCT was subsequently
mapped back to the original planning CT and summed to generate dose-volume
histograms for each structure of interest which were analysed to determine the
optimum margin.
Hinton et al. employed another technique which used measured couch shifts to derive
nodal CTV-PTV margins of 9 mm in the anterior-posterior direction and 7 mm
laterally348. These margins are similar (<1.4 mm difference) to those calculated in our
study which considered an isotropic margin expansion in all three Cartesian planes as
analysis of each patient’s composite volume indicated comparable structure motion in
all three directions.
With regard to SABR, in a single study, Kishan et al. used fiducial-based CBCT
matching to evaluate 12 patients275. Selected CBCTs were registered to the planning
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CT, allowing transfer of dose distributions and the original planning CT contours. They
found that standard pelvic nodal margins of 4-5 mm were acceptable, under the
conditions that the superior displacement of the prostate was kept to ≤ 5 mm and the
relative change in bladder height was < 18%. This margin is considerably smaller than
the 7.6 mm calculated from our analysis, which avoided CBCT dose calculation
uncertainty and used delineated structures based on actual CBCT anatomy.
Particular strengths of this study include the sample size and number of CBCTs
evaluated, the use of individually contoured pelvic nodal CTVs for planning CTs and
CBCTs, and the independence of the composite volume CTV-PTV margin derivation
method from the assumptions of conventional margin recipes. In many previous
studies, couch shifts

350,

representative slices348 or the original nodal CTV alone351

were chosen to represent serial nodal CBCT CTVs. In addition, the superior-inferior
CTV-PTV margin was not accounted for in some cases348. In this study, the entirety of
each volume was considered in all three planes. Individual protocol-based CTVs were
generated for all 100 CBCTs in a more accurate reflection of the true anatomical
situation during treatment. This is particularly important in the case of the pelvic nodal
CTV, due to the greater impact of variability of the size and position of the OARs. The
results of this analysis will be utilized in an institutional trial of prostate and pelvic nodal
SABR in men with high-risk localized prostate cancer337. However, this method could
also be applied to other situations where multiple target volumes are treated using a
single isocentre.
There are some limitations to the current study. Firstly, post-treatment CBCT, pitch/roll
and rotational corrections and real-time tracking of the prostate were not incorporated,
reflecting current clinical practice in our own and many other institutions. However,
available data indicate that these are largely accounted for by conventional margin
expansion in SABR352–354 and future extensions to the technique are planned to
confirm this. Secondly, the soft tissue resolution with CBCT is poorer than with
conventional CT, particularly with regard to delineation of the prostate-rectum interface
.This issue, in conjunction with potential errors with image-matching, is an inherent
feature of this type of study355,356. In this investigation, CBCTs of insufficient image
quality were not included in the analysis and a single experienced uro-oncologist (CL)
contoured and matched all CTs following a well-defined protocol340, and a second
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senior GU oncologist peer-reviewed the resulting structures and registrations. While
contouring of serial CBCTs is currently a time-intensive process that is not routinely
implementable into clinical workflow, rapid advances in auto-contouring algorithms
may facilitate wider adoption of this method. Finally, due to the inherent difficulties in
performing accurate dose calculations using CBCT357, this study evaluated
geographic changes only and did not include a dosimetric analysis.
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4.5

Conclusion

The move toward precision medicine in radiation oncology is clearly exemplified in the
progress made in individualising the planning and delivery of radiotherapy. This
includes all aspects of this process, from diagnosis, through simulation, and onward
to treatment. As the scope of radiotherapy for all stages of prostate cancer expands,
the dual aims of improved tumour control and reduced normal tissue toxicity become
increasingly important. The move toward ultra-hypofractionated radiotherapy in
prostate cancer and other sites highlights the continued need to improve the technical
aspects of radiotherapy planning and delivery – in particular, the need for
individualised planning margins alongside optimal set-up and image-guidance. Unlike
conventionally fractionated radiotherapy, a single geographic miss in the context of
SABR may have significant consequences in terms of both tumour control and normal
tissue toxicity.

Current methods of CTV-PTV margin calculation for conventional radiotherapy may
not be sufficient for the derivation of margins in the setting of SABR and/or multiple
isocentric CTVs. A novel method of CTV-PTV margin derivation that is applicable to
the single isocentre treatment of more than one target volume and/or SABR is
presented here. When applied to prostate and seminal vesicle target structures, which
are a good facsimile for the target geometries assumed in conventional margin
recipes, this method yielded comparable results to conventional methods. The work
outlined here formed the basis for the SPORT High-Risk Trial, a Belfast-led trial of
prostate and pelvic nodal SABR which introduced SABR for this site to Northern
Ireland. The design, development and early results from this trial are presented in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 5 – SPORT High-Risk Trial – Design and early results

5.1

Introduction

High-quality precision radiotherapy is required for optimal management of all stages
of prostate cancer. Dose escalation has clear benefits for prostate cancer control but
has traditionally been limited by normal tissue toxicity43–46. Prostate cancer is
particularly sensitive to larger fraction sizes due to its low α/β ratio210,211,223,224.
SABR exploits differences in the radiation response characteristics demonstrated by
prostate cancer and normal tissues, allowing an effective increase in the dose
delivered to the prostate cancer, while still relatively sparing the surrounding organs
at risk222,225–228. SABR has been in clinical use for prostate cancer for a shorter time
than conventional fractionation; thus far, however, it appears that there is no significant
detriment in terms of toxicity or clinical outcomes230–233,358,359. To date, the majority of
the evidence for prostate SABR is in the cohort of men with low- to intermediate-risk
disease, where generally the prostate alone is treated230,239–241.

Despite lengthy evaluation, the true benefit (or otherwise) of elective nodal irradiation
(ENI) in node-negative prostate cancer has not yet been fully established. Previous
randomised trials of pelvic ENI were carried out in the pre-PSA, pre-IMRT era, where
limiting factors included small bowel dose and the lack of modern staging
methods16,17,360. ENI is often delivered alongside primary prostate irradiation to men
with high-risk localised disease; practice varies between centres, but it is generally
accepted that ENI should be considered where there is considered to be a high risk of
occult pelvic nodal involvement18,193,194,341. The addition of pelvic ENI confers
increased complexity in terms of treatment planning and image-guided radiotherapy.
Improved accuracy in treatment delivery, particularly since the widespread adoption
of cone-beam CT (CBCT), has enabled reductions in CTV-PTV margins, facilitating
dose escalation while also reducing the risk of toxicity199–201.

To that end, the SPORT High-Risk Trial, a randomised feasibility study, was designed
to investigate the addition of elective pelvic nodal SABR to prostate SABR in men with
high-risk localised prostate cancer337,338. Comparable dose-fractionation schedules to
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those chosen for this study have been used in a number of studies of prostate-only
SABR for low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer; acute and late toxicity and quality
of life measures were acceptable231,361–368. SATURN, a study of prostate and pelvic
ENI SABR has been carried out in Canada using similar dose-fractionation schedules
to this study; again, initial data indicate that early quality of life and toxicity metrics are
acceptable260. A second Canadian study, FASTR, also evaluated similar schedules
but was stopped early due to unacceptable toxicity; there were, however, some key
differences between FASTR and the SPORT and SATURN trials, which are discussed
in detail later in this chapter.

Apart from PSA and Gleason score – both of which have been in clinical use for many
years – there are no prostate cancer biomarkers in widespread clinical use. This trial
provides an opportunity to investigate multiple biomarkers in the context of two novel
dose-fractionation schedules in men with high-risk localised disease. Promising
candidates from this initial assessment will be taken forward for further investigation
in later Belfast-led Phase II and III trials and clinically annotated blood, urine and
prostate tissue samples will also be stored in the Northern Ireland Biobank for later
investigation. Further details are available in the Appendices.

This chapter describes the design and development of the SPORT High-Risk trial and
outlines the early results from the first ten patients. Summary statistics only are
presented at this stage. More detailed statistical analysis was not carried out due to a
number of factors; the small numbers evaluated, the relatively short follow-up period,
and the lack of analysable events.

The primary objective of this trial is to demonstrate the feasibility of performing a
randomised trial comparing prostate-only SABR to the addition of pelvic ENI SABR in
men with high-risk localised prostate cancer.
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5.2

Methods

5.2.1 Patient selection and treatment details
The SPORT High-Risk trial opened to accrual in Autumn 2016 with a view to
randomising 30 patients with high-risk localised prostate cancer to receive prostateonly or prostate and pelvic nodal SABR.

The trial received ethical approval from the Office for Research Ethics Committees
Northern Ireland (ORECNI). All patients provided written informed consent prior to
participation.

Inclusion criteria

All of:
•

Patients with histologically confirmed prostate adenocarcinoma who elect for
radical radiotherapy, with at least one of the following features:
o Clinical stage T3a N0 M0
o Gleason score 7 (4+3) or above
o PSA > 20

•

No evidence of nodal or distant metastatic disease

•

WHO performance status 0 - 2

•

Life expectancy of at least five years

•

Men ≥ 18 years

•

Ability to understand and willingness to sign a written informed consent
document (completed prior to registration and subsequent randomisation),
along with willingness to co-operate with follow-up

Exclusion criteria

Any of:
•

T stage ≥ T3b / T4

•

Prostate volume > 90cc

•

Current evidence of:
o Inflammatory bowel disease or other chronic bowel disorder
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o Autoimmune disease
o Active uncontrolled bacterial, viral or fungal infection
o Serious uncontrolled concomitant disease
o Known coagulopathy or bleeding diasthesis
o Anticoagulation medication (if unsafe to insert for seed insertion)
o Bilateral hip prosthesis or fixation which would interfere with standard
radiation beam configuration
o Concurrent experimental or cytotoxic drugs
o Allergy to gold
o Severe lower urinary tract symptoms – International Prostate
Symptom Score (IPSS) > 19
o Any other contra-indication to hormonal therapy or radical
radiotherapy
•

History of:
o Previous major abdominal surgery or history of bowel adhesions
o Prior pelvic radiotherapy
o Active malignancy within the preceding five years (other than basal
cell carcinoma)

•

No evidence of:
o Castrate-resistance (rising PSA with castrate levels of testosterone
on LHRHa and anti-androgen)

All patients undergo fiducial and hydrogel spacer placement along with prostate biopsy
prior to radiotherapy. They receive a minimum of three months of neoadjuvant ADT
(as standard of care), with a view to continuing this following completion of SABR for
a minimum of one year in total. All men receive 36.25Gy/5# to the prostate, delivered
via a linac-based VMAT solution once weekly over five weeks. Additionally, half of
these men are randomised to receive elective pelvic nodal irradiation to a dose of
25Gy/5# delivered concurrently with their prostate radiotherapy. The trial schema and
randomisation are outlined in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
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Figure 5.1

Trial Schema

Patient with high-risk localised
prostate cancer, suitable for radical
EBRT and long-term ADT
Consent
EPIC, IPSS, FSI/SF-12, EQ-5D

CT simulation (pre-spacer insertion)
Transperineal fiducial placement
Spacer placement
Baseline (pre-RT ± ADT) prostate
biopsies, blood and urine sampling

CT simulation (post-spacer insertion)
MRI prostate

Assessment of feasibility of delivery of
prostate and pelvic EBRT
Randomisation to SABR to prostate
only or to addition of elective nodal
irradiation

5# SABR delivered via IGRT using
CBCT.
Prostate and prox. SV - 36.25Gy/5#
+/- Pelvic LN and remaining SV 25Gy/5#

Serial blood and urine sampling during
SABR
CTCAE v4.0, EPIC, IPSS, FSI/SF-12,
EQ-5D

Serial RTOG late toxicity assessment
to ten years, EPIC, IPSS, FSI/SF-12,
EQ-5D
Biochemical follow-up with PSA
12-36 months of ADT in total
Consideration of post-ADT prostate
biopsy
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Table 5.1
Volume

Radiotherapy dose prescriptions
Dose

Dose/fraction

T (PSV)
CTV incorporating prostate and proximal 10mm seminal
vesicles
•

40Gy

8Gy

36.25Gy

8Gy

25Gy

5Gy

V40Gy > 95%

PTV (PSV)
Prostate and proximal 10mm seminal vesicles + 5mm
margin
•

V36.25Gy > 95%

•

D98% > 95%

•

Dmax < 48Gy

•

D2% < 42.8Gy (optimal)

•

Conformity index (Vol(100%)/Vol(PTV)) < 1.2

PTV (SV/LN)*
Distal seminal vesicles and pelvic lymph nodes + 7mm
margin
As above, with the addition of the following:
•

V25Gy (PTV(SV/LN)) > 95%

D2, D50, D95, D98 and D99 is recorded (both as a percentage and as absolute dose)
for T(PSV) and all PTVs369
* The nodal CTV is contoured per the PIVOTAL consensus guideline340
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Table 5.2
Rectum

Radiotherapy dose constraints

V18.1Gy

< 50%

V29Gy

< 20

V36Gy

< 1cc

Bladder
V18.1Gy

< 40%

V37Gy

< 10cc (optimal < 5cc)

Prostatic urethra
V42Gy

< 50% (optimal)

Neurovascular bundle
V38Gy

< 50%

Bowel
V18.1Gy

< 5cc (PO)
< 50cc (PPN)

V30Gy

< 1cc
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The radiotherapy process (including simulation, planning, dose-volume constraints,
quality assurance and contingency measures) is outlined in detail in the appended
radiotherapy process document. Local procedures and guidelines for preparing
patients for radiotherapy are followed. Daily image guidance with cone-beam CT is
employed for all patients.

Consent for trial entry, fiducial and spacer placement and sample collection is obtained
at presentation. The final decision regarding suitability for randomisation is made
following post-spacer planning CT, at which time individual suitability for prostate and
pelvic nodal radiotherapy will be assessed (based on intra-pelvic small bowel visible
on planning CT images). Each patient has a second MR of the prostate carried out
post fiducial and spacer placement, which is fused to the second planning CT scan to
aid in target delineation.

Standard baseline characteristics will be collected on all patients: age, stage, PSA,
Gleason score, co-morbidities, prior treatment and performance status. Follow-up
serial PSA levels will also be measured for ten years following completion of
radiotherapy.
Baseline blood samples are taken prior to any radiation exposure. Full blood count,
oncology profile, PSA and testosterone, along with other potential biomarker
candidates are measured at multiple time points.
Men who are not suitable for study entry at the time of simulation will revert to standard
conventional radiotherapy to the prostate, seminal vesicles and pelvic lymph nodes
(where feasible). We anticipate that 35-40 patients will be consented in order to
successfully randomise 30 men.
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Figure 5.2

Randomisation

SABR to prostate
and seminal
vesicles alone

Prostate and prox.
SV– 36.25Gy/5#
over 29 days

SABR to
prostate/seminal
vesicles with pelvic
ENI

Prostate and prox.
SV– 36.25Gy/5#
over 29 days
Pelvic nodes and
remaining SV –
25Gy/5#

n = 30
High-risk localised
prostate cancer
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5.2

Objectives and endpoints

Patients are assessed at consent, pre- and post- fiducial and spacer placement and
weekly during radiotherapy. Following completion of SABR, patients are seen at six
weeks and three months and three-monthly to one year, six-monthly to five years and
yearly to ten years. Acute toxicity, late toxicity and patient-reported outcomes were
collected using the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.03
(CTCAE v4.03), RTOG, and EPIC, IPSS, Fatigue Symptom Inventory (FSI), EQ-5D
and SF-12 respectively. Biochemical failure is defined per the American Society for
Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) Phoenix definition291. All study procedures are outlined
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
The primary objective of this trial is to demonstrate the feasibility of performing a
randomised trial comparing prostate-only SABR to the addition of pelvic ENI SABR in
men with high-risk localised prostate cancer. This is demonstrated through five distinct
endpoints:
1. Adequate recruitment rate (30 patients in 24 months)
2. Acute toxicity of SABR (as assessed by CTCAE v4.03 scores until 90 days post
completion of SABR)
3. Acute quality of life during and after SABR (as assessed by EPIC and IPSS
scores until 90 days post completion of SABR)
4. Number of SABR plans delivered as planned and on schedule
5. Quantification of acute toxicity in each treatment group to enable calculation of
the sample size for the Phase II RCT (using CTCAE v4.03 scores measured
until 90 days post completion of radiotherapy)
Secondary endpoints comprise late (from 90-days post completion of SABR) GI and
GU toxicities, late patient-reported quality of life scores and assessment of prostate
cancer outcomes (biochemical failure, prostate cancer-specific survival and overall
survival).
Tertiary and exploratory endpoints include contribution of serial clinically annotated
blood, urine and prostate tissue samples to the Northern Ireland Biobank (NIB), health
economic

assessment,

assessment

of
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multiple

biomarker

candidates

and

identification of promising candidates for later investigation, evaluation of the impact
of SABR on fatigue levels and assessment of the impact of prostate spacer placement
through dosimetric studies and correlation with acute and late toxicity and PROMs.
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Table 5.3
Timeline

Study procedures prior to and during SABR
Screening

D1

D1

D2

D8

D15

D22

D29

#1

1h

24h

#2

#3

#4

#5

(D-90 – D0)
Event

Seco

Plann

Fiduc

Plann

nd

ing

ial /

ing

post

post

revie

CT

spac

CT

#1

#1

w

(pre-

er

(post-

Cons

spac

insert

spac

ent

er)

ion

er)

Blood
Baseline labs a

Xb

X

X

PSA

X

X

X

Testosterone

X

X

X

Xc

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

H2AX / 53BP1 /
CTCs
Citrulline /

Xd

ceramide
Chemokines

Xd

Raman

Xd

X

spectroscopy
HMGB1

Xd

NIB

Xd

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Urine
ATP /

Xd

neurotrophins /

X

creatinine
NIB

Xd

Tissue
FOX M1/DDRD

X

TIC

X

PTEN

X

NIB

X

Other
EPIC

X

X

IPSS

X

X

X

X

X

X

FSI

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

SF-12

X

X

X

X

EQ-5D 5L

X

X

X

X

CTCAE v4.03

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RTOG
Clinical
assessment e
Medications

(a Renal, liver and bone (oncology) profiles and full blood count / b addition of coagulation profile prior to fiducial placement / c ex vivo
irradiation for H2AX/53BP1 will be carried out prior to first planning CT scan / d may be obtained at a later time-point if necessary / d
comprising assessment of ECOG performance status and physical examination, including height and weight (at baseline and where
indicated subsequently); formal assessment of toxicity is outlined separately / f incorporating a medical history)
* Follow-up will continue (at minimum) on a six-monthly basis until five years post completion of SABR and (minimum) annually thereafter
to ten years. More frequent assessment may be indicated at the discretion of the treating clinician.
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Table 5.4
Timeline
Event

Study procedures post completion of SABR
Post completion of RT
6/52

3/12

6/12

9/12

1Y

1.5Y 2Y

2.5Y 3Y*

3.5Y 4Y

4.5Y 5Y

Stop
HT
Blood
Baseline labs a

X

X

PSA

X

X

Testosterone

X

X

X

X

X

X

H2AX / 53BP1 /
CTCs
Citrulline /
ceramide
Chemokines
Raman

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

HMGB1

X

X

NIB

X

spectroscopy

X

Urine
ATP /
neurotrophins /

X

X

X

X

creatinine
NIB

X

Prostate tissue
FOX M1/DDRD

X

TIC

X

PTEN

X

NIB

X

Other
EPIC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

IPSS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

FSI

X

X

X

SF-12

X

X

X

EQ-5D 5L

X

X

X

CTCAE v4.03

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RTOG

179

Clinical
assessmentd
Medications

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

a

( Renal, liver and bone (oncology) profiles and full blood count / b addition of coagulation profile prior to fiducial placement / c ex vivo irradiation for
H2AX/53BP1 will be carried out prior to first planning CT scan / d may be obtained at a later time-point if necessary / d comprising assessment of ECOG
performance status and physical examination, including height and weight (at baseline and where indicated subsequently); formal assessment of toxicity is
outlined separately / f incorporating a medical history)
* Follow-up will continue (at minimum) on a six-monthly basis until five years post completion of SABR and (minimum) annually thereafter
to ten years. More frequent assessment may be indicated at the discretion of the treating clinician.
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5.3

Results

5.3.1 Demographics
Ten patients were treated between October 2016 and December 2017. Baseline
patient and tumour characteristics are summarised in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 and are
compared to the CHHiP, pHART8 and SATURN trials where comparative data are
available. The median follow-up for the SPORT trial was 24 months (range, 18 – 30
months). The eighth consented patient was excluded from treatment with SABR due
to rectal wall infiltration with hydrogel during spacer placement and will be replaced;
the first ten patients to undergo SABR are presented here. Summary statistics only
are presented at this stage. More detailed statistical analysis was considered
premature and was not carried out due to a number of factors; the small numbers
evaluated, the relatively short follow-up period, and the lack of analysable events.

Similarly, the primary endpoints of this trial are not formally evaluated here. When
considering the first ten-patient cohort, the trial met the expected recruitment rate.
Acute toxicity and quality of life scores were successfully assessed for all patients. All
patients were suitable for treatment with SABR and were treated on schedule as
originally planned. These data will be used to inform the calculation of the sample size
for the planned Phase II randomised control study of prostate SABR based on the
SPORT High-Risk trial.
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Table 5.5

Baseline patient demographics
SPORT
SPORT
SPORT

CHHiP

pHART8

SATURN

PO

PPN

(All)

(60Gy)

(PO)

(PPN)

n

5

5

10

1074

30

30

Median age

68

69

68

69

72.9

75.9

(range), y

(65 – 76)

(54 – 70)

(54 – 76)

(48 – 84)

(50 – 87)

(52 – 89)

0

5 (100%)

5 (100%)

10 (100%)

26 (86.7%)

30 (100%)

1

0

0

0

1 (3%)

0

≥2

0

0

0

0

0

Unknown

0

0

0

3 (10%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

2 (20%)

4

2 (40%)

2 (40%)

4 (40%)

5

2 (40%)

2 (40%)

4 (40%)

≥6

0

0

0

AA

4 (80%)

4 (80%)

8 (80%)

133 (12%)

LHRHa

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

2 (20%)

910 (85%)

Other

0

0

0

1 (1%)

None

0

0

0

27 (3%)

11 ± 4.97

5.4 ± 2.97

7.5 ± 4.41

7.15 ± 5.51

6.9 ± 5.02

12 (4, 15)

5 (2, 10)

5 (2, 15)

5 (1, 27)

7 (1, 21)

ECOG

Age-adjusted CCI

Primary ADT

Baseline IPSS
Mean ± SD
Median
(range)
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Table 5.6

Baseline tumour characteristics
SPORT
SPORT
SPORT
CHHiP
(PO)

(ENI)

(All)

(60Gy)

pHART8

SATURN

(PO)

(PPN)

11 (36.7%)

10 (33.3%)

14 (46.7%)

17 (56.7%)

NCCN risk group
Low

0

0

0

164 (15%)

Int.

0

0

0

784 (73%)

High

5 (100%)

5 (100%)

10 (100%)

126 (12%)

T1

0

0

0

422 (39%)

T1c

0

0

0

T2

2 (20%)

1 (20%)

3 (30%)

T2a

0

0

0

T2b

0

0

0

T2c

1 (10%)

1 (20%)

1 (10%)

T3

3 (60%)

4 (80%)

7 (70%)

T3a

3 (60%)

4 (80%)

7 (70%)

T3b

0

0

0

Unknown

0

0

0

T stage*

561 (52%)

6
(20%)
2
(6.7%)
90 (8%)

11 (33.3%)

4 (13%)

6

2

(20%)

(6.7%)

2
(6.7%)

3 (10%)

2

2

(6.7%)

(6.7%)

0

1 (3%)

1 (< 1%)

3 (10%)

0

Baseline PSA (ng/mL)
Median

7.52 (7.13

7.0 (4.8 –

7.48 (4.8 –

10

8.3 (0.1 –

10.8 (1.4 –

(range)

– 61.1)

14.9)

61.1)

(7 – 15)

205.0)

37.4)

Mean

20.1

8.8

14.88

11 (6)

< 10

3 (60%)

3 (60%)

6 (60%)

518 (48%)

10 – 20

0

2 (40%)

2 (20%)

476 (44%)

≥ 20

2 (40%)

0

2 (20%)

75 (7%)

<4

0

0

0

8 (26.7%)

2 (6.7%)

4 – 10

3 (60%)

3 (60%)

6 (60%)

8 (26.7%)

10 (33.3%)

10 – 15

0

2 (40%)

2 (22%)

2 (6.7%)

> 15

2 (40%)

0

2 (22%)

12 (40%)

12 (40%)

0

0

0

1 (3%)

6
(20%)

Gleason score
6

0
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387 (36%)

7

4 (80%)

3 (60%)

7 (70%)

3+4

2 (40%)

2 (40%)

4+3

2 (40%)

8

658 (61%)

8 (26.7%)

8 (26.7%)

4 (40%)

3 (10%)

2 (6.7%)

1 (20%)

3 (30%)

5 (16.7%)

6 (20%)

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

2 (20%)

29 (3%)

11 (36.7%)

12 (40%)

9

0

1 (20%)

1 (10%)

0

11 (36.7%)

9 (30%)

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

*Entire staging data (T-subtype) not available for all patients
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5.3.2 Clinical outcomes
Androgen deprivation therapy is ongoing for the majority (8; 80%) of the patients.
There have been no instances of biochemical failure, castrate resistance, metastatic
disease or deaths from any cause). One patient presented with an early rectal cancer
23 months post SABR. Median PSA nadir to date is 0.1 ng/mL (range, 0 – 1.0), with
the caveat that the nadir is likely not yet reached by all patients. The median time to
achieve nadir was 11 months (range, 13.4 – 29).
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Figure 5.4

Median PSA over time

8

Median PSA (ng/mL)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 5.4. Median PSA trajectory from diagnosis to 24 months post radiotherapy. All patients
received androgen deprivation therapy (80% treated with antiandrogen monotherapy).
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5.3.3 Toxicity
No patient had Grade 3 or greater toxicity. Cumulative acute and late toxicities are
summarised in Tables 5.7 and 5.8.
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Table 5.7
Grade

Cumulative worst acute toxicity
GI

GU

PO

PPN

PO

PPN

0

3 (60%)

3 (60%)

2 (40%)

2 (40%)

1

2 (40%)

1 (20%)

2 (40%)

2 (40%)

2

0

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

3

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0
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Table 5.8

Cumulative worst late toxicity to 24 months
SPORT PO
pHART8
SPORT PPN

SATURN

GI
0

4 (80%)

2 (6.7%)

3 (60%)

12 (40%)

1

1 (20%)

16 (53.3%)

1 (20%)

9 (30%)

2

0

11 (36.7%)

1 (20%)

9 (30%)

3

0

1 (3%)

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 (6.7%)

2 (40%)

3 (10%)

1

4 (80%)

11 (36.7%)

0

9 (30%)

2

1 (20%)

17 (56.7%)

3 (60%)

18 (60%)

3

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

GU
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5.3.4 Patient-reported outcomes
All 10 patients treated on the SPORT trial had serial patient-reported outcome data
available until 18 months post radiotherapy. Where baseline scores were unavailable,
the pre-radiotherapy score (#1) was used as a surrogate.
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Figure 5.5

Mean change in EPIC bowel summary scores

Mean change from baseline

EPIC Bowel Summary Scores
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0
-20.0
-25.0

Screeni
ng
ALL
0.0
PO
0.0
PPN
0.0

#1

#5

6/52

3/12

6/12

9/12

12/12

18/12

1.7
1.6
2.0

-0.7
0.1
-1.6

-4.0
-7.3
0.1

2.0
0.4
3.9

-0.4
-2.9
2.1

-3.7
-3.4
-4.0

-4.3
-10.0
5.2

-2.8
-5.2
0.2

Figure 5.5. Mean change in EPIC bowel summary scores from baseline (pre-radiotherapy) to 18
months post-radiotherapy by entire group (blue), PO (red) and PPN (grey). Error bars represent a
single standard deviation from the mean of the entire group.
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Figure 5.6

Mean change in EPIC urinary summary scores

Mean change from baseline

EPIC Urinary Summary Scores
10.0
5.0
0.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0
-20.0
-25.0
-30.0
-35.0
-40.0

Screeni
ng
ALL
0.0
PO
0.0
PPN
0.0

#1

#5

6/52

3/12

6/12

9/12

12/12

18/12

-3.0
-2.5
-3.7

-8.3
-5.8
-10.8

-11.5
-17.4
-4.1

-6.4
-10.3
-1.4

-3.1
-1.2
-5.0

-15.0
-13.0
-17.5

-15.4
-24.6
-0.1

-13.7
-10.9
-16.4

Figure 5.6. Mean change in EPIC urinary summary scores from baseline (pre-radiotherapy) to 18
months. post-radiotherapy by entire group (blue), PO (red) and PPN (grey). Error bars represent a
single standard deviation from the mean of the entire group.
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Figure 5.7

Mean change in EPIC sexual summary scores

Mean change from baseline

EPIC Sexual Summary Scores
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
-10.0
-20.0
-30.0
-40.0
-50.0

Screeni
ng
ALL
0.0
PO
0.0
PPN
0.0

#1

#5

6/52

3/12

6/12

9/12

12/12

18/12

-8.3
-18.3
4.3

-12.6
-22.4
-2.8

-16.5
-33.6
0.7

-13.3
-22.2
-2.3

-12.7
-26.6
1.2

-13.9
-27.8
-3.5

-7.1
-18.7
8.2

-0.1
-7.4
9.1

Figure 5.7. Mean change in EPIC sexual summary scores from baseline (pre-radiotherapy) to 18
months post-radiotherapy by entire group (blue), PO (red) and PPN (grey). Error bars represent a
single standard deviation from the mean of the entire group.
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Figure 5.8

Mean change in EPIC hormonal summary scores

Mean change from baseline

EPIC Hormonal Summary Scores
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0
-20.0
-25.0
-30.0
-35.0

Screeni
ng
ALL
0.0
PO
0.0
PPN
0.0

#1

#5

6/52

3/12

6/12

9/12

12/12

18/12

-5.6
-3.5
-7.8

-3.3
3.0
-11.7

-10.2
-4.1
-17.7

-13.5
-0.8
-29.4

-10.7
1.1
-22.4

-21.1
-18.3
-23.9

-5.8
-7.1
-3.8

-1.4
3.2
-5.9

Figure 5.8. Mean change in EPIC hormonal summary scores from baseline (pre-radiotherapy) to 18
months post-radiotherapy by entire group (blue), PO (red) and PPN (grey). Error bars represent a
single standard deviation from the mean of the entire group.
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Table 5.9

18-24-month EPIC scores
Median (IQR)

Bowel bother

Bowel function

Bowel summary

Urinary function

Urinary bother

Urinary summary

SPORT (All)

CHHiP – 60Gy/20#

18 months

24 months

98.2

96.4

(91.1– 100)

(89.3 – 100.0)

92.9

95.8

(85.7 – 96.4)

(83.3 – 100.0)

96.2

94.2

(90.8 – 97.7)

(87.5 – 100.0)

85.1

100.0

(78.4 – 92.6)

(88.4 – 100.0)

67.9

89.3

(64.3 – 78.6)

(78.6 – 96.4)

79.6

93.1

(70.8 – 88.5)

(82.7 – 97.9)
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Table 5.10

Post-radiotherapy EPIC bother scores
Sanda NEJM 2008370
SPORT (All)
EBRT arm

n

CHHiP
60Gy/20#

18 months

12 months

24 months

10

124

411

Bowel function
No problem

7 (70%)

269 (66%)

Very small
problem
Small problem

92 (77%)
2 (20%)

91 (22%)

0

14 (12%)

28 (6.8%)

0

11 (9%)

23 (5.6%)

1 (10%)

2 (2%)

3 (< 1%)

Moderate
problem
Big problem

Urinary function
No problem

Incontinence

Small problem

obstruction

2 (20%)

Very small
problem

Irritation /

106 (85%)

83 (68%)

2 (20%)

13 (10%)

21 (17%)

35 (8.5%)

1 (10%)

4 (3%)

15 (12%)

17 (4.1%)

0

1 (< 1%)

3 (2%)

5 (1.2%)

4 (40%)

Moderate
problem
Big problem

Sexual function
No problem

3 (30%)

Very small
problem
Small problem

53 (47%)
0
2 (20%)

25 (22%)
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61 (15.4%)

Moderate
problem
Big problem

1 (10%)

17 (15%)

64 (16.2%)

3 (30%)

18 (16%)

90 (22.7%)

Androgen deprivation therapy
Rate

100%

31%

97%

Duration

> 12 months

Duration unknown

6 months
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5.4

Discussion

Early data on the first ten patients treated with SABR as part of the SPORT High-Risk
trial are reported here. An additional patient was excluded following randomisation
following infiltration of the rectal wall with hydrogel during spacer placement. He
successfully underwent conventionally fractionated radiotherapy and is not further
discussed here.

The data was compared to that of the CHHiP, pHART8 and SATURN trials. CHHiP,
along with the Canadian-led PROFIT trial, established moderate hypofractionation as
the standard of care for radiotherapy for low- and intermediate-risk prostate
cancer19,371,372. The data reviewed here is drawn from the 60Gy/20# arm. pHART8
and SATURN are two more recent small Canadian trials of prostate-only (pHART8)
and prostate and pelvic nodal (SATURN) SABR which employed almost identical
dose-fractionation schedules to those used in SPORT (40Gy/5# to the prostate (no
ENI) and 40Gy/5# to the prostate with 25Gy/5# to the pelvic nodes respectively, both
delivered weekly over 5 weeks)373.

As expected, the patient risk profile in SPORT was overall higher than that of CHHiP
and similar to that of pHART8 and SATURN. Most (8; 80%) patients in SPORT
received anti-androgen monotherapy, in contrast to CHHiP, where 85% of patients
received LHRH agonists. All patients in the pHART8 and SATURN trials received 12
to 18 months of androgen deprivation therapy (median duration 16.2 and 12.4 months
respectively).

At a median follow-up of 24 months, there were no local or distant failures evident.
Most patients in SPORT were still on adjuvant androgen suppression at this stage
and, despite their higher risk profile, it is unsurprising that no events have occurred
relatively early on. One patient was diagnosed with an early rectal cancer almost two
years (23 months) out of radiotherapy which was successfully managed surgically.
Median follow-up in pHART8 and SATURN was substantially longer (5.6 and 4.0 years
respectively). Six patients in pHART8 developed biochemical failure with two deaths
(one from metastatic prostate cancer). One patient in SATURN developed biochemical
failure; there was one non-prostate cancer death. The increase in events likely simply
reflects the longer duration of follow-up in the context of high-risk disease.
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Interestingly, in SATURN, there was a significant difference seen in the probability of
biochemical failure favouring the addition of elective nodal irradiation despite the small
number of patients.

No patient in SPORT developed Grade 3 or greater toxicity at any stage. A previous
report on the FASTR study (which evaluated prostate and pelvic nodal radiotherapy
in a similar population) had raised concerns regarding high rates of Grade 3 or greater
acute and late GI and GU toxicity374. On further evaluation, however, there were some
significant differences between FASTR and the SABR trials discussed here; the
patient population were frailer overall (scoring high on the Vulnerable Elderly Scale
(VES)) and the dose prescribed to the PTV was higher (100% to D95). A subsequent
comparison of patients enrolled on the FASTR and SATURN trials who did and did
not develop rectal bleeding identified higher rectal dose points (V20Gy-V40Gy) as
most strongly associated with clinically significant bleeding, with V20Gy being the
most significant for Grade 2 or greater bleeding261. Musunuru et al analysed 258
patients who underwent SABR using schedules of 35-40Gy/5 weekly fractions and
identified rectal V38 (as well as the presence of haemorrhoids and anticoagulation) as
strong predictors of rectal bleeding232. Based on these data, V38 < 2cc is
recommended. Reassuringly, there were very low numbers of Grade 3 or greater GI
or GU toxicity seen in either pHART8 or SATURN. Only one patient in pHART8 had a
Grade 3 late GI toxicity (small bowel obstruction requiring lysis of adhesions in the
context of previous abdominal surgeries). Similarly to SPORT, there was no other
Grade 3 or 4 GI or GU toxicity seen. The relevant dose-volume constraints from
pHART8, SATURN, FASTR and PACE are tabulated below (Table 5.11). Notably, the
SPORT constraints are stricter than FASTR in particular and, to date, only a single
patient in the SPORT cohort has developed Grade 2 rectal bleeding.

One difference between the SPORT trial and the other SABR trials discussed here is
the mandatory use of a hydrogel rectal spacer for all patients. The dosimetric benefit
in this cohort has been reported by our group elsewhere338. In the first six patients
treated on this trial (all of which formed part of the cohort reported on here), all patients
successfully underwent spacer insertion under local anaesthetic which was very well
tolerated overall (max. Grade 1 toxicity). There were no significant differences in target
volume coverage between pre- and post-spacer SABR plans and clinically and
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statistically significant reductions in rectal dose-volume parameters were seen in all
patients.
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Figure 5.9

CT and MR images acquired pre- and post-spacer insertion

Figure 5.9. Axial (a-c) and sagittal (d-f) images acquired pre- and post-spacer and fiducial marker
insertion. CT images prior to (a, d) and following (b, e) insertion. Corresponding post-insertion MR
images (c, f) 338.
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Table 5.11

Comparison of SABR DVCs
SPORT

pHART8359

SATURN359

FASTR374

PACE220

Rectum
V18.1Gy

< 50%

< 50%

V27Gy

< 50%

V28Gy
V29Gy

< 20%

< 20%

< 20%

V31.8Gy

< 20%
< 15%

V35Gy
V36Gy

< 5%

< 30%

< 1cc

< 1cc

< 40%

< 40%

Bladder
V18.1Gy
V28Gy

< 15%

V29Gy

< 50%

V31.8Gy

< 15%

V35Gy
V37Gy

< 30%
< 10cc

< 10cc

(opt.< 5cc)

(opt.< 5cc)

< 5cc (PO)

< 5cc

Bowel
V18.1Gy

< 50cc
(PPN)
V25Gy

< 20cc

V27.5Gy
V30Gy

< 190cc
< 2cc

< 1cc

< 1cc
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Baseline IPSS scores were low overall in SPORT, with a mean of 5.4 (SD 2.97). These
data were not available for CHHiP but were on a par with pHART8 and SATURN with
mean scores of 7.15 (SD 5.51) and 6.9 (SD 5.02) respectively. No patient-reported
outcomes are yet available for the SABR studies discussed here. The maximal change
in EPIC bowel summary scores was seen at 9 months with a smaller trough at six
weeks post radiotherapy. The steeper ten-week trough seen in CHHiP was not
evident. Overall, bowel summary scores remained close to baseline throughout the
period of treatment and follow-up. Urinary summary scores showed a steeper decline
than bowel scores (maximal at 9 months post radiotherapy). In CHHiP, a decline in
urinary scores was seen earlier (maximal at 10 weeks post radiotherapy) and
recovered sooner. The absolute deterioration in mean urinary scores was overall
greater in SPORT. CHHiP 24-month EPIC scores are reported against SPORT 18month scores (where the shorter time-scale was chosen to maximise the available
data points). Scores are broadly similar in terms of bowel domains. As evident above,
urinary domains overall scored lower in SPORT – although the absolute numbers
evaluated to date currently render the data vulnerable to even a single outlier.

Sanda et al reported patient-reported outcomes in 1201 men with prostate cancer
treated with radical intent370. In the 292 patients treated with radical external-beam
radiotherapy (124 of whom were evaluable by EPIC questionnaire at 12 months),
mean urinary symptoms had returned to baseline at 12 months and improved over
baseline at 24 months; conversely, 11% of men reported moderate or worse bother
from urinary symptoms at one year. When considering the SPORT cohort at 18
months, 7 men (70%) reported no or a very small problem and 2 (20%), 1 (10%) and
no patients reported small, moderate and big problems respectively. In terms of bowel
toxicity, 77% of the Sanda cohort reported no or a very small problem, with 12%, 9%
and 2% reporting small, moderate and big problems. The SPORT cohort overall
compares favourably, with 9 patients (90%) reporting no or a very small problem and
one (10%) reporting a moderate problem at 18 months. It must be noted that there is
relatively little information regarding the details of the radiotherapy delivered to the
Sanda cohort and that only 31% of the whole radiotherapy group received any form of
androgen deprivation therapy; again, the duration is unknown. The ProtecT trial, which
compared radical treatment options for localised prostate cancer, also evaluated
patient-reported outcomes in the 1643 men who underwent randomisation375,376.
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Urinary and bowel EPIC scores reported in this study were broadly similar to those
seen in this cohort.

Different metrics were used in CHHiP to evaluate sexual domains and so these
outcomes cannot be directly compared. As expected, there was a deterioration in
sexual summary scores in the months following treatment (maximal at nine months)
that showed some improvement from 12 months post radiotherapy. Hormonal metrics
and overall satisfaction scores have not yet been reported for CHHiP. As with the
sexual summary scores, hormonal scores deteriorated steadily from baseline with an
improvement seen from 12 months post radiotherapy. It should be noted that all
patients had been established on androgen deprivation therapy at the time of
screening. Overall satisfaction in SPORT patients consistently scored highly, with a
median of 5.0 at 18 months.
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5.5

Conclusion

Men with high-risk localised prostate cancer have historically poor long-term outcomes
when treated with the current standard of care. There is clear evidence that dose
escalation in prostate cancer improves outcomes; to date, this strategy has been
limited by the radiosensitivity of the normal tissues surrounding the prostate. The low
α/β ratio of prostate cancer renders SABR particularly attractive in this context, as it
allows relative escalation of the dose delivered to the tumour which should improve
tumour control without having as significant an impact on normal tissue toxicity.

Preliminary clinical results from the SPORT High-Risk Trial are now available. Taken
alone or in comparison to published trials of moderate hypofractionation or of similar
SABR dose-fractionation schedules, they demonstrate that there is, to date, no
evidence of excessive or unexpected toxicity from SABR in this context. The
dosimetric benefit of the rectal spacer is clear, and, again, no clinically significant
toxicity is evident at this stage338. Early analysis of selected biomarkers is underway.

There is a pressing need for further trials of SABR in high-risk disease given both the
potential benefit and the relative lack of data in this area. Based on these favourable
early results, the SPORT trial has been extended to include a further 10 patients and
has been amended to include a simultaneous boost to the prostate disease. Data
gathered in this feasibility study will inform the design of a later Belfast-led multicentre
RCT evaluating prostate and pelvic SABR in men with high-risk localised prostate
cancer and will continue to improve the standard of prostate radiotherapy delivered
across Northern Ireland.
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Chapter 6 – Discussion

6.1

Introduction

Precision medicine is defined as ‘a form of medicine that uses information about a
person’s genes, proteins, and environment to prevent, diagnose, and treat disease’276.
Its successful practice draws on multiple disciplines to provide personalised therapies
with the primary aim of optimising outcomes for individual patients both in terms of
tumour control and treatment-related toxicity. In radiation oncology, precision medicine
may be considered from two separate but interlinked perspectives; physical- and
imaging-based (arguably the more advanced of the two) and biology-based
‘radiogenomics’277.

Absolute rates of prostate cancer continue to rise as our population ages. Traditional
methods of risk stratification in localised prostate cancer are based on evaluation of
clinical stage, baseline PSA and Gleason score. This has not changed in many
decades and has certainly not kept pace with recent advances in the management of
this disease, which have expanded from the conventional options of radical
prostatectomy and conventionally fractionated radiotherapy to encompass up-front
chemotherapy, radiotherapy dose escalation (through multiple methods, including
brachytherapy and stereotactic techniques alongside technological improvements in
the delivery of radiotherapy), alternative methods of androgen deprivation and
adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy and radiotherapy in the post-operative setting.

The hypothesis that underpins this work is that precision medicine will transform the
treatment of men with prostate cancer treated with radiotherapy. At a population level,
improved patient selection using novel prognostic or predictive biomarkers will allow
greater individualisation of treatment for men with localised prostate cancer, and, at
an individual level, technological advances in radiotherapy will enable more precise
and accurate tumour targeting, thus improving the therapeutic ratio.

6.2

Overview of results

The aims of this work were two-fold; firstly, to investigate novel biomarkers – and to
validate existing candidates – through the generation of a database of men with
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prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy linking baseline clinical, diagnostic
tissue and treatment parameters to long-term outcomes, and, secondly, to develop
and initiate a clinical trial to investigate the feasibility of randomising patients with
unfavourable-risk intermediate- or high-risk localised prostate cancer to stereotactic
radiotherapy to the prostate alone or to the prostate or pelvic lymph nodes. This trial
also incorporates multiple promising biomarkers with a view to generation of
promising hypotheses for later investigation.

Chapter 1 discusses the current management of localised prostate cancer, biomarker
development and the present situation in prostate cancer in parallel with recent
advances in radiotherapy. Traditional methods of risk stratification in prostate cancer
are outlined and the currently available prognostic genomic panels are discussed in
detail.

Subsequent chapters present different aspects of this work. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss
the creation and analysis of a database of men in Northern Ireland with localised
prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy. Chapter 4 describes the
development work required to generate appropriate CTV-PTV margins for stereotactic
radiotherapy prior to the opening of the SPORT High-Risk Trial, a feasibility study of
novel SABR dose-fractionation schedules, the design and early results from which are
reported in Chapter 5.

6.2.1 Prostate cancer dataset
Chapters 2 and 3 outline the development of a clinically annotated database of all men
in Northern Ireland with localised prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy
between 2005 and 2009. Over 190 individual clinical data points were collected for
466 individual patients. This dataset was augmented through the collection of wholetranscriptomic data derived from diagnostic FFPE samples for 248 patients.

There are a number of particular strengths of this dataset. It includes a very broad
range of clinical data and has now matured with long-term (> 10 years) follow-up. It
includes all men in Northern Ireland treated with radical radiotherapy during the period
of interest and so is representative of clinical practice at that time. Very few patients
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have been lost to follow-up (despite the time now elapsed), which is reflective of the
patient population. The primary limitation, unavoidably, is its retrospective nature.
Additionally, not all data points of interest were available (particularly consistent data
regarding later toxicity). Finally, all data was manually extracted from multiple EMRs
and paper charts which represented a very significant time commitment.

6.2.1.1

Metastatic Assay

The objective of the study reported here was to independently validate the prognostic
utility of the Metastatic Assay in diagnostic FFPE specimens from men with localised
prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy. This assay has now been shown to
be prognostic for both biochemical failure and metastatic disease in men with localised
prostate cancer treated with radical radiotherapy293. This parallels earlier findings in
patients with localised disease treated with radical prostatectomy286. Similar to the
surgical cohort, the Metastatic Assay was found to be superior to conventional clinical
parameters and the combined assay and CAPRA model were superior to either alone.

The majority of the data for all three commercially available genomic panels is derived
from patients treated with radical prostatectomy or (less commonly) watchful waiting.
There are only two small studies evaluating their role in radical radiotherapy patients;
Prolaris® was shown to be predictive for biochemical failure and prostate cancer
mortality and superior to conventional clinical parameters in a cohort of 141 patients145
and Decipher’s GC score has been shown to be prognostic for 5-year biochemical
failure in a cohort of 121 men with intermediate-risk prostate cancer146. The same
study found that the combined GC-NCCN model outperformed the older NCCN model
alone in predicting early-onset metastasis.

Particular strengths of our study include the application of the assay to the small
volume of tissue available from diagnostic FFPE biopsies (in contrast to the much
greater volume of tissue and definitive histopathological staging available fromradical
prostatectomy specimens), expert histopathologic review, tissue retrieval and
preparation, high-quality gene expression sequencing (> 95% of samples passed all
quality control procedures), clearly defined clinical endpoints (biochemical failure and
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metastatic disease), the duration of follow-up and the large sample size (ours is the
largest study reported to date in men treated with radical radiotherapy).

The Metastatic Assay may be of benefit both in identifying men with truly low-risk
disease, who would be excellent candidates for active surveillance, and those men
with high risk of progression, who might benefit from earlier treatment intensification.
This strategy has the potential to avoid the morbidity associated with treatment in the
former group and to improve tumour control in the latter. Further work is required to
establish its potential role within current risk stratification strategies. It may be of
particular importance in the improved identification of men at higher risk of relapse
who would likely benefit from up-front intensification of therapy, both in terms of doseescalated radiotherapy in addition to consideration of additional systemic options.

6.2.1.2

Clinical analysis

Chapter 4 presents three separate analyses of the same dataset that focus on
potential clinical biomarker candidates. In parallel with ongoing novel biomarker
discovery, there is significant interest in the investigation of existing clinical parameters
using large datasets, which also provide valuable resources for biomarker validation.

There is increasing interest in alternatives to traditional LHRHa therapy; however,
there have been no randomised comparisons of LHRHa to AA monotherapy. Almost
a third of the cohort included in this dataset were treated with AA; the remainder
received primary LHRHa therapy. The choice of ADT subtype was prognostic for
biochemical failure in our cohort but not for metastatic disease or prostate cancerspecific survival. To our knowledge, this has not been previously reported. The
contrary trend toward improved overall survival (but not prostate cancer-specific
survival) in the AA group was apparent from the first year following radiotherapy and
may reflect a number of factors, including the known cardiovascular and metabolic
toxicities of LHRHa therapy. There was no evidence of detriment with the use of AA
monotherapy in this unselected population.

NLR has been shown to be prognostic for poorer outcomes in men with advanced
prostate cancer. The analysis of NLR dichotomised at two separate thresholds was
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not prognostic for any outcome of interest in this cohort of patients. This is broadly
consistent with the conflicting findings in patients with non-metastatic prostate cancer.

Pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir was not prognostic for biochemical failure, metastatic
disease, prostate cancer-specific survival or overall survival in this patient cohort. This
study did not replicate the earlier findings from our institution in a previous cohort from
2001-2002; namely, that a nadir of ≤ 1.0 ng/mL in patients treated with neoadjuvant
LHRHa was prognostic for biochemical failure and overall survival at four years. There
are a number of potential contributory factors to these findings; the primary factor, is,
however, likely to be the escalation in radiotherapy dose between the two cohorts
drawn from the early and later years of the 2000s.

The failure to validate either NLR or pre-radiotherapy PSA nadir as prognostic
biomarkers underpins the importance of rigorous biomarker validation prior to wider
adoption of promising candidates.

These analyses highlight the importance of this dataset as a valuable resource for
future biomarker discovery and validation.

6.2.2 SPORT High-Risk Trial
The SPORT High-Risk Trial, a randomised feasibility study, was designed to
investigate the addition of elective pelvic nodal SABR to prostate SABR in men with
high-risk localised prostate cancer337,338. The planning study described in Chapter 4
was undertaken to provide the necessary radiotherapy planning data that was required
prior to the opening of this trial.

6.2.2.1

CTV-PTV margin derivation

Chapter 4 describes a novel composite volume approach that allows derivation of PTV
margins for two or more separate CTVs treated using a single isocentre. This
approach was used to calculate individual margins for each structure of interest, with
prostate-derived margins subsequently compared to conventional margins derived
using the widely used van Herk statistical method339. Critically, this approach is
independent of the assumptions of conventional margin recipes, neither of which apply
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in this situation; namely, that it is based on conventional dose-fractionation schedules,
and, additionally, that it considers a simple spherical target geometry (which is rarely
– if ever – the case in modern radiotherapy; the prostate nodal CTV is particularly
large, irregular, and easily deformed).
Many institutions commonly include the prostate, seminal vesicles and pelvic lymph
nodes when treating men with high-risk localised prostate cancer193,341. It is therefore
important to accurately quantify the CTV-PTV margins required for each target
structure when matching to the primary prostate structure as even small changes have
the potential to cause much larger relative shifts in the pelvic nodal CTV, rendering it
vulnerable to a geographic miss and potential for underdosage as well as an increase
in dose to surrounding organs at risk347,348.
Using a prostate-based soft tissue match (preferable clinically as the target receiving
the highest dose), this novel method yielded margins which agreed with the
conventional van Herk recipe (which includes both delineation uncertainty and
intrafraction motion errors)339. As expected, matching to the prostate required
relatively smaller prostate margins with a larger margin around the pelvic nodal CTV,
thus facilitating margin reduction around the high-dose target and minimising the
volume of normal tissue receiving higher doses of radiation.
6.2.2.2

Design and early clinical results

The design of the SPORT High-Risk Trial is outlined in Chapter 5. This randomised
feasibility study of prostate and pelvic nodal SABR in men with high-risk localised
prostate cancer incorporated multiple biomarker and patient-reported outcome
measures with a view to acting as a basis for a larger Phase II randomised controlled
trial. Clinical results from the first ten patients are reported here. To date, all primary
endpoints (which centred around its feasibility) have been met. The expected
recruitment rate was met, acute toxicity and quality of life scores were successfully
assessed for all patients, and all patients were suitable for treatment with SABR and
treated on schedule as originally planned. Additionally, this trial represented one of
the earliest uses of a hydrogel rectal spacer in the UK and the first in Northern Ireland;
this was very well tolerated overall with improved rectal dosimetry and NTCP for rectal
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bleeding demonstrated in all of the first six patients treated without detriment to target
volume coverage338.

At a median follow-up of 24 months, no local or distant failures were evident. No
patient in SPORT developed Grade 3 or greater toxicity at any stage

The SPORT toxicity and PROM outcomes were firstly compared to published data
from CHHiP, a large randomised trial of conventional versus hypofractionated
radiotherapy in men with localised prostate cancer which established the current dosefractionation schedule of 60 Gy in 20 fractions for men with low- and intermediate-risk
prostate cancer. The SPORT outcomes were also considered against two smaller
recently published trials of prostate SABR, pHART 8 (prostate-only) and SATURN
(prostate and pelvic lymph nodes).

Patient-reported outcomes were broadly similar to those reported in CHHiP (with the
exception of lower-scoring urinary domains) and are comparable to those reported by
Sanda and in the ProtecT trial.

In summary, on evaluation of preliminary clinical results from the first ten patients
treated on the SPORT trial, all primary end points were successfully met. Taken alone
or in comparison to published trials of moderate hypofractionation or of similar SABR
dose-fractionation schedules, these results demonstrate that there is no evidence of
excessive or unexpected toxicity from SABR in this context. In parallel with this,
PROMs were broadly comparable to published data.
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6.3

Future work

6.3.1 Precision medicine in radiation oncology
True precision medicine – or perhaps precision oncology – remains the goal for all
cancer patients. In radiation oncology, it may be broadly considered as two
overlapping domains; physical / imaging / technological and biology (or ‘omics’).
Significant progress has already been in the physical / imaging domain; the move from
3D-conformal radiotherapy to IMRT and now to complex therapies such as VMAT, the
role of image-guidance (and anatomic personalisation) in all aspects of treatment and
the

increasing

role

for

drug-radiotherapy

combinations

(chemotherapy,

immunotherapy, radiosensitisers). This essentially aims to optimise the therapeutic
ratio for individual patients treated with radiotherapy.

Despite the continued advances in this field, the complex pathways of radiation
response and resistance are relatively less well understood. An alternative way to
consider matters is in terms of tumour control and toxicity. There is still a cohort of
men with very high-risk disease who do well, while other men within the same risk
group do much more poorly. It is clear that our current models of risk stratification,
while improving, are not refined enough.

More accurate predictors of tumour radioresistance (or, indeed, radiosensitivity) would
be of immense benefit in identifying patient groups where radiotherapy should be
avoided altogether, where the total dose may safely be lowered, and where dose
escalation is required. Given the steep dose-response curve for many cancers, even
small increases in dose may have significant impacts on tumour control. Similarly, the
main restriction on dose escalation in prostate cancer is the risk of normal tissue
toxicity, where DVCs are often predicated on predicted rates of severe toxicity of 510%. It follows that some patients will experience significant toxicity at doses below
this level, while others may be treated to higher doses without difficulty. At present,
there are no additional parameters to predict individual radiosensitivity, which could
facilitate reductions in (or possibly avoidance of) radiotherapy in patients at risk of
severe toxicity (particularly relevant in prostate cancer, given that multiple options are
available for treatment of localised disease) and dose escalation in patients with
higher-risk disease predicted to be at lower risk of toxicity. Large randomised trials
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and big clinical datasets will be necessary to generate, validate and robustly test
potential biomarkers of radiosensitivity.

6.3.2 Prostate cancer dataset
The prostate cancer dataset described here has already proven extremely valuable
both in terms of the initial analyses of existing clinical parameters and the parallel
evaluation of the Metastatic Assay, a novel 70-gene panel validated for the first time
in a cohort of men treated with radical radiotherapy. There is much more to be learned
from these patients who have already been treated.

The next steps in terms of clinical analyses will be to re-evaluate the entire cohort in
terms of the recently updated clinical outcomes, which have now incorporated the
updated Gleason Grade Group and NCCN risk stratification classifications10,377.
Formal multivariate analysis of the ADT subgroups will be carried out to evaluate some
of the potential confounders discussed above. PSA nadir will be assessed at lower
thresholds and additional timepoints to reflect more recently reported data. Given that
the NLR is subject to change from multiple factors, it may perhaps be worthwhile to
investigate relative changes over time instead of a single distinct time point.

This retrospective dataset will form the basis for future prospective data collection and
generate hypotheses for trial design. Our group was particularly fortunate to be in a
position to carry out whole-transcriptome sequencing on the subgroup included in the
Metastatic Assay analysis, which has, in essence, created a library for future
biomarker discovery and validation which is managed through the NIB. This will be
augmented further through regular updates of the clinical outcomes of the men
included in this dataset.

A number of recurring factors with database generation and the evaluation of ‘big data’
have come to light during this process which are discussed below.

Rigorous and consistent standardised data collection is critical to allow true
comparison between (and, indeed, within, institutions). There are some unavoidable
gaps in the dataset described here due to missing and inconsistent data (which are
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almost impossible to correct retrospectively), particularly in the case of later toxicity
measurement. However, this applies not just to clinical data but also to all radiotherapy
data (particularly in the case of nomenclature). Radiation oncology has (by and large)
been an early adopter of the EMR and so is in a fortunate position in terms of the data
already available.

Another aspect to this dataset is the volume of information available with regard to
radiotherapy planning data and significant late toxicity which provides an opportunity
to evaluate dose-volume constraints and NTCP in this population. The lack of
systematic collection of late toxicity data in this population does, however, underpin its
importance for later analysis and prospective collection. It may also be possible to
develop and evaluate novel radiosensitivity signatures in the context of these clinical
data.

Imaging is a critical part of all aspects of radiotherapy. Radiomics is an emerging field
with widespread applications in oncology. In essence, it goes beyond basic anatomy
to the cellular level by converting quantitative automated imaging features into data
that can be mined for predictive and (potentially) prognostic information378. Our group
has recently reported on an analysis of this prostate cancer dataset using planning
CT-based radiomics features that could replicate conventional risk stratification
models to distinguish between Gleason Grade Group 2 and 3 and high-risk and lowrisk disease379. Particularly when combined with conventional MR, this approach could
open up new strategies for individualised radiotherapy such as dose painting.
MAASTRO group (among others) have developed ingenious solutions for
anonymisation and data collection from international collaborators380,381.

There is huge scope to collect patient-reported data via smartphones and other
electronic media. There are, of course, hurdles to be cleared with regard to data
protection and security which will require careful consideration, particularly with the
advent of GDPR and Brexit.

There are smaller subgroups of interest within this dataset which will require closer
investigation; patients with significant (and perhaps unexpected) late toxicity, patients
with samples of irradiated tissue (e.g. bladder biopsy), patients with serial prostate
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tissue (negative TRUS biopsies / previous TURP / active surveillance), and patients
with histologic confirmation of metastatic disease. All these groups represent potential
avenues for focused investigation in terms of radiosensitivity, normal tissue changes
post-irradiation and evolution of neoplastic/metastatic potential.

Collaboration between institutions will be required to progress these strategies further
and adoption of standardised clinical protocols would be of great benefit in this regard.
Similarly, a collaborative biobanking programme (including diagnostic prostate tissue
and perhaps serial blood and urine samples) with well-annotated clinical data (to
include baseline demographics, radiotherapy planning and treatment data, toxicity
measurement and PROMs) would be invaluable for evaluation of current and future
outcomes and biomarker investigation. Partnership with bioinformatic colleagues
(among others) will be essential for analysis of the vast amounts of data that are
already becoming available. This will require significant resources in the short- and
long-term, and, of course, raises similar caveats regarding data protection.

6.3.3 SPORT High-Risk Trial
Traditional methods of margin derivation are no longer applicable in the changing
settings of extreme hypofractionation and multiple isocentric target volumes. Definition
of a novel method of margin derivation applicable to this situation was a critical part of
the preparatory work for the SPORT High-Risk Trial. This was an extremely timeintensive undertaking, requiring individual contouring of all target volumes and OARs
on all one hundred CT image sets evaluated in our study. This approach is realistically
not yet possible in everyday practice but would, however, be greatly expedited by
improved automated contouring algorithms. This method is also applicable to other
situations where these conditions are met, such as head and neck cancer, another
site where accurate and precise delivery of treatment is critical.

Formal validation of the novel method of CTV-PTV margin derivation reported here
will also be possible through analysis of the SPORT planning and treatment CT
datasets. Appropriate reduction of CTV-PTV margins has the dual effect of reducing
the radiation dose to normal tissues and facilitating safe dose escalation, thus reducing
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toxicity and improving tumour control, reflecting the advances made in the planning
and the delivery of radiotherapy on an increasingly individual level.

The SPORT High-Risk Trial has now successfully reached its original accrual target
and has now expanded its numbers by a further ten patients. Given the low rates of
toxicity to date, the latter cohort of patients will also undergo further dose escalation
with a simultaneous boost to the intra-prostatic disease delivered over a shorter
timeframe.

An important component of this trial was the inclusion of quality of life and health
economic metrics. There are a number of factors that render formal health economic
analysis particularly attractive in this setting, chief amongst which are the significantly
different dose-fractionation schedules (when compared to conventional fractionation)
and the use of a rectal spacer for all patients.

There is still a relative lack of data regarding appropriate dose-volume constraints for
prostate SABR. The data provided by the SPORT trial, both in terms of baseline
planning CT and MR and daily pre-treatment CBCT alongside serial toxicity and
patient-reported outcome measures, will provide a valuable opportunity for NTCP
analysis and investigation of potential novel DVCs in SABR. Similarly, the detailed
clinical and radiologic data could also be subject to radiomic analysis (whereas the
vast majority of the data currently available in prostate cancer are based on men
treated with conventionally fractionated radiotherapy). There are far more data
available from modern radiotherapy in general and trials of this type in particular when
compared to the data used to generate current DVCs (dating back many decades in
some cases)47.

A significant amount of work remains in terms of PROMs and biomarker analysis both
in Belfast and with our collaborators further afield. It is increasingly clear that a vast
amount of data will be generated by this relatively small trial alone; one of our future
challenges will be its meaningful and directed analysis and interpretation. The clinical
data (with or without the radiotherapy/imaging and laboratory data) may also provide
a resource for further biomarker discovery and validation in a similar manner to the
larger retrospective prostate cancer dataset.
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One of the secondary objectives of this trial was to serve as a basis for hypothesis
generation. The most promising biomarkers from this study will be brought forward to
form the basis of a Belfast-led Phase II trial of prostate and pelvic SABR and will also
be investigated in other settings. As competition for resources increases, it is
increasingly clear that careful consideration regarding trial design and clinical
hypotheses is increasingly important to ensure the right questions (both for now and
in the future) are answered in a timely fashion.
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6.4

Conclusion

The work reported here clearly highlights the dual aspects of precision medicine when
applied to radiation oncology; the prostate cancer database has provided opportunities
to evaluate and validate clinical and genomic biomarkers in a Northern Ireland
population, and the SPORT High-Risk Trial has facilitated the development of a novel
method of CTV-PTV margin derivation and the introduction of rectal spacers and
prostate and pelvic nodal SABR into Northern Ireland.

A recurring theme throughout this thesis has been the importance of collaboration on
every level. Neither of the two primary research aims reported here would have been
achieved without widespread and generous collaboration within and without our
institution. This underpins its importance for current and future projects.

The main challenges that lie ahead are the development of collaborative datasets and
clinical trials to facilitate biomarker investigation and the integration of validated
biomarkers into current risk stratification models.

It is a tremendously exciting time for those of us involved in the management of
prostate cancer. The landscape of its diagnosis and treatment is rapidly changing at
all levels; new therapies are becoming available and existing therapies are being
deployed in new contexts. This makes the advancement of precision medicine in
prostate cancer essential in order to optimise individual treatment from the many
choices available now and in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Prostate Cancer Clinicopathologic Database Fields

Prostate Cancer Clinicopathological Database
Data Fields and Explanatory Information

Patient characteristics

1. Surname
Held in master database only.
To be removed once unique study identifier allocated.

2. BPR number
Held in master database only.
To be removed once unique study identifier allocated.

3. Unique identifier NIB
A study number will be allocated to each patient, but the document will not
contain any unique identifiers.
A separate file stored on the secure BHSCT IT system will be created with
study numbers linked to hospital medical records numbers.
The database will therefore be completely anonymised.

9999 Not part of collection

4. Unique identifier Almac
A study number will be allocated to each patient, but the document will not
contain any unique identifiers.
A separate file stored on the secure BHSCT IT system will be created with
study numbers linked to hospital medical records numbers.
The database will therefore be completely anonymised.

9999 Not part of collection
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5. Date of birth
DD/MM/YY
Subsequently use for calculation of age at diagnosis, progression and death.
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Diagnosis

6. Date of diagnosis
DD/MM/YYYY

7. Age at diagnosis (years)
8. Date of first oncology review
DD/MM/YYYY

9. Central pathology
0
Yes
1

No – but report available on LabCentre

2

No – no information on LabCentre

3

External review

10. Clinical T stage (1-4) at diagnosis (AJCC)
0
TX
No evidence of primary tumour
1

T1

Clinically inapparent tumour neither palpable nor visible by

imaging
2

T2

Tumour confined within prostate

3

T3

Tumour extends through the prostatic capsule

4

T4

Tumour is fixed or invades adjacent structures other than s

seminal vesicles: bladder, levator muscles, and/or pelvic wall
9

Unknown

11. Clinical T stage (a-c) at diagnosis (AJCC)
1
a
2

b

3

c

9

Unknown

12. Radiologic T stage (1-4) at diagnosis (AJCC)
0
TX
1

T1 – only T2 or greater reportable from imaging

2

T2
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3

T3

4

T4

9

Unknown

13. Radiologic T stage (a-c) at diagnosis (AJCC)
1
a
2

b

3

c

9

Unknown

14. Final T stage
1a
1b
1c
2a
2b
2c
2x
3a
3b
3x
4

15. N stage at diagnosis (AJCC)
0
N0
1

N1

9

NX

16. M stage at diagnosis
0
M0
1

M1

9

MX

17. iPSA (maximum pre-treatment PSA) (ng/ml)
As documented in COIS/LabCentre
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18. iPSA date
DD/MM/YYYY
As documented in COIS/LabCentre
Assume date of diagnosis if not documented elsewhere (indicated in bold)

19. ECOG performance status (bold = inferred)
0
1
2
3
4

20. Previous RT
0
No
1
EBRT
2
Radioisotopes
9
Unknown

21. HTN (hypertension)
0
No
1

Yes

9

Unknown

22. IHD (ischaemic heart disease)
0
No
1

Yes

23. Cancer
0
No
1

Yes

2

Within last five years

6

Metastatic disease

Only cancers within preceding 5 years are included in the CCI

24. Hypercholesterolaemia
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0

No

1

Yes

25. AF (atrial fibrillation)
0
No
1

Yes

9

Unknown

26. DM (diabetes mellitus)
0
No
1

Yes – no end-organ damage

2

Yes – end-organ damage

27. CVA (cerebrovascular accident)
0
No
1

Yes

28. COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)
0
No
1

Yes

29. MI (myocardial infarction)
0
No
1

Yes

30. CCF (congestive cardiac failure)
0
No
1

Yes

31. Dementia
0
No
1

Yes

32. Ulcers
0
No
1

Yes
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33. CTD (connective tissue disease)
0
No
1

Yes

34. Liver disease
0
No
1

Yes – mild

3

Yes – moderate to severe

Severity impacts CCI.

35. Hemiplegia
0
No
2

Yes

36. CRF (chronic renal failure)
0
No
2

Moderate to severe

Severity impacts CCI.

37. PVD (peripheral vascular disease)
0
No
1

Yes

38. Charlson comorbidity score
Sum previous scores
Also include AIDS (6), metastatic solid tumour (6), leukaemia (2), lymphoma
(2)
Exclude HTN, IHD, hypercholesterolaemia, AF from calculation

39. Charlson age score
0
< 50y
1

50-59

2

60-69
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3

70-79

40. Age-adjusted CCI
Sum of comorbidity and age scores

41. Other PMHx
Free text
Additional comorbidities not previously documented

42. Smoking history
0
Never
1
Current
2
Ex-smoker
9
Unknown

43. EtOH
0
1
2
3
4
9

Nil
< 10 U
10 – 20 U
> 30 U
Current or previous EtOH excess
Unknown

44. FHx
0
1
2
9

Nil
Cancer (non-breast or prostate)
Breast or prostate cancer
Unknown
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Treatment characteristics

45. Oncology consultant
1
AK
2
DMM
3
DPS
4
JAH
5
JMA
6
JOS
7
LS
8
RK
9
RLE
10
SS
11
WG
46. AJCC risk group
1
I
2

IIA

3

IIB

4

III

5

IV

9

Unknown

47. NCCN risk group
1
Low
2

Intermediate

3

High

9

Unknown

48. D’Amico risk group
1
Low
2

Intermediate

3

High

9

Unknown

49. CAPRA iPSA
0
≤6
1
6.1 – 10
2
10.1 – 20
3
20.1 – 30
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4

> 30

50. CAPRA Clinical T stage
0
T1 / T2
1

T3a

51. CAPRA Gleason score
0
No pattern 4 or 5
1

Secondary pattern 4 or 5

3

Primary pattern 4 or 5

52. CAPRA percentage +ve cores
0
< 34%
1

≥ 34%

53. CAPRA age
0
< 50
1

≥ 50Y

54. CAPRA (Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment) score
Sum iPSA / Clinical T stage / Gleason score / Percentage +ve cores /
Age at diagnosis

55. Clinical trial
0
No
1
CHHIP
2
STAMPEDE
3
EORTC 22991
9
Unknown

56. Active surveillance
0
No
1
Yes
9
Unknown

57. ADT
0
No
1

Yes

9

Unknown
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58. Date ADT commenced
DD/MM/YYYY (in bold where exact date unknown)
Assume start date 15th of the month
9999 Unknown

59. ADT type
0
None
1

Anti-androgen

2

LHRH agonist

3

Combination AA/LHRHa

4

LHRH antagonist

5

Switch – LHRha to AA

6

Switch – AA to LHRHa

7

Intermittent ADT

8

Other

9

Unknown

60. Primary ADT
1
AA
2

LHRHa

61. Intended duration ADT
0
None
1
Short-term (6-12 months)
2
Long-term (2-3 years)
3
Life-long
9
Unknown

62. RT dose (Gy)
Sum Phases 1, 2 and 3

63. Dose / fraction (Gy)
64. Phase 1 (Gy)
65. Phase 2 (Gy)
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66. Phase 3 (Gy)
67. Treatment site
1
Prostate
2
Prostate and pelvis
68. Number of phases
69. EQD2
Assume a/b 1.93Gy and time factor of 0.31 (Vogelius & Bentzen)

70. First fraction RT
DD/MM/YYYY

71. Last fraction RT
DD/MM/YYYY

72. Treatment duration (days)
73. Significant acute RT toxicity
As evident within 90 days of completion of RT
0

No

1

Yes
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Outcomes

74. PSA pre-RT (ng/ml)
PSA at commencement RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre
99999 Not available

75. Date PSA pre-RT
DD/MM/YYYY
99/99/9999 Not available

76. PSA post-RT (ng/ml)
PSA at completion RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre
99999 Not available

77. Date PSA post-RT
DD/MM/YYYY
99/99/9999 Not available

78. PSA nadir (ng/ml)
Lowest PSA (at any stage)
99999 Not available

79. Date nadir
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

80. PSA 7-8 weeks (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

81. Date 7-8 weeks
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available
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82. PSA 6-8 months (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

83. Date 6-8 months
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

84. PSA 12-14 months (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

85. Date 12-14 months
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available.
99/99/9999 Not available

86. PSA 2Y (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

87. Date 2Y
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

88. PSA 5Y (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

89. Date 5Y
DD/MM/YYYY
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

90. Last PSA (ng/ml)
99999 Not available

91. Date last PSA
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DD/MM/YYYY
99999 Not available

92. Failure
Of any kind
0

No

1

Yes

93. Date of failure
DD/MM/YYYY
Date of investigation confirming recurrence
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

94. Possible false result
0
No
1
Yes; likely false positive
2
Yes; likely false negative
95. Comment re false results
Free text

96. Biochemical failure (BF)
0
No
1

Yes

97. Date BF
DD/MM/YYYY
Date of investigation confirming recurrence
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original PSA date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

98. Metastatic disease (MD)
0
No
1

Yes

99. Date MD
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DD/MM/YYYY
Date where imaging or biopsy confirms presence metastatic disease
Include pelvic relapses in this group (where originally N0)
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

100.
0
1

CRPC (Castrate-resistant prostate cancer)
No
Yes

101.
Date CRPC
DD/MM/YYYY
Date where no longer responding to CAB with bicalutamide/AA
May need to review definition at later stage
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not available
99/99/9999 Not available

102.
0
1

Bone metastases
No
Yes

103.

Date bone metastases
DD/MM/YYYY
Date of investigation confirming recurrence
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not
available

104.

Nodal metastases
0
No
1
Yes

105.

Date nodal metastases
DD/MM/YYYY
Date of investigation confirming recurrence
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not
available

106.

Visceral metastases
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0
1
107.

No
Yes

Date visceral metastases
DD/MM/YYYY
Date of investigation confirming recurrence
Record date of clinic annotation in bold where original date not
available

108.

Comments (metastases)
Free text at present

109.
0

Alive
Yes

1

No

9

Unknown

110.
0
1

1-year survival (post diagnosis)
Yes
No

Calculate (in months) from date of diagnosis

111.
0
1

1-year survival (post start ADT)
Yes
No

Calculate (in months) from date of start of RT

112.
0
1

5-year survival (post diagnosis)
Yes
No

Calculate (in months) from date of diagnosis

113.
0
1

5-year survival (post start ADT)
Yes
No

Calculate from date of start of RT
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114.
0

Death from PC
No

1

Yes

2

Unknown – no evidence of recurrent PC

3

Unknown – cannot exclude recurrent PC

8

Not dead

9

Unknown – lost to follow-up

115.
Cause of death
Free text at present

116.

Date of death
DD/MM/YYYY
99/99/9999 Not relevant

117.

Age at death
Report in years
9999 Not relevant

118.

IADT
0
No
1
Yes

119.

Subsequent issues
Free text at present
Document significant toxicity and subsequent medical issues
0

120.

Nil

PC chemotherapy (prostate cancer chemotherapy/other agents)
0
No
1

Yes

121.

Last seen oncology (previously last seen)
DD/MM/YYYY

122.

Last seen (all-comers)
Last seen by oncology or last PSA, whichever is later
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DD/MM/YYYY

123.
0
1
2

Discharged
No
Yes – alive
Yes – dead

124.

Time to failure (post diagnosis)
Report in months
Calculate from date of diagnosis

125.

Time to failure (post start ADT)
Report in months
Calculate from start of ADT

126.

Follow-up (post diagnosis)
Report in months
Calculate from date of diagnosis to date of last seen (all-comers)

127.

Follow-up (post start ADT)
Report in months
Calculate from start of ADT to date of last seen (all-comers)

128.

Significant late toxicity
0
No
1
Yes

129.

PR bleeding
0
No
1

Yes

130.

RT proctitis
0
No
1
Yes – no tissue
2
Yes – tissue available

131.

Irradiated rectal tissue
0
No
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1

Yes – no proctitis documented (histopathology serial number(s)
(where available))

2

Yes – proctitis documented (histopathology serial number(s)
(where available))

132.

Cystoscopy
0
No
1

Yes

133.

Haematuria
0
No
1
Yes

134.

RT cystitis
0
No

135.

1

Yes – no tissue

2

Yes – tissue available

Irradiated bladder tissue
0
No
1

Yes – no cystitis documented (histopathology serial number(s)
(where available))

2

Yes – cystitis documented (histopathology serial number(s)
(where available))

136.

Gynaecomastia
0
No
1
Yes – no intervention documented
2
Breast bud RT
3
Yes – surgical resection
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Histopathology

Details of the diagnostic sample will be recorded here. Other prostate tissue
samples (both pre- and post-diagnosis) will be recorded separately. In the
case of AS patients, the biopsy taken prior to the decision to treat will be
recorded here.

137.

Diagnostic procedure type
0
None
1
TRUS – data available
2
TURP – data available
3
TRUS – data not available
4
TURP – data not available
5
Other
Bold – date unknown (assumed to be 15th June in year of diagnosis)

138.

Diagnostic procedure date
DD/MM/YYYY

139.

Diagnostic procedure specimen number
As per LabCentre
9999 Unknown

140.

141.

Diagnostic procedure location
As per LabCentre
1

BHSCT

2

RGH

3

NHSCT

9

Unknown

Almac specimen number
As per LabCentre
99999 Unknown

142.

Additional TRUS
0
No
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143.

1

Yes – 1

2

Yes – 2

3

Yes – 3

TRUS specimen number
As per LabCentre
9999 Unknown

144.

145.

146.

TRUS location
As per LabCentre
1

BHSCT

2

RGH

3

NHSCT

4

Downe

5

LGH

9

Unknown

Additional TURP
0
No
1

Yes – 1

2

Yes – 2

3

Yes – 3

TURP specimen number
As per LabCentre
9999 Unknown

147.

148.

TURP location
As per LabCentre
1

BHSCT

2

RGH

3

NHSCT

9

Unknown

Pathology consultant (diagnostic)
1
Allen
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2

Cameron

3

Davis

4

Gray

5

Herron

6

Houghton

7

Lioe

8

Lyness

9

Unknown

10

McGalie

11

McManus

12

O’Hara

13

O’Neill

14

O’Rourke

15

Philips

16

Somerville

149.

Gleason primary

150.

Gleason secondary

151.

Gleason score
Sum Gleason primary and Gleason secondary

152.

% +ve cores
Where reported
9999 Unknown

153.

No. cores
Where reported
9999 Unknown

154.

Max. core length
Where reported
9999 Unknown
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155.

% tissue involved
Where reported
9999 Unknown

156.

157.

PIN
0

No

1

Yes

9

Unknown

Serial tissue
0
No
1

Yes

Refers to serial prostate tissue only (pre- and post diagnosis and
treatment).

158.

Comments re histopathology
Free text at present.

159.

Additional prostate tissue – benign pre-RT
0
No
1

160.

Additional prostate tissue – malignant pre-RT
0
No
1

161.

Yes

Additional prostate tissue – malignant post-RT
0
No
1

163.

Yes

Additional prostate tissue – benign post-RT
0
No
1

162.

Yes

Yes

Source
1
CD
2

Checks
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3

DOR

4

Master 2006

5

Master 2007

6

Master 2008

7

Master 2009

8

OPD

9

Unknown

10

Pelvis
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Haematologic parameters

164.
Hb pre-Dx (g/L)
Level at diagnosis (where available)
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

165.
WCC pre-Dx (10^9/L)
Level at diagnosis (where available)
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

166.
Neutrophil count pre-Dx (10^9/L)
Level at diagnosis (where available)
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

167.
NLR – neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio – pre-Dx
Calculate from WCC and neutrophil count

168.
Platelet count pre-Dx (10^9/L)
Level at diagnosis (where available)
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

169.
Date FBC pre-Dx
DD/MM/YYYY

170.
Hb pre-RT (g/L)
Level at commencement RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

171.
WCC pre-RT (10^9/L)
Level at commencement RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

172.
Neutrophil count pre-RT (10^9/L)
Level at commencement RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

173.

NLR – neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio – pre-RT
245

Calculate from WCC and neutrophil count

174.
Platelet count pre-RT (10^9/L)
Level at commencement RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

175.
Date FBC pre-RT
DD/MM/YYYY

176.
Hb post-RT (g/L)
Level at completion RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

177.
WCC post-RT (10^9/L)
Level at completion RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

178.
Neutrophil count post-RT (10^9/L)
Level at completion RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

179.
NLR – neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio – post-RT
Calculate from WCC and neutrophil count

180.
Platelet count post-RT (10^9/L)
Level at completion RT
As documented in COIS/LabCentre

181.
Date FBC post-RT
DD/MM/YYYY
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Imaging parameters

182.

Diagnostic MR on Centricity
0
No
1
Yes

183.

Date diagnostic MR
DD/MM/YYYY

184.

IBS on Centricity
0
No
1

Yes

185.

Date IBS
DD/MM/YYYY

186.

Additional imaging
Free text at present (type, date)

187.

Simulation CTs on Centricity
0
No
1

188.

Yes

Simulation CTs on different days
0
No
1

Yes
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Analysis

190.

Original Almac analysis
0
No
1
Yes
2
Issue
3
Double

191.

Almac exclusions
0
No
1
Yes

192.

Final Almac analysis
0
No
1
Yes

193.

ASTRO 2015
Included in ASTRO analysis

194.

JC/DW submission original
Included in original Biobank submission

195.

JC/DW submission matched
Matched subset within Biobank submission

196.

LGH

197.

GU ASCO NLR

198.

GU ASCO ADT

199.

JMC/JB 11 2015

200.

DW/PM 2016
0
Almac – not analysed
1
Almac – single specimen analysed
2
Almac – two specimens analysed
3

Not part of Almac analysis
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